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Abstract
As it is well established that almost all galaxies host a central supermassive black hole
(SMBH), it is natural to ask, how many of these SMBHs are actively accreting? Stud-
ies aimed at answering this question can better define the fraction of nearby galaxies
that harbour active galactic nuclei (AGNs), provide constraints on the growth of local
SMBHs, and further our understanding towards the connection between AGN activity
and galaxy evolution.
In the first part of this thesis, we use high-quality mid-infrared (IR) spectroscopy to
investigate the ubiquity of AGN activity in a complete volume-limited sample of nearby
galaxies to D < 15 Mpc. We present analyses based on the detection of high-excitation
emission lines to unambiguously identify AGNs in even the most heavily dust-obscured
and gas-rich galaxies. We find that almost half of the AGN population are not identified
in large-scale optical surveys, most likely due to strong circumnuclear star-formation
activity and/or extinction through the host galaxy. In the second part of this thesis,
we use sensitive hard X-ray (2–10 keV) and mid-IR constraints to calculate bolometric
luminosities of these D < 15 Mpc AGNs and combine these luminosities with well-
constrained SMBH masses to estimate relative mass accretion rates. We use these data
to calculate the volume-average SMBH growth rate of galaxies in the local Universe and
find that AGNs hosting SMBHs with MBH ≈ 106–107M! are dominated by optically
unidentifiedAGNs. These relatively small SMBHs are acquiring a significant proportion
of their mass in the present-day and are amongst the most rapidly growing in the local
Universe.
In the third part of this thesis, we using [NeV]λ3427A˚ as an unambiguous indica-
tor of AGN activity to assess the incidence of AGNs in a statistically significant galaxy
sample derived from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS). On the basis of [NeV], we
find strong empirical evidence that the theoretical maximum starburst limit provides
a good identification threshold for AGNs. However, we find that only ≈ 27 percent
of Seyfert galaxies have strong detections of [NeV]λ3427A˚ in their optical spectroscopy.
Using spectral stacking analyses we determine that the lack of high-ionisation emission
line signatures are due to poor spectral sensitivity and/or high levels of dust extinction.
In the final part of this thesis, we use a suite of mid-IR, optical and X-ray luminos-
ity indicators to search for Compton-thick AGNs at z ∼ 0.03–0.2, a region of parameter
space which is currently poorly constrained by deep narrow-field X-ray surveys. We use
the XMM-Newton serendipity survey and the SDSS to select a sample of 14 candidate
Compton-thick AGNs. On the basis of the optical [OIII], mid-IR [OIV] λ25.89 µm and
6 µm AGN continuum luminosities we conservatively find that the X-ray emission in
almost half of our sample appear to be attenuated by a factor ! 15, i.e., they are likely
to be obscured by Compton-thick material with NH > 1.5 × 1024 cm−2 . Under the rea-
sonable assumption that our 14 AGNs are representative of the overall X-ray undetected
AGN population in the SDSS–XMM parent sample, we estimate that! 20 percent of the
optical Type-2 AGN population are likely to be obscured by Compton-thick material.
These Compton-thick AGNs identified in our sample harbour some of the most rapidly
growing SMBHs in the nearby Universe. Overall, the techniques and results presented
in this thesis have arguably provided the most complete and unambiguous census of
AGN activity in nearby galaxies to date.
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‘Well the thing about a black hole – its main distinguishing feature – is its black. And the
thing about space, the colour of space, your basic space colour, is black.
So how are you supposed to see them?’
Holly,Marooned, Red Dwarf
Chapter 1
Introduction
It is nowwell established that all massive galaxies (M∗ ≈ 1010–1012M!) in the local Uni-
verse harbour central super-massive black holes (SMBHs;MBH ≈ 105–109M!; e.g., Kor-
mendy and Richstone 1995). These SMBHs have grown through mass accretion events,
so called active galactic nucleus (AGN) phases. The seminal discovery that the masses
of SMBHs are proportional to those of their stellar spheroids (e.g., Magorrian et al. 1998;
Gebhardt et al. 2000) implies a strong physical association between AGN activity and
galaxy evolution. To fully interpret the role played by AGN in this symbiosis therefore
requires a complete census of growing SMBHs across cosmic time. In this chapter, I will
give a brief introduction to the history of AGNs, the spectrum of emission we expect to
observe from such objects, the role that we believe the accreting SMBH population plays
in galaxy evolution, and finally, a discussion on the observational techniques which are
necessary in order to build towards a complete census of AGN activity across cosmic
time.
1.1 History
The first AGN was discovered in 1908 by Edward A. Fath whilst analysing the nuclear
spectrum of the “spiral nebula”, NGC 1068. Of course, external galaxies beyond the
Milky Way were not known at this time, let alone the existence of AGNs. Retrospec-
tively, this was the first documented case of a galaxy showing strong emission lines in
addition to the continuum and absorption-lines which were typically observed in other
“nebulae” (see Fath 1908). By 1943, twelve “emission-line nebulae” had been discov-
ered, leading to the publication of the historic paper of Carl K. Seyfert (Seyfert, 1943). In
his paper, Seyfert describes the main features of the six brightest known emission-line
1
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Figure 1.1: Left panel: Optical spectrum of NGC 5548, a typical nearby
Seyfert 1 galaxy. Narrow lines appear super-imposed onto broadened
bases for the Hα, Hβ and Hγ permitted emission lines. These broad
permitted lines are an indicative signature of Type-1 AGNs. Right
panel: Optical spectrum of NGC 1667, a nearby Seyfert 2 galaxy. By
contrast to NGC 5548, the balmer lines, in this particular AGN, are
weak and have similar widths (< 1000 km s−1 ) to the forbidden emis-
sion lines (e.g., [OIII] λ5007A˚ ). The spectra shown were first presented
in Ho et al. (1995).
galaxies (NGC 1068, NGC 1275, NGC 3516, NGC 4051, NGC 4151 and NGC 7469). He
found that the emission-lines were roughly correlated with increasing absolute magni-
tude, as well as the majority of the luminosity being concentrated at the galactic nu-
clei. Furthermore, Seyfert became the first to note that in all six of these galaxies, the
emission-line profiles themselves were significantly broader (full-width zero intensity
up to ≈ 8500 km s−1 ) than any lines previously measured in even the brightest known
“normal” nebulae. Arising from his seminal work, this class of AGNs became known as
Seyfert galaxies.
Seyfert galaxies are essentially spiral galaxies that produce strong nuclear emission
which is comparable in bolometric luminosity to that of the host galaxy. The generally
accepted criteria for a Seyfert galaxy are those with MB > −21.51 + 5 log h0 (Schmidt
and Green, 1983). Depending on optical selection criteria, between 5 and 10 percent
of local galaxies are believed to be Seyfert galaxies (e.g., Maiolino and Rieke 1995; Ho
et al. 1997b). Khachikian and Weedman (1974) further sub-divided the Seyfert galaxies
into two new classifications based on Balmer (“permitted”) emission line width. Type-1
Seyfert galaxies (Sy1) are those with Doppler broadened Balmer lines at full-width half-
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maximum (FWHM) in excess of ≈ 1000 km s−1 , whilst in Type-2 Seyfert galaxies (Sy2)
only the narrow-component of the Balmer emission lines is present.1 See Fig. 1.1. The
Sy1:Sy2 classification scheme was to form the basis of the “unified model” for AGNs.
Spectropolarimetry observations of some Sy2s were found to contain weak broad
permitted emission lines which are thought to be scattered by free electrons in the corona
of the AGN (e.g., Antonucci and Miller 1985; Miller and Goodrich 1990). In light of
these observations, Antonucci (1993) presents a unified model of AGNs (see also the
review of Urry and Padovani 1995) by which the different Seyfert classifications can
be understood as one single entity. See Fig. 1.2. In this simplified model, a torus of
gas and dust surrounds the central nucleus which obscures a direct line-of-sight to the
broad-line emitting region (BLR; r ∼ 0.1–1 pc) of the AGN when viewed from opposing
orientations. Specifically, a Sy1 is viewed along the axis of the torus so that the BLR is
unobscured; whilst, in Sy2 galaxies the central SMBH and the BLR are hidden behind
the optically thick material, leaving visible only the more extended narrow-line region
(NLR; r ∼ 10–100 pc).
It is clear that the classification of an AGN from broadened emission lines is rela-
tively straight forward when there is a direct line-of-sight to the BLR. However, a prob-
lem arises when considering galaxies which appear to only produce narrow-lines (i.e.,
Sy2). To this end, a landmark emission-line flux ratio classification scheme was intro-
duced by Baldwin et al. (1981; hereafter, BPT diagnostics). They suggested that AGNs
should generically have greater [OIII] λ5007A˚ /Hβ ratios than galaxies where the emis-
sion lines are due only to stellar processes. The creation of [OIII] λ5007A˚ by photoioniza-
tion requires ≈ 35 eV, and is only produced by AGNs or the most massive stars, hence
its production is relatively low in typical star-forming galaxies. Furthermore, for simi-
lar reasons, AGNs are believed to produce greater [NII] λ6583/Hα ratios than normal
galaxies. A standard definition for Sy2s are those galaxies with [OIII] λ5007A˚ /Hβ ! 3
and [NII] λ6583/Hα ! 0.5 (see Fig.1.3).
A class of low-luminosity narrow-line Seyfert galaxies was further introduced by
Heckman (1980). Low ionisation nuclear emission regions (or LINERs) are extremely
common in the local Universe, and are generally found in large spiral (Hubble-type S0)
or early-type elliptical galaxies. LINERs are detected in≈ 40 percent of optically selected
nearby galaxies (e.g., Ho et al. 1997b), and are identified by the presence of less ionised
1An alternate, yet similar classification scheme, compares the width of the permitted to the narrow for-
bidden (e.g., [OIII] λ5007A˚ ) emission lines (e.g., Robson 1996).
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of the AGN unification model (adapted from Urry &
Padovani 1995). The main components consist of a central SMBH and an accre-
tion disc, surrounded, on larger scales, by a smooth optically thick torus of gas and
dust aligned with the disc. The torus dictates the observed spectral energy distri-
bution for a given line-of-sight orientation. This particular model is applicable to
both radio-loud and radio-quiet AGNs (which would not have the depicted jets).
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Figure 1.3: Emission-line ratio diagnostic diagram proposed by Baldwin et al.
(1981) to separate galaxies based on their nuclear emission properties. Open cir-
cles represent star-forming galaxies, filled triangles are LINERs and filled circles
are narrow-line AGNs (i.e., Sy2s). Figure adapted from Peterson (1997).
emission lines than typical Seyfert galaxies (e.g., [OI]λ6300; [SII]λ6716,6731; [NII]λ6583).
However, it must be noted that there may now be evidence that many LINERs are ac-
tually powered by post-AGB stars and not a central accreting SMBH (e.g., Sarzi et al.
2010), though this is still a matter of on-going research and beyond the scope of this brief
history.
Typically, emission from an AGN covers the majority of the electromagnetic spec-
trum, ranging from the highest energy photons emitted at γ-ray and X-ray energies to
low-energy radio emission. Approximately 20 percent of Seyfert galaxies are known to
produce strong emission at radio frequencies which is substantially in excess of that ex-
pected from star-formation, these are often referred to as radio-loud AGNs (e.g., Keller-
mann et al. 1989).2 The most powerful radio-loud AGNs are quasi-stellar radio objects
(or quasars).3 These extremely luminous, star-like sourceswere first discovered by radio-
2The accepted definition of a radio-loud AGN is one with a ratio of radio emission at 5 GHz to optical
B-band flux of f5GHz/fB ! 10.
3A radio-loudQuasi-stellar object (or quasar) is defined as a radio-loudAGNwithMB < −23. Hereafter,
we refer to radio-quiet Quasi-stellar objects as QSOs.
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surveys in the 1950s, but the connection between these and AGNs was not made until
1963. By identifying the strange emission lines in the spectrum of the archetypal radio
galaxy, 3C 273 as being redshifted (z ∼ 0.158) broadened Balmer lines, Schmidt (1963)
deduced that quasars were, in fact, extremely luminous and very distant AGNs. This
however, remained a fiercely contested issue for at least another decade (see Weedman
1976 for a review). It is now generally accepted that quasars (and QSOs) are similar to
nearby Seyfert galaxies, although, the intrinsic luminosity of the central source is greater
in quasars, and their prevalence is likely to have peaked at a much earlier epoch in the
Universe (z ∼ 2; e.g., Hewett et al. 1993; Richards et al. 2006).
1.2 The physical picture of AGNs
In the previous section, we provided a brief history into the discovery of the first Seyfert
galaxies, their physical reconciliation with previously observed radio galaxies, and the
introduction of basic AGN sub-classes based on emission line width and luminosity. De-
spite the obvious differences in observed properties for each of the AGN categories, it
is almost universally agreed that these objects are powered by the same physical pro-
cess, the accretion of matter onto a SMBH (e.g., Salpeter 1964; Lynden-Bell 1969). In this
section, we outline basic AGN accretion physics and the subsequent production of the
AGN spectral energy distribution (SED).
1.2.1 The central engine
Comparisons between the SMBH mass density in the local Universe and the total en-
ergy produced by AGNs across cosmic time have shown that SMBHs have primarily
grown through mass-accretion events (e.g., Soltan 1982; Rees 1984; Marconi et al. 2004).
Through the process of accretion, matter is predicted to lose angular momentum and
spiral into a black hole in the form of a Shakura-Sunyaev disc (Shakura and Sunyaev
1973). The luminosity associated with the accretion can be parameterised as
Lacc = &M˙c
2 (1.1)
where M˙ = dM/dt is the mass accretion rate, and & the efficiency parameter. The accre-
tion efficiency is strongly dependent on the compactness of the accreting object, and is
directly related to the inner-most stable orbit (rin) of the black hole, where & ∼ 1/2rin.
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The accretion efficiency parameter has typical values of 0.06 to 0.31 for a stationary and
maximally spinning SMBH, respectively (for a recent review see Done 2010).
In a steady spherically symmetric system the luminosity due to accretion of fully
ionized hydrogen onto a black hole will exert a radiation pressure on the electrons in the
surrounding material due to Compton scattering.
Frad = L
σT
4pir2c
(1.2)
At the same time, gravity exerts an inward force on the protons,
FGrav =
GMBH (mp +me)
r2
≈ GMBHmp
r2
(1.3)
we may negate the force of gravity on the electrons as their mass (me) is inconsequential
compared to that of the proton (mp). The luminosity at which the two opposing forces
become equal, i.e., the maximum achievable luminosity due to accretion is therefore
LEdd =
4piGMBHmpc
σT
≈ 1.3× 1038
(
MBH
M!
)
erg s−1 (1.4)
and is known as the Eddington luminosity. The equation, of course, makes a gross over-
simplification of the actual geometry of a black hole system during accretion. For exam-
ple, before falling into the black hole thematter is expected to form an accretion disc. The
specific geometry of this disc, is likely to shift the Eddington limit to higher luminosi-
ties for a black hole with a radiatively efficient thin disc. However, the assumption of a
spherically symmetric geometry appears to provides a good first-order approximation
for LEdd and is used throughout the current literature (e.g., McLure and Dunlop 2004;
Marconi et al. 2004; Kollmeier et al. 2006).
The ratio of the observed accretion luminosity and the Eddington luminosity (the
so-called, Eddington ratio; η) presents a standard measure for which to compare SMBH
accretion over a wide mass parameter space.
η = Lacc/LEdd (1.5)
For typical SMBHmasses of nearby AGNs (MBH ≈ 106–108M!), Eddington ratios are es-
timated to be in the range η ∼ 0.001–0.1. A small fraction of sources have been observed
with seemingly ‘Super-Eddington’ SMBHs (i.e., η > 1), suggesting that these AGNs are
either under going significant mass accretion events which are outputting energy at a
rate capable of expelling the surrounding material or that they have unusual geometries
(e.g., beamed emission; slim discs).
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Equating (1.1) and (1.4), we may also derive the characteristic time scale (tEdd) of an
accreting black hole,
tEdd = &
c σT
4piGmp
≈ 4&× 108 years (1.6)
and is the time taken for a black hole to radiate its entire rest mass at the Eddington rate
(i.e., the mass doubling-time).
Throughout this work, frequent reference is made to the equations outlined in this
section. The observed accretion luminosity is hereafter referred to as the bolometric
AGN luminosity (Lbol,AGN), and in Chapter 4, we use equations (1.5) and (1.6) to derive
the average characteristic mass doubling times of SMBHs in the nearby Universe.
1.2.2 The spectral energy distribution of AGNs
Towards the latter half of the 20th century, observatories and instruments had been de-
veloped which were capable of observing the Universe throughout almost the entire
electromagnetic spectrum. Luminous quasars were amongst the first objects to have
their spectral energy distributions (SEDs) mapped from the radio to γ-ray energies. See
Fig. 1.4. Despite quasars being luminous radio sources, it quickly became apparent that
the radio emission does not dominate the total energy output of the object. If we assume
that the AGN accretion disc is optically thick, the emitted continuum spectrum would
be thermally dominated and defined by a black-body with temperature,
Tbb =
(
Lacc
4piR2∗σ
)1/4
(1.7)
where R∗ ∼ 2GMBH/c2 is the radius of the black hole and σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann
constant. Hence, we may define the maximum temperature of an accreting black hole
as,
Tmax ≈ 2.4 × 105
(
M˙
0.1M˙Edd
)1/4 ( η
0.1
)−1/4( MBH
108M!
)−1/4
K (1.8)
For a typical AGN withMBH ≈ 108M! and η ≈ 0.1, kTmax ≈ 30eV , implying the peak
emission for an accretion disc to be at Ultra-violet (UV) wavelengths. Indeed, the peak
emission for most AGNs is believed to occur in the UV, and is often referred to as the
‘big blue bump’ (e.g., Shields 1978).
Thermal processes dominate the continuum spectra for themajority of AGNs, though
not necessarily at UV wavelengths alone. AGNs are also powerful X-ray (E ∼ 0.2–
100 keV), optical (λ ∼ 4000–9000A˚) and infrared (IR; λ ∼ 1–1000 µm) emitters, whilst
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Figure 1.4: Spectral energy distributions of two quasars, 4C34.47 (upper panel) and
Mkn 586 (lower panel) from the study of Elvis et al. (1994). The figure is shown
in νLν representation as this better depicts the power output of the photons as
function of the frequency. The SED of a typical quasar is believed to peak in the UV
(kT ≈ 30 eV), at a wavelength that unfortunately cannot be observed. The peak of
the emission is often erroneously named the ‘Big Blue Bump’.
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≈ 10–20 percent are also luminous at radio wavelengths. The intrinsic X-ray emission
takes the form of a powerlaw at E > 0.2 keV and is believed to be produced by inverse
Compton scattering where-by the thermally produced photons are up-scattered by the
relativistic electrons in the corona (believed to effectively be the accretion-disc ‘atmo-
sphere’) surrounding the central SMBH. The X-ray emission peaks at E ∼ 3kTe and falls
off sharply towards higher E. The optical continuum arises from the Wien tail of the
thermal accretion disc emission. Finally, the IR emission is due to the isotropic thermal
dust-reprocessing of the disc photons by the torus. It is due to AGNs producing lumi-
nous emission throughout the whole electromagnetic spectrum that we are capable of
tracing their growth/evolution throughout cosmic time.
1.3 AGN activity across cosmic time
1.3.1 The AGN–host-galaxy connection
Whilst AGNs were originally considered to be interesting objects to study in isolation,
there is now compelling evidence that despite their vastly differing size scales, the growth
of the SMBHand the evolution of its host galaxymay be inextricably connected. The cur-
rent evidence for this connected growth/evolution is: (1) the relationship between the
mass of the SMBH and that of the stellar spheroid (e.g., Magorrian et al. 1998); (2) the
tight correlation betweenMBH and the stellar velocity dispersion (e.g., the so-calledM–σ
relation; Gebhardt et al. 2000; Tremaine et al. 2002; see Fig. 1.5), and (3) the histories of
cosmic star-formation and luminous AGN activity appear to closely trace one another,
peaking at z ∼ 2 and declining rapidly towards the present-day (e.g., Madau et al. 1996;
Franceschini et al. 1999; Zheng et al. 2009; Serjeant et al. 2010). Hence, it is predicted that
these processes may be understood in the form of a fundamental framework where-by
the formation of the SMBH and the galaxy was coeval (e.g., Hopkins et al. 2008).
Sensitive blank-field X-ray surveys have traced the evolution of luminous AGN ac-
tivity out to z ≈ 5–6, providing a window on the growth of SMBHs across ≈ 95% of
cosmic time (e.g., Ueda et al. 2003; Croom et al. 2004; Fan et al. 2004; Hasinger et al.
2005; Richards et al. 2006). Using these surveys it has been established that the space
density of high-luminosity AGNs appears to have peaked at higher redshifts than lower-
luminosity AGNs, suggesting that the most massive SMBHs (MBH ≈ 108–109M!) grew
first, a result commonly referred to as ‘AGN cosmic downsizing’ (e.g., Cowie et al. 2003;
McLure and Dunlop 2004; Hasinger et al. 2005; Alonso-Herrero et al. 2008). Extrapola-
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Figure 1.5: The distribution of SMBH mass (MBH) versus
stellar velocity dispersion (σe) for a sample of local galaxies
(adapted from Gebhardt et al. 2000).
tion of these results imply that the most rapidly growing SMBHs in the nearby Universe
should be of comparatively low mass (MBH % 108M!). To determine the characteristic
masses of these growing SMBHs requires a complete census of AGN activity and SMBH
masses in the local Universe.
1.3.2 AGN activity in the local Universe
Over the past two decades, large scale optical studies (e.g., the Palomar spectral sur-
vey of nearby galaxies [Ho et al 1997]; the Sloan Digital Sky Survey [Kauffmann et al.
2003; Heckman et al. 2004]) have been highly influential in the classification and under-
standing of the properties of AGNs in the local Universe (z < 0.03). Arguably, the most
complete optical census of AGN activity in the local Universe is the spectroscopic survey
of Ho et al. (1997a,b, hereafter Ho97). Ho97 classified nearly all galaxies with BT ≤ 12.5
mag in the Northern hemisphere and identified AGNs on the basis of emission-line ratio
diagnostics (e.g., Baldwin et al. 1981; Veilleux and Osterbrock 1987; Kewley et al. 2001a;
see section 1.1 and Fig. 1.3); objects with a broad permitted line component were also
classified as AGNs. Using this classification scheme, Ho97 found that ≈ 10% of galaxies
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unambiguously host AGN activity (i.e., optically classified as Seyfert galaxies), predom-
inantly residing in moderately massive bulge-dominated galaxies (Hubble type E–Sbc).
However, more recently it has emerged that, even in the nearby Universe, optical spec-
troscopy alone cannot accurately identify all AGNs.
1.4 The challenges in constructing a complete census of AGN
activity in the local Universe: the obscuration issue
As suggested by the Unified model, the central regions of many AGNs appear to con-
tain obscuring dust which prevents UV/optical wavelengths from directly penetrating.
Whilst the torus may obscure a direct line of sight to the BLR, the NLR is expected to be
extended beyond the torus, and hence an object should be detected as a Sy2 at optical
wavelengths. However, optically obscuring material is not confined only to the cen-
tral region of an AGN. Indeed the host galaxy contains high concentrations of dust and
gas which may obscure the AGN, as well as significant emission from the host galaxy
possibly diluting the AGN signatures. For example, some galaxies which are optically
classified as ”starbursts” are revealed to host heavily-obscured, but intrinsically lumi-
nous AGNs (e.g., NGC 4945; NGC 6240; Iwasawa et al. 1993; Armus et al. 2006) when
observed at wavelengths which are relatively unaffected by dust/gas obscuration (e.g.,
hard X-rays; mid-IR). The construction of a complete census of AGN activity is a multi-
tiered, multi-wavelength problem.
1.4.1 Dust and gas obscuration in the inner ≈ 10 parsecs
The specific geometry and composition of the optically (BLR) obscuring torus is cur-
rently not well known. Recent observations and theory favour a geometry where-by the
dust may not be in the form of a smooth torus but instead may be distributed as dust
clumps (though not necessarily in a fixed volume), the so-called clumpy torus model
(Nenkova et al. 2008b). See Fig. 1.6. The inner radius of the torus is defined by the dust
sublimation temperature, Tsub,
Rd ≈ 0.4
(
L
1045 erg s−1
)0.5(1500K
Tsub
)2.6
pc (1.9)
and varies as a function of intrinsic AGN luminosity. Tsub is typically in the range 1000–
1500 K. In more luminous AGNs,Rd increases, and hence the opening angle of the torus
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Figure 1.6: Left: The clumpy model for dust clouds with individual optical depth,
τ , in a fixed toroidal volume. The inner radius (Rd) is determined by the dust-
sublimation temperature. Right: The clumpy model where the dust clouds are not
bound in a fixed volume. For this particular geometry, there is a small, non-zero
probability that a dust cloud may obscure the BLR when the incident angle of the
observer is i = 0. Figure adapted from Nenkova et al. (2008b).
must also increase. This leads to a luminosity dependence on the observed Sy1:Sy2 ratio;
this is often referred to as the receding torus (e.g., Lawrence 1991; Simpson 2005).
There is now overwhelming evidence that the optically obscuring dust may also be
co-spatial with the absorbing gas which can affect X-ray emission. In general, Type-
2 AGNs appear to be obscured at 2–10 keV X-ray energies, but Type-1 AGNs appear
relatively unobscured (see Maiolino et al. 2007, and references there-in).4 Unlike emis-
sion produced at optical wavelengths, X-ray emission remains relatively unaffected by
absorption in the host galaxy. For AGNs without significantly high columns of gas
(NH " 1024 cm−2 ) in the central region, the detection of hard X-ray emission provides
an unambiguous indicator for AGN activity as well as a direct measurement of the in-
trinsic luminosity of the central source. Indeed, in the local Universe, X-ray observations
have revealed potential AGNs in many galaxies in the Ho97 sample lacking optical AGN
signatures (e.g., Ho et al. 2001; Desroches and Ho 2009).
However, the direct identification of AGNs at X-ray energies becomes complicated,
and not without its pit-falls, when considering those AGNs with column densities ex-
ceeding the inverse Thomson cross-section (NH ∼ 1.5 × 1024 cm−2 ; i.e., Compton-thick
4We note here that the situation is likely to be far more complicated than this due to the presence of highly
ionised gas (a so-called warm-absorber) originating close to the torus which may also partially absorb UV
and X-ray emission (see Blustin et al. 2005)
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Figure 1.7: The effects of photoelectric absorption on a typ-
ical X-ray spectrum produced by an AGN. Spectrum de-
picted is a simple power lawwith Γ =2 and an exponential
cut-off at 300 keV. The labels indicate the logarithm of the
column density (Comastri 2004)
absorption). The presence of high levels of absorbing gaseous material results in a
strongly depressed nuclear X-ray emission observed at E ∼ 0.5–10 keV, in-fact very
few photons are detected at E < 10 keV due to significant absorption and scattering.
Moreover, for sources with NH > 1025 cm−2 , the entire high energy spectrum is down-
scattered and, eventually, absorbed by the heavily Compton-thick material. See Fig. 1.7.
Consequently, the observed X-ray flux in Compton-thick AGNs is often rendered so
weak that it becomes comparable to the X-ray emission arising from the host-galaxy (e.g.,
there can be significant contamination from X-ray binaries), making their unambiguous
detection extremely difficult. The direct identification of mildly Compton-thick AGNs
(NH ∼ (1.5–10)× 1024 cm−2 ) is possible through X-ray observations at E > 10 keV (e.g.,
using Beppo-SAX, Swift, Suzaku) where the relatively unabsorbed high-energy emission
can be detected. However, the sensitivities of current E > 10 keV observatories are sub-
stantially limited by high backgrounds, poor effective areas and poor spatial resolution.
Indeed, to date, only 18 Compton-thick AGNs have been unambiguously identified in
the Universe at E > 10 keV, mainly at z " 0.01 (for a recent review, see Della Ceca et al.
2008).
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In the absence of higher-energy E > 10 keV data, the presence of a Compton-thick
AGN may still be inferred using indirect methods: (1) from the detection of a high
equivalent width (> 1 keV) Fe Kα fluorescence line at E ∼ 6.4 keV (e.g., Awaki et al.
1991), and/or (2) nuclear emission which has been reflected into the line-of-sight by
the highly ionised optically-thick material (a so-called, Compton-reflection component;
e.g., Ghisellini et al. 1994; Matt et al. 1996). However, the detection of either of these
Compton-thick AGN signatures is still difficult given the required high sensitivity of
the X-ray data (spectra containing ! 200 counts). For example, even at low redshifts
(z ∼ 0.05) the observed X-ray flux required to detect FeKα at a high significance often
requires long exposure times even with the most sensitive X-ray observatories (of the
order 100s of kiloseconds with Chandra and XMM-Newton). Indeed, only a further ≈ 30
local (z < 0.01) AGNs have been robustly determined to be Compton-thick AGNs in the
absence of E > 10 keV data. Hence, although Compton-thick AGNs are predicted to
comprise a large proportion of the overall AGN population (! 40 percent; Risaliti et al.
1999; Matt et al. 2000), to date, only a handful have been detected at high redshift (e.g.,
Norman et al. 2002; Tozzi et al. 2006; Georgantopoulos et al. 2009); conversely, only ≈ 50
Compton-thick AGNs have been robustly identified in the nearby Universe at z " 0.05
(Comastri, 2004; Della Ceca et al., 2008). Clearly, whilst X-ray spectroscopy can identify
a large proportion of the obscured AGN population and is relatively unaffected by the
host-galaxy, large columns of gas in the central region can significantly reduce the ability
to detect the most Compton-thick systems.
Whilst the torus readily extinguishes AGN emission at UV/optical wavelengths and
X-ray energies, it isotropically re-emits the AGN emission at IR wavelengths. Local mid-
IR (λ ∼ 5–40 µm) surveys (e.g., Sturm et al. 2002; the Spitzer Infrared Nearby Galaxy
Survey [SINGS] Legacy Project [Dale et al. 2006; hereafter D06]; Gandhi et al. 2009)
have shown that IR-detected AGN continuum emission provides a fantastic resource
for the identification of AGN activity. Even the AGN continuum emission from heavily
Compton-thick central sources that are weak at X-ray energies can be identified using
mid-IR spectroscopy (e.g., the well-studied NGC 1068 with NH > 1025 cm−2 ). How-
ever, the detection of the AGN continuum at IR wavelengths (as with the optical and
X-rays) has its own pit-falls. Stellar processes from the circumnuclear region of the host
galaxy also strongly emit at IR wavelengths and are often found to dominate the contin-
uum emission in IR spectroscopy. This complication can be overcome with significantly
high signal-to-noise mid-IR observations (see Chapter 6) or with high-spatial resolution
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ground-based mid-IR imaging (e.g., Gandhi et al. 2009).
1.4.2 Host galaxy dilution/extinction
Almost all AGNs are found to have a NLR which extends beyond the inner region of
the central source (possibly on scales up to ≈ 1 kiloparsec). The NLR is not affected by
the obscuration due to the torus and hence forbidden emission produced in this region
is readily identified in even heavily Compton-thick AGNs. However, the NLR is still
embedded within the host galaxy, which in itself contains large quantities of obscuring
dust/gas. Throughout the current literature, the Balmer decrement (the Hα/Hβ ratio)
is used as a measure for the extinction occurring towards the NLR, and hence is used to
correct the observed optical NLR emission for dust obscuration. This howevermakes the
assumption that the line-of-sight to the Balmer emitting region and the NLR are one and
the same. As AGNs are identified using X-ray observations which appear to produce
little or no optical NLR emission (even after correcting for dust extinction as inferred
from the Balmer decrement), it is logical to conclude that the NLR emission may be
additionally obscured or over-whelmed by the host galaxy. However, (as in the previous
section)≈ 40 percent of AGNs are predicted to be Compton-thick, and hence are unlikely
to be detected at X-ray wavelengths. In order to detect the remaining population of X-
ray weak and host-galaxy obscured AGNswe can use infrared observations to detect the
NLR emission which is being obscured by the host-galaxy.
Due to the extreme conditions required to produce the high ionisation emission line
[NeV] λ14.32, 24.32 µm (97.1 eV), mid-IR spectroscopy provides an unambiguous indi-
cator of AGN activity in nearby galaxies (e.g., Weedman et al. 2005; Armus et al. 2006).5
The relative optical depth at mid-IR wavelengths is considerably lower than at optical
wavelengths (Aλ14.3 µm/AV ≈ 50; Li and Draine 2001) and hence, [NeV] emission will
be relatively unaffected by the host-galaxy. Thus, the identification of high-ionisation
[NeV] λ14.32, 24.32 µm provides a relatively optically thin means by which to probe the
central engine of nearby AGNs. On the basis of the identification of [NeV] emission in
a heterogeneous sample of late-type spiral galaxies within the local Universe, Satyapal
et al. (2008; hereafter, S08) have suggested that, contrary to the optical study of Ho97,
a large number of Sc–Sm galaxies host AGN activity at mid-IR wavelengths. However,
despite the obvious advantages to the use of mid-IR wavelengths to identify AGNs, no
5We note that [OIV] λ 25.9 µm (54.9 eV) is also often used for AGN identification, although energetic
starbursts may also produce luminous [OIV] emission; see § 3.2.4
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previous studies have used this to provide a complete unambiguous census of AGN
activity within the local Universe.
1.5 Outline of this thesis
In this thesis I aim to provide an obscuration independent, and hence themost complete,
census of AGN activity in the local Universe to date by combining new mid-infrared
data with optical and X-ray observations. Such a census is required to (1) provide defini-
tive constraints on the growth of SMBHs in the local Universe (e.g., the growth rates of
SMBHs; the relative amount of obscured and unobscured SMBH growth; the galaxies
and environments where SMBHs are growing); and (2) provide a baseline with which to
interpret the results obtained for distant AGNs from blank-field surveys.
1.5.1 Chapter 2 – the reduction of Spitzer-IRS spectroscopic data
The main analyses presented in Chapters 3, 4 and 6 are based on the use of mid-infrared
Spitzer-IRS spectroscopy. In this chapter we present a detailed description of the reduc-
tion techniques employed to produce science-quality low and high-resolution Spitzer-
IRS spectroscopy. For a given observation, 2-dimensional Basic Calibrated Data (BCD)
images may be retrieved from the Spitzer Space Center (SSC) archive. We outline the op-
timal set of data (pre-)processing steps used by our custom reduction pipeline in order
to clean and combine these BCD images before spectral extraction is carried out using
the SSC software program, SPICE. Final flux-calibrated science-quality 1-dimensional
spectra are then produced by the pipeline following post-extraction processing.
1.5.2 Chapter 3 – A large population of optically unidentified AGNs at D <
15Mpc
In this chapter we use Spitzer-IRS spectroscopy to investigate the ubiquity of AGN in a
complete (≈ 94 percent), volume-limited sample of the most bolometrically-luminous
galaxies (LIR, 8−1000 µm ! (0.3–20) ×1010 L!) to D < 15 Mpc. Our analyses are based
on the detection of the high-excitation emission line [NeV] λ14.32 µm (97.1 eV) to un-
ambiguously identify AGN activity. We find that 17 of the 64 IR-bright galaxies in our
sample host AGN activity (≈ 27+8−6 percent), ! 50 percent of which are not identified
as AGNs using optical spectroscopy alone. The optically unidentified AGNs span a
wide range of galaxy type (S0–Ir) and are typically starburst-dominated systems hosting
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modest-luminosity AGN activity (L[NeV] ≈ 1037–1039 erg s−1 ). The non-identification of
optical AGN signatures in the majority of these galaxies appears to be due to extinction
towards the AGN, rather than intrinsically low-luminosity AGN activity. Examination
of optical images shows that the optically unidentified AGNs with evidence for extinc-
tion are hosted in either highly inclined galaxies or galaxies with dust lanes, indicating
that obscuration of the AGN is not necessarily due to an obscuring torus. We therefore
conclude that optical spectroscopic surveys miss approximately half of the AGN popu-
lation simply due to extinction through the host galaxy.
1.5.3 Chapter 4 – The incidence of growing black holes to D < 15Mpc
In this chapter, we investigate the local SMBH density function and relative mass ac-
cretion rates of all AGNs identified in the volume-limited sample of infrared (IR) bright
galaxies (LIR > 3 × 109 L!) to D < 15 Mpc from Goulding and Alexander (2009). A
database of accurate SMBH mass (MBH) estimates is compiled from literature sources
using physically motivated AGN modeling techniques (reverberation mapping, maser
mapping and gas kinematics) and well-established indirect MBH estimation methods
(theM-σ∗ andMBH–LK,bul relations). For the three sourceswithout previously published
MBH estimates, we use 2MASS K-band imaging and GALFIT to constrain the bulge lu-
minosities, and hence SMBH masses. In general, we find that the AGNs in the sample
host SMBHs which are spread over a wide mass range (MBH ≈ (0.1–30) × 107M!), but
with the majority in the poorly studiedMBH ≈ 106–107M! region. Using sensitive hard
X-ray (2–10 keV) and mid-IR constraints we calculate the bolometric luminosities of the
AGNs (LBol,AGN) and use them to estimate relative mass accretion rates. We use these
data to calculate the volume-average SMBH growth rate of galaxies in the local Uni-
verse and find that the AGNs hosting SMBHs in the mass rangeMBH ≈ 106–107M! are
dominated by optically unidentified AGNs. These relatively small SMBHs are acquir-
ing a significant proportion of their mass in the present-day, and are amongst the most
rapidly growing in the local Universe (SMBHmass doubling times of≈ 6 Gyrs). Overall,
we conclude that significant mass accretion onto small SMBHs may be missed in even
the most sensitive optical surveys due to absent or weak optical AGN signatures.
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1.5.4 Chapter 5 – The unambiguous identification of AGNs in the SDSS-DR7
In this chapter we explore the incidence of high-ionisation detected AGNs in the sev-
enth data release of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS-DR7). We define a well-selected
sample of 18,059 emission-line galaxies at 0.14 < z < 0.31 with S/N(Hα,Hβ,[OIII],[NII]) ! 5
and classify these on the basis of traditional optical emission-line ratio diagnostics. We
then independently classify the sources in terms of AGN activity based on the detection
of the [NeV] λ3427 emission-line. From our parent sample, we find that 1226 galaxies
(≈ 6.8 ± 0.2 percent) have detected [NeV] emission (i.e., are unambiguously identified
as AGNs), with the majority lying in the Seyfert region of a BPT diagram. We suggest
that this provides good empirical evidence for the use of the theoretical starburst limit of
Kewley et al. (2001) as an AGN discriminator. However, we find that only ≈ 27± 4 per-
cent of Seyfert galaxies in the SDSS-DR7 have detected [NeV] emission. Using spectral
stacking analyses, we show that the lack of [NeV] signatures in the majority of Seyfert
galaxies is due to: (1) sensitivity of the SDSS spectra to the detection of [NeV] ; and (2)
higher levels of dust-extinction in [NeV] undetected AGNs, which obscure the high ion-
isation emission line. We compare the population of SDSS [NeV] λ3427 detected AGNs
to the sample of [NeV] λ14.32 µm detected optically unidentified AGNs presented by
Goulding &Alexander (2009). We find that optically unidentifiedAGNs occupy a signif-
icantly different region of colour-magnitude parameter space to those galaxies identified
in the SDSS. Optically unidentifiedAGNs are predominantly hosted in blue (u−r < 1.5),
low-luminosity galaxies (Mr,AB ! −20), and hence are not generally identified in wide-
field optical surveys.
1.5.5 Chapter 6 – Searching for Compton-thick AGNs at z ∼ 0.1
In this chapter we use a suite of X-ray, mid-IR and optical AGN luminosity indicators
to search for Compton-thick AGNs at z ∼ 0.03–0.2, a region of parameter space which
is currently poorly constrained by deep narrow-field X-ray surveys. We have used the
widest XMM-Newton survey (the serendipitous source catalogue) to select a representa-
tive sub-sample (14; ≈ 10 percent) of the 147 X-ray undetected candidate Compton-thick
AGNs in the SDSS with fX/f[OIII] < 1; the 147 sources account for ≈ 50 percent of the
overall Type-2 AGN population in the SDSS–XMM overlap region. We use mid-IR spec-
tral decomposition analyses and emission-line diagnostics, determined from pointed
Spitzer-IRS spectroscopic observations of these candidate Compton-thick AGNs, to es-
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timate the intrinsic AGN emission (predicted 2–10 keV X-ray luminosities, LX ≈ (0.2–
30) × 1042 erg s−1 ). On the basis of the optical [OIII], mid-IR [OIV] λ25.89 µm and 6 µm
AGN continuum luminosities we conservatively find that the X-ray emission in at least
6/14 (! 50 percent) of our sample appear to be attenuated by a factor ! 15, i.e., they are
likely to be obscured by Compton-thick material with NH > 1.5× 1024 cm−2 . Under the
reasonable assumption that our 14 AGNs are representative of the overall X-ray unde-
tected AGN population in the SDSS–XMM parent sample, we find that ! 20 percent of
the optical Type-2 AGN population are likely to be obscured by Compton-thick material.
Furthermore, using the [OIV] λ25.89 µm luminosity to infer the intrinsic AGN luminos-
ity and the stellar velocity dispersion to estimate MBH, we find that the Compton-thick
AGNs identified in this sample harbour some of the most rapidly growing black holes
(median MBH ≈ 3 × 107M!) in the nearby Universe, with a median Eddington ratio of
η ≈ 0.2.
1.5.6 Chapter 7 – Conclusions, summary and future work
In this final chapter I summarise the major conclusions which arise from this work, and
discuss future research which will be conducted to further these results.
Chapter 2
The reduction of Spitzer-IRS
spectroscopic data
In the proceeding chapters, a large proportion of the analyses will be based on the iden-
tification of AGNs using mid-IR spectroscopic data obtained by the NASA Spitzer Space
Telescope (hereafter, Spitzer.) The Spitzer observatory was launched on 23rd August
2003 and is a 950 kg, cryogenically cooled 4 × 2 m spacecraft with a 0.85 m diameter
mirror placed in a receding Earth-trailing heliocentric orbit.1 The observatory consists
of three primary science instruments: the infrared spectrograph (IRS), the multi-band
imaging photometer (MIPS) and the infrared array camera (IRAC). In this chapter, I out-
line the properties of the spectrograph instrument and the data-reduction processes used
throughout this thesis.
2.1 The Spitzer infrared spectrograph
The cold assembly of the Spitzer infrared spectrograph primarily consists of four mid-
IR spectrograph modules, providing low and moderate resolution spectroscopy at λ ∼
5.2–38.0 µm, with each operating at tightly controlled temperatures of T ∼ 1.4–1.6 K.
Specifically, the two long-slit modules provide low-resolution R ∼ 60–120 spectroscopy
at λ ∼ 5.2–38.0 µm (short-low and long-low), whilst the two cross-dispersed echelle
modules provide higher resolution (R ∼ 600) spectroscopy at λ ∼ 9.9–37.2 µm (short-
high and long-high). Each detector is a 128 × 128 pixel array CCD with varying plate
1Spitzer is now in its ‘warm-phase’ after its cryogen fluid expired on 15th May 2009 (towards the end of
the G05 proposed program presented in Chapter 6).
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scales (1.8–5.1′′ pixel−1). The main properties of each module and associated dispersal
sub-slits are summarised in Table 2.1.
Observations are available for each module in two modes: (1) a spectral mapping
modewhich consists of a custom grid of slits around a central target position (see Fig. 2.1)
and (2) a standard “point and shoot” nod-staring mode (see Fig. 2.2).
All Spitzer-IRS observations are pre-processed for all ‘Spitzer specific’ effects by the
Spitzer Science Center (SSC) prior to being made available to the observer. Specifically,
the raw IRS data consists of individual data collection events (DCEs) which are pro-
duced on a per exposure basis. During the SSC pre-processing, these DCEs are flagged
for obvious cosmic rays, and then gain, droop, dark and ramp corrected. The corrected
frames are then collapsed to 2-D images and flat-fielded to produce final Basic Cali-
brated Data (BCD) images which may then be additionally processed by the observer
(see Fig. 2.3). For further information on the high- and low-resolution Spitzer-IRS pre-
processing pipelines, see Chapter 7 of the Spitzer Observers Manual.2 Retrieval of all
BCDs for a specific Spitzer-IRS observation is carried-out through the SSC Legacy pro-
gram, LEOPARD.
The majority of currently published Spitzer-IRS spectroscopy is produced using the
contributed software package, the Spectroscopic Modeling Analysis and Reduction Tool
(SMART; Higdon et al. 2004). It has been our experience that whilst the SMART package
is sufficient for quick-look spectra of bright sources, in-general it does not produce opti-
mal science-quality spectroscopy of most sources. In the following sections, we outline
the custom pipeline processes which we have designed in-conjunction with available
SSC packages, in order to produce science-quality Spitzer-IRS spectroscopy for low– and
high-resolution IRS-staring observations (§§ 2.2 and 2.3.1) and high-resolution IRS map-
ping observations (§ 2.3.2). The final resulting spectroscopy is then analysed in Chap-
ters 3, 4 and 6 using the spectral-line fitting routines built into SMART.
2The Spitzer-IRS Data Handbook and observer’s manual are available at
http://ssc.spitzer.caltech.edu/irs/dh/
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Table 2.1: IRS module and slit descriptions
Module Name Wavelength Abbreviation Detector Plate Scale R
and Order Range (µm) Compound (′′ pixel−1)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Short-low 2nd order 5.2–8.7 SL2 Si:As 1.8 60–127
Short-low 1st order 7.4–14.5 SL1 Si:As 1.8 61–120
Long-low 2nd order 14.0–21.3 LL2 Si:Sb 5.1 57–126
Long-low 1st order 19.5–38.0 LL1 Si:Sb 5.1 58–112
Short-high 9.9–19.6 SH Si:As 2.3 ∼ 600
Long-high 18.7–37.2 LH Si:Sb 4.5 ∼ 600
NOTES: (1) Formal module and sub-slit name. (2) Operating wavelength range includ-
ing bonus-segment for 2nd order low-resolution modules. (3) Module abbreviation. (4)
Chemical compound of module detector. (5) Detector plate scale. (6) Resolving power.
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Figure 2.1: ESO Digital Sky Server image (11′ × 12′) of a typical nearby
spiral galaxy with Spitzer-IRS SL (3.6′′ × 136.0′′) and LL (10.5′′× 360.0′′)
apertures overlaid in a 2×10 (SL) and 6×10 (LL) mapping-mode obser-
vation. Essentially, a mappingmode observation consists of a grid-style
configuration of IRS slit positions arranged around a central target po-
sition. Slits are nodded as in a standard IRS-staring observation; 1st
and 2nd order modules are shown in yellow and orange, respectively.
The object shown is the Sbc galaxy, NGC 4321 at D ≈ 15.2 Mpc with
LIR ≈ 2.5×1010 L!. Additionally, we show peak-up imaging apertures
(red and blue overlays) used for photometric and positional calibration
of the SL modules during SSC pre-processing.
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Figure 2.2: Hubble Space Telescope (HST)WFPC2 (3-colour) optical image
of the circumnuclear region of a typical galaxy in theD < 15Mpc sam-
ple (studied in Chapters 3 and 4), with Spitzer-IRS SH (4.7′′ × 11.3′′,
λ ∼ 9.9–19.6 µm) and LH (11.1′′ × 22.3′′, λ ∼ 18.7–37.2 µm) aper-
tures overlaid in the two nod positions (staring-mode observations).
The object shown is the Sbc galaxy, NGC 0278 at D ≈ 11.4 Mpc with
LIR ≈ 1.1 × 1010 L!. Linear size-scales of apertures are ≈ 0.26 × 0.63
kpc (SH) and≈ 0.61×1.23 kpc (LH). In highly resolved sources such as
NGC 0278 the two nod positions will produce slightly differing spectra
but the inner central region will be bright and thus will dominate.
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Figure 2.3: An example of a mock Basic Calibrated Data (BCD) image
for the SL Spitzer-IRS module (Left panel of Fig. 5.2 of Spitzer-IRS ob-
server’s manual). Columns from left to right: SL1 (7.4–14.5 µm), SL2
and bonus segment (5.2–8.7 µm), and red (top) and blue (bottom) peak-
up images. Dark areas around the dispersion regions are masked dur-
ing the processing steps described in § 2.2. Additionally, single and
group rogue ‘hot’ pixels are clearly evident in both SL1 and SL2 mod-
ules, respectively which must be identified and masked.
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2.2 Low-resolution IRS data-reduction
In this section and § 2.3, we outline the data processing steps which are carried out by
our custom IDL-based routine for the data reduction of low and high-resolution Spitzer-
IRS spectroscopy. Both sections are intended to be a recipe-style data-process which may
be followed in-order to produce science-standard Spitzer-IRS spectroscopy.
1. Combine similar pointings: BCD 128×128 pixel images for DCEs at identical point-
ing co-ordinates are stored into 3-dimensional image data cubes; i.e., an individual
data cube is constructed for each order (i.e., 1st and 2nd) IRS module (i.e., short
and long) in each of the two nod positions.
2. Hot pixel masking I: During the building of the cubes, those pixels which have
been previouslyflagged by the SSC calibration files as damaged or unreliable (here-
after, ‘hot’ pixels) are assigned NAN values. We note here that hot pixel identi-
fication and masking is an extremely important process which greatly affects the
quality of the final spectroscopy produced for Spitzer-IRS data and the ability to
significantly detect weak spectral features.
3. Mask non-dispersion region: those pixels which lie outside of the standard disper-
sion zones of the CCD are now masked and are removed from further analyses
(see Fig. 2.3).
4. Source detection: Module regions are collapsed in the dispersion direction to con-
struct a profile of mean wavelength pixel value (i.e., the mean row profile) versus
column number. Significant peaks within these row profiles are flagged as possible
spectroscopic sources within the image.3 The peak of the profile is normalised and
a weighting image is constructed based on the normalised mean row value. The
weighting image is used when analysing the image for further ‘hot’ pixels in the
proceeding steps.
5. Hot pixel masking II: A pixel-by-pixel closest neighbour analysis is used to identify
variable hot pixels (rogues) in each frame of the data cubes (i.e., those pixels which
may be usable in some frames but not in others). Each image within the cube is
artificially convolved with the weighting image constructed in the previous step.
If a pixel is then found to be > 10σ that of each of its closest neighbours, it is
3For those sources in isolated fields, the row profile is approximately Gaussian.
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deemed to be hot and assigned a NAN value.4 Weighting each of the pixels based
on their proximity to the target has the advantage that where a target is detected in
the dispersion plane, it is more likely that a pixel has neighbours which have pixel
values significantly less than itself, especially for faint sources which are spatially
extended over only 1–2 columns. The weighted image correctly accounts for this
source emission and hence, does not remove flux from the source. The frames are
then deconvolved from the weighting image to restore the original pixel values
with these newly detected rogue pixels flagged as ‘hot’.
6. Latent charge removal: As described in §8.3 of the Spitzer-IRS Data Handbook,
after each integration, a small fraction of latent charge (∼ 1–2%) still exists on
the detector which decays slowly over time (see footnote 2) Over the course of
a long observing request, this latent charge can build to significant levels (30–50%
of the true background signal) and must be removed, especially in the cases of
faint sources. The latent charge is a function of both wavelength (i.e., row number)
and time (i.e., DCE number), and hence may be assessed by fitting the slope of
the perceived background in an individual row and the frame number in the data
cube with either a first or second-order polynomial (see Fig. 2.4). The latent charge
is then removed by subtracting the slope of the sky value row-by-row from each
DCE.
7. Hot pixel masking III: Pixels are compared with their values in other DCE frames
of the data cube. If a pixel value is > 10σ than that of its counterparts in the other
DCEs in the cube it is assigned a NAN value.5
8. Collapse the data cubes: At this point in the reduction process, the data cubes have
been rigorously cleaned of all obvious defects. The images are now averaged us-
ing a resistant mean in the direction of the stacked images for each nod-position, in
effect, collapsing the 3-D cube into a 2-D image, one per module per nod-position.
The variance as a function of time for each pixel is used to create a 128 × 128 pixel
uncertainty image. All pixels with NAN values are ignored in both of these pro-
cesses as ‘missing’ data.
4Variances and means are calculated using resistant (outlier invariant) statistics.
5This step should not be implemented for timing analyses or for sources which are known to be variable.
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Figure 2.4: An example of the latent charge build up on the LL1module
as a function of DCE number (Fig. 8.1 of the IRS Data Handbook). This
residual charge is well fit by a first or second order polynomial and
removed row-by-row as a function of DCE number.
9. Flag likely emission lines: Regions of the imageswhich contain emission/absorption
lines (i.e., spectral features) are often strongly positive/negative when compared
to background or source continuum image regions. Simple smoothing interpola-
tion algorithms are likely to remove these important spectral features, especially
if strongly peaked. Each image is scanned therefore for regions (# 3 pixels wide)
which are well-fit by 2-d Gaussian profiles. These pixels are flagged as regions
which are likely to contain emission lines, and they are partially shielded from
smoothing in Step 10. The failure rate of this process (i.e., bad detection of emis-
sion features) is ≈ 1%, and hence a shielding factor of 1/100 is assigned.
10. Image smoothing: IRSCLEAN is an interactive tool created by the SSC to further
remove/mask rogue pixels within BCD images. IRSCLEAN is invoked in an auto-
mated iterativemethod to remove any remaining strongly positive/negative pixels
in the image. Within the sub-routine IRSCLEAN MASK, the aggressive parameter is
set to 1.5, this has the advantage that IRSCLEAN will search the image for noise that
is within 3σ of the background level (n.b., emission-features are partially shielded
from this process in the previous step), analyse clusters of pixels and will not flag
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Figure 2.5: An example of a LL2 module Spitzer-IRS BCD image which
has been rigorously cleaned of rogue pixels, co-added and alternately
background subtracted in the two nod positions. This has produced
a background-subtracted source and a negative image of the source in
the other nod-position.
more than 20 rogue pixels within the image. The image is analysed by IRSCLEAN
in three stages: (1) only the pixels with values> 0.0; (2) only the pixels with values
< 0.0; and (3) all of the pixels. Pixels which are flagged as ‘bad’ in (1) and (3), or (2)
and (3), are assigned the mean value of their immediate neighbours. This process
is repeated until < 0.1 % of the pixels are identified as ‘bad’.
11. Hot pixel masking IV: Co-added BCDs in each nod-position are visually inspected
for any remaining rogue pixels. Any rogue pixels identified at this stage are re-
jected and assigned NAN values. This stage is conveniently completedusing IRSCLEAN.
Indeed, IRSCLEAN will automatically modify/create the bad-pixel mask FITS file
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and the uncertainty image which are both required during spectral extraction.
12. Background subtraction: The residual charge on the detector after dark subtrac-
tion (i.e., the background) is now removed from the cleaned co-added BCDs by
alternately subtracting the BCDs at differing nod-positions for each module. This
produces an image with a background-subtracted source and a negative image of
the source in the other nod-position (see Fig. 2.5)
13. Spectral extraction: Thefinal rigorously-cleaned, co-added and background-subtracted
BCD images are ready to have the spectra extracted. See § 2.4.
2.3 High-resolution IRS data-reduction
2.3.1 IRS-staring mode
In staringmode, the reduction of high-resolution Spitzer-IRS proceeds similarly to that of
low-resolution data. However, we note that while the SL and LL modules produce one
DCE image per order per nod-position, the high resolution Echelle SH and LH modules
produce a DCE image containing all 10 spectral orders in a single pointing.
BCD image cubes are constructed in the same manner as in the previous section, and
the steps are followed similarly up to and including step 8. As can be seen in Fig. 2.6,
a lack of spatial extent in each of the orders, caused by the small apertures of the SH
and LH modules, does not allow for a clean smoothing of the image nor a background
subtraction. Hence, steps 9, 10 and 12 (outlined in § 2.2) are skipped in the reduction of
high-resolution data.6 The co-added BCDs are visually inspected using IRSCLEAN before
the spectroscopy is extracted.
2.3.2 IRS-mapping mode
For the reduction of IRS-spectral mapping data, the SSC and the SINGS group have de-
veloped The CUbe Builder for IRS Spectral Maps (CUBISM; Smith et al. 2007). CUBISM is a
tool for constructing spectral cubes and performing subsequent spectral extractions from
Spitzer-IRS mapping mode observations. Specifically, CUBISM was designed to produce
6Sources observed with high-resolution IRS are generally bright, and dominate over any background
emission. Hence, dedicated off-source observations used to produce background spectroscopy are found to
have little or no correcting effect on the source spectroscopy.
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Figure 2.6: An example of a LH module Spitzer-IRS BCD image during
the visual inspection process using IRSCLEAN. The 10 narrow Echelle
dispersion regions are clearly seen. Pixels defined as damaged by the
SSC or rogue during our custom reduction routine are highlightedwith
open red squares.
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1D spectroscopy of the nearby SINGS galaxy sample, and is extremely well-matched to
the sample of D < 15Mpc galaxies studied in Chapters 3 and 4.
The data reduction of the 18 galaxies in theD < 15Mpc sample with high-resolution
Spitzer-IRSmapping-mode spectroscopic observationswas conducted using CUBISM and
is described and discussed extensively in Recipe 7 of the SpitzerData Analysis Cookbook.
CUBISM is in-built with its own version of IRSCLEAN, which was used to rigorously con-
struct the custom bad-pixel masks to be applied to the BCD images. CUBISM was then
used in conjunction with the latest SSC flux calibration files to construct final data cubes
and extract spectra of the central regions matched to the sizes of projected standard SH
and LH apertures (see Table 2.1).
2.4 Spectral Extraction of IRS-Staring data
For all IRS-staring mode data presented in this thesis, spectral extraction is performed
using the Spitzer-IRS Custom Extraction (SPICE) software provided by the SSC. SPICE
allows the user to visualise the source BCDs, customise the spectral extraction processes
and examine the features in the resulting spectroscopy. A detailed description of the full
features and the use of SPICE can be found in the SPICE User’s Guide.7
To extract a spectrum for a given nod-position and module, SPICE requires three FITS
files: the main BCD, the bad-pixel mask and the uncertainty files. The creation of these
files is outlined in the previous sections of this Chapter. Similar to Step 4 outlined in
§ 2.2, SPICE creates a wavelength-collapsed average profile in order to identify the loca-
tion of the peak of the source emission in the slit.8 SPICE then allows one of two spec-
tral extraction algorithms: ‘regular’ and ‘optimal’. The ‘regular’, unweighted spectral
extraction method is sufficient for sources with high S/N. Testing between these two ap-
proaches has shown little improvement in the S/N of the final spectroscopy for sources
with S/N > 30. The ‘optimal’ extraction mode is used for low S/N faint sources with
the aim of minimising the noise in the extracted spectra. This is achieved by weight-
ing the extraction of the object by a point-source point spread function (PSF) and the
S/N of each individual pixel. For sources with S/N∼ 3, the ‘optimal’ extraction can
improve the S/N in the final spectra by a factor ∼ 2 (e.g., Teplitz et al. 2007; Pope et al.
2008). For sources presented in this thesis, we use the ‘regular’ extraction option for all
7The SPICE User’s Guide is available at
http://ssc.spitzer.caltech.edu/dataanalysistools/tools/spice/spiceusersguide/
8This may also be user specified if, for example, the investigated source was not the brightest in the slit.
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Figure 2.7: An example of the LL2 module from a BCD image which
has been inputted into SPICE. The BCD/object shown is the same as in
Fig. 2.5 with a correctly aligned wavelength expanding spectral extrac-
tion window (width∼ 2 pixels at the blue end) overlaid onto the source
(yellow and green solid lines).
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high-resolution data as this is comparably faster and ‘optimal’ for low-resolution data.
Specifically, for the low-resolution spectroscopy presented in Chapter 6, the data were
extracted using an optimally calibrated 2-pixel wide spectral window (at the blue end of
the spectrum) which expands linearly with wavelength.9
In Fig. 2.7, we show an example of a correctly profile-centered source which is ready
for source extraction. It must be noted that IRS spectroscopy is not rectilinear on the
CCD in either the dispersal or spatial direction. As such, during the spectral extraction
process, the EXTRACT module in SPICE does not extract whole pixel values but rather it
subdivides the pixel values into very small polygons which trace the source spectrum.
The final flux is the sum of the fractional incident signal which falls within the non-
flagged pixels in these polygons.
After spectral extraction, the calculated flux (f ) is converted from units of e− s−1
at a given wavelength (λ) to Jy using Equation (2.1) combined with the continuously
updated Flux Calibration Tables provided by the SSC,
f(Jy) = f(e−s−1)/(y0 × (a0 + a1 × [λ− λ0] + a2 × [λ− λ0]2 + a3 × [λ− λ0]3)) (2.1)
where λ0 is the key order wavelength, y0 is the order specific flux conversion parameter
and {a0, a1, a2, a3} are the associated conversion coefficients.
On spectral extraction, SPICE automatically propagates all errors from the initial un-
certainty input file to produce a flux uncertainty as a function of wavelength. In general,
this is sufficient for spectra extracted with the ‘regular’ algorithm (i.e., high-resolution
data). However, for low-resolution IRS of faint sources and following Pope et al. (2008),
errors should be estimated for spectra extracted with the ‘optimal’ algorithm using a
second spectral window offset from the source in the spatial direction.10 In effect, this
provides a measure of the uncertainty in the background which may dominate the per-
ceived source flux, and hence the error in the source.
After extraction of the raw spectra, the ends of each long-slit or echelle order are
trimmed to remove the additional spectral noise caused by the poor response of the
grating.11 For low-resolution IRS, the extracted spectra for each of the modules are then
9We note that the use of the ‘optimal’ calibration also produces flux calibration irregularities. Hence, the
final spectroscopy in Chapter 6 has been flux calibrated using IR photometric data.
10This extraction window should not be placed over or immediately in the vicinity of any serendipitous
sources which are within the slit. We also note, that due to the small aperture sizes, this process would not
be possible for high-resolution data.
11Wavelength trim ranges are given in Table 5.1 of the Spitzer-IRS Observers Manual.
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corrected for their differing apertures and normalized to the flux level of the 1st LLmod-
ule. To produce single continuous spectroscopy for a source, a first or second order
polynomial is fit to each individual order and then matched to the adjoining spectral
continuum. The ensure good flux calibration of the final spectrum, the spectra should be
compared to photometric data points (e.g., MIPS 12, 24µm) before scientific analyses are
conducted.
A similar process may be adopted for high-resolution Spitzer-IRS spectroscopy by
fitting each spectral continuum from a given echelle order with either a first or second
order polynomial. Each echelle order continuum should then be combined by matching
and calibrating to the 1st echelle order of the relevant slit to construct the final SH and
LH continua. However, it should be noted that due to the different aperture shapes and
sizes, the SH and LH spectra should not be combined to be produce one continuous
spectrum. Furthermore, given the small wavelength ranges of the individual echelle
orders, the stitching of orders can produce artificially steep spectra for poorly calibrated
observations. An example of the raw spectral output from SPICE, and resulting processed
mid-IR spectrum for the SH module of a well-studied local AGN (NGC 1068) is shown
in Fig. 2.8.
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Chapter 3
A large population of optically
unidentified AGNs at D < 15Mpc
This chapter is based on the work published in Goulding & Alexander (2009).
3.1 Introduction
Local mid-IR surveys (e.g., Sturm et al. 2002; SINGS; S08) have shown the advantages of
usingmid-IR spectroscopy as an AGN diagnostic. However, these samples are heteroge-
nous and not complete to a given flux, luminosity or distance. In this chapter, we use
sensitive high-resolution Spitzer-IRS spectroscopy to identify AGNs within a complete
volume-limited IR-sample of galaxies in the local Universe.1 By selecting galaxies at IR
wavelengths, our sample will comprise themost active galaxies in the local Universe and
will also include the most dust-obscured systems. We use these data to unambiguously
identify AGNs using the high-ionization [NeV] λ14.32 µm emission line to produce the
most sensitive census of AGN activity in the local Universe to date.
3.2 The Sample and Data Reduction
3.2.1 Sample Selection
Using IRAS, the Revised Bright Galaxy Survey (Sanders et al. 2003; hereafter, RBGS)
has provided an accurate census of all IR-bright galaxies (|b| > 5◦, f60µm > 5.24 Jy)
in the local Universe. The aim of our study is to identify AGN activity in the most
1LIR corresponds to the 8–1000 µm luminosity, as defined by Sanders and Mirabel (1996).
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Figure 3.1: Logarithm of IR luminosity versus luminosity distance for
all objects in the RBGS (Sanders et al. 2003; squares). The 64 IR-bright
galaxies (LIR ≈ 3×109 L!) toD < 15Mpc with high-resolution Spitzer-
IRS spectroscopy are explored here (stars).
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bolometrically luminous galaxies (LIR > 3 × 109 L!) in the RBGS out to D < 15 Mpc.2
The distance constraint of 15 Mpc was placed so as to not include the Virgo cluster at
16 Mpc (i.e., our sample is representative of a local field-galaxy population; see Sec-
tion 4.5.4.1). The IR luminosity threshold was chosen to be well matched to the flux
limit of the RBGS (see Fig. 3.1) and ensures that we do not include low-luminosity dwarf
galaxies and relatively inactive galaxies. Based on the principle of reprocessed emission
in the Unified AGN model, selection on the basis of IR-luminosity will select all bolo-
metrically luminous AGNs with LX ! 1041 erg s−1 . However, we note that it will also
select dust-rich star-forming systems which may dominate the bolometric luminosity of
the galaxy. In the RBGS there are 68 IRAS detected galaxies to a distance of D < 15
Mpc with LIR > 3 × 109 L!, 64 of which have Spitzer-IRS high-resolution spectroscopy
publicly available (i.e., ≈ 94 percent complete in the volume-limit): P3124 (28 objects;
PI: D.M. Alexander), P159 (18 objects; PI: R. Kennicutt [SINGS]), P14 (11 objects; PI:
J.R. Houck), P59 (4 objects; PI: G. Rieke) and P86 (3 objects; PI: M. Werner).
In Fig. 3.1 we plot IR luminosity versus luminosity distance for the RBGS and high-
light the 64 galaxies with Spitzer-IRS observations in our volume-limited D < 15 Mpc
sample. The basic properties from the RBGS for the sources in our sample are combined
with published optical data and listed in Table 3.1. The objects are all late-type galaxies
(Hubble classification of S0 or later), which is unsurprising since early-type galaxies are
typically IR faint and undetected by IRAS (e.g., Knapp et al. 1989).
The four galaxies that match our selection criteria but lack sufficient high-resolution
Spitzer-IRS observations of the central regions are shown in Table 3.2. Specifically,
NGC 3486 has Short-High (SH) and Long-High (LH) observations but the data are noisy
and no statistically useful information can be extracted; NGC 4565 and NGC 5457 have
only high-resolution observations of extranuclear regions; NGC 5248 has no
high-resolution observations. NGC 5248 and NGC 5457 are optically classified as star-
forming HII galaxies while NGC 3486 and NGC 4565 are optically classified as Seyfert
galaxies (Ho97). Both NGC 3486 and NGC 4565 have published [OIV] λ25.89 µm fluxes
from low-resolution (R ∼ 100) Spitzer-IRS spectroscopy in Diamond-Stanic et al. (2009);
the derived [OIV] λ25.89 µm luminosities suggest that the AGNs are contributing < 5
percent to the total bolometric luminosity of the galaxy.
2Distances have been calculated using the cosmic attractor model of Mould et al. (2000), which adjusts
heliocentric redshifts to the centroid of the local group, taking into account the gravitational attraction
towards the Virgo cluster, the Great Attractor, and the Shapley supercluster.
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3.2.2 Data Reduction
Each of the galaxies in our D < 15 Mpc sample were observed using both the SH
(4.7” × 11.3”, λ ∼ 9.9–19.6 µm) and LH (11.1” × 22.3”, λ ∼ 18.7–37.2 µm) resolution
spectrographs onboard the NASA Spitzer Space Telescope (Houck et al. 2004; Werner
et al. 2004). The spectral resolution is R ∼ 600 for both SH and LH modules. The raw
data are compiled from multiple observing programs (see § 3.2.1) and they consist of
both spectral mapping and staring observations, with differing exposure times. As an
example, in Fig. 2.2 we projected the SH and LH apertures onto a galaxy in our sample
(NGC 0278), showing the two differing nod positions.
Many of the objects in our sample do not have dedicated off-source observations.
However, as we only require emission-line flux measurements no background subtrac-
tion was necessary for the observations (see §7.2.5.2 of the Spitzer-IRS Observers Man-
ual).3 Furthermore, the targets are bright compared to the background and therefore any
background corrections would be small.
The reduction of the IRS data proceeds as described at length in section 2.3.1 and
2.3.2. Briefly, for the IRS-staring data, Basic Calibrated Data (BCD) images were co-
added and mean averaged at each nod position. Few of the observations were pre-
processed with the same Spitzer pipeline version. Therefore, to ensure consistency, we
extracted the spectra of each galaxy using a custom pipeline based on the Spitzer data
reduction packages IRSCLEAN (to apply individual custom bad-pixel masks for each of
the BCDs) and SPICE (to extract full slit spectra using the latest flux calibration files:
version 17.2). For the reduction of the IRS-spectral mapping data, custom bad-pixel
masks were again applied to the BCD images. CUBISM (Smith et al., 2007) was then
used in conjunction with the latest flux calibration files to construct final data cubes
and extract spectra of the central regions matched to the sizes of projected SH and LH
apertures.
3The Spitzer-IRS Observers Manual is available at http://ssc.spitzer.caltech.edu/irs/dh/
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Table 3.2: D < 15Mpc IR-bright galaxies not included in sample
Common Morph Dist LIR Spectral Spitzer-IRS L[OIV]
Name Class (Mpc) (L!) Class Spec? ( erg s−1 )
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
NGC 3486 Sc 9.2 9.31 Sy2 1 38.52
NGC 4565 Sb 10.0 9.66 Sy2 2 38.40
NGC 5248 Sbc 13.8 10.20 HII 3 -
NGC 5457 Scd 6.7 10.20 HII 2 -
NOTES: (1) Common galaxy name. (2) Morphological classification from RC3. (3) Lu-
minosity distance in Mpc from RBGS. (4) Logarithm of IR luminosity (8–1000 µm) from
RBGS. (5) Optical spectral class from Ho97 using BPT diagnostics; see Table 3.1. (6) Sta-
tus of Spitzer-IRS data: 1. High-resolution observations are publicly available but signal-
to-noise is not sufficient for analysis; 2. High-resolution observations available only for
extranuclear regions; 3. No high-resolution observations available. (7) Logarithm of
[OIV] λ25.89 µm luminosity from low-resolution (R ∼ 100) Spitzer-IRS spectroscopy in
units of erg s−1 (Diamond-Stanic et al. 2009).
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After extraction of the raw spectra, the ends of each echelle order were trimmed to
remove the additional spectral noise caused by the poor response of the grating.4 Using
the redshifts given in the RBGS, each extracted spectrum was shifted to rest-wavelength
for further spectral analysis. Solely for presentation purposes, single continuous spectra
of each slit were produced. Echelle orders were matched by fitting each spectral con-
tinuum from a given order with either a first or second order polynomial. Each echelle
order continuum was then combined by matching and calibrating to the 1st echelle or-
der of the relevant slit to construct the final SH and LH continua. Due to the different
aperture sizes (and hence continuum fluxes), we have not attempted to match the SH
and LH spectra. Fig. 3.2 shows the reduced spectra for each of the sources using the SH
and LH slits (left and right panels respectively).
3.2.3 Measuring Emission-line Properties
Second-order polynomials were used to model the continuum and gaussian profiles
were simultaneously fit to spectral features to determine emission-line fluxes. These
were calculated using the IDL-based spectral analysis tool SMART (Higdon et al., 2004).5
Fluxes or 3σ upper-limits are given in Table 3.3 for the following emission lines: [NeII]
λ12.81 µm, [NeV] λ14.32 µm, [NeIII] λ15.56 µm, [NeV] λ24.32 µm, [OIV] λ25.89 µm, [FeII]
λ25.99 µm, [SIII] λ33.48 µm and [SiII] λ34.82 µm. Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon (PAH;
e.g., Draine 2003) features are detected in many of the galaxies; we use the 11.3 µm PAH
equivalent width in our analyses and report these values in Table 3.3. Due to their broad
profiles, the strength of the PAH features are measured using multiple gaussians. The
results obtained from our continuum and emission-line fitting procedure are shown in
Fig. 3.3 for all [NeV] λ14.32 µm detected galaxies.
Of the 64 galaxies in the D < 15 Mpc sample, 16 have published Spitzer-IRS data in
S08 and 18 have published Spitzer-IRS data in Dale et al. (2009; hereafter D09). However,
due to differing data-reduction routines and approaches in the detection of emission
lines (e.g., we measured emission-line properties in apertures centred on the near-IR nu-
cleus, S08 searched for emission lines in small apertures across the circumnuclear region
of each galaxy, andD09 constrained emission-line properties in large apertures across the
extent of each galaxy), we have re-analysed all of the galaxies to provide self-consistent
results. However, despite these differing approaches, we find average emission-line flux
4Wavelength trim ranges are given in Table 5.1 of the Spitzer-IRS Observers Manual.
5SMART was developed by the IRS Team at Cornell University and is available through the SSC.
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variances of only≈ 10–30% between our study and that of S08 and D09 for those galaxies
with with detected [NeII] λ12.81 µm, [NeIII] λ15.56 µm, and [OIV] λ25.89 µm emission;
when comparing to D09 we linearly scaled our emission-line fluxes by the difference in
aperture size between D09 and our study.
3.2.4 [NeV] as an unambiguous AGN indicator
Due to the very high-ionization potential of [NeV] (97.1 eV) we consider its detection co-
incident with the galactic nucleus in mid-IR spectroscopy to be an almost unambiguous
identifier of AGN activity. Theoretically, Schaerer and Stasin´ska (1999) have predicted
that extremely hot O and B stars, in particular galaxies containing dense populations
of Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars, may produce ionization spectra capable of exciting lines such
as [OIV] (54.9 eV) and [NeV]. However, two WR galaxies are present in our volume-
limited sample (IIZw40 and NGC 1569). We find that whilst [OIV] is clearly detected in
these types of systems, [NeV] emission remains absent to the detection limits of this sur-
vey, and their mid-IR continuum and spectral features are clearly distinct from those of
AGNs. Complimentary to this, Hao et al. (2009) find from a Spitzer-IRS study of 12 Blue
Compact Dwarf galaxies that the mid-IR spectroscopy for eight of their sample contain
[OIV] emission, however none appear to be producing [NeV] despite having sufficient
sensitivity to detect the emission line. Similarly, extreme starburst driven shocks have
also been predicted to excite some high-ionization lines such as [NeV] (Allen et al., 2008),
however these require exceptionally high velocities, and based on the [NeV] λ14.32 µm–
[NeII] λ12.81 µm and [NeIII] λ15.51 µm–[NeII] λ12.81 µm emission line ratios presented
in Table 3.3, the [NeV] identified AGNs in this study are not consistent with shock mod-
els.
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Figure 3.2: Spitzer-IRS high-resolution spectra for the SH and LH mod-
ules (left and right panels respectively) of all galaxies with Spitzer-IRS
observations in our D < 15 Mpc IR-bright sample. The most promi-
nent spectral features are labeled and indicated with dotted lines. The
galaxy name, host-galaxy classification, optical spectral classification,
and mid-IR classification are indicated.
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Figure 3.2: continued..
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3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 The Discovery of a Significant Population of Optically Unidentified
AGNs
Of the 64 objects in our D < 15 Mpc sample (presented in Tables 3.1 and 3.3), 17 have
3σ detections of the [NeV] λ14.32 µm emission line, and therefore have unambiguous
evidence for AGN activity. We therefore find an overall AGN fraction of ≈ 27+8−6 percent
in themost bolometrically luminous galaxies toD < 15Mpc (LIR ≈ (0.3−20)×1010 L!).6
Of the 16 galaxies in common between S08 and our sample, S08 identified [NeV]
(14.32 or 24.32 µm) in four systems (NGC 3556; NGC 3938; NGC 4536; NGC 5055).
We do not detect significant [NeV] in any of these four galaxies, which may be due to
differences in the positions and sizes of the apertures used to extract the spectra within
CUBISM. Of the 18 galaxies in common between D09 and our sample, D09 identified
[NeV] λ14.32 µm in three systems (NGC 3621; NGC 5033; NGC 5194), all of which we
also identify here; however, we also identified [NeV] emission in two systems where
D09 quote [NeV] upper limits (NGC 3627; NGC 5195), which could be due to dilution of
the [NeV] emission by the host galaxy in the large apertures used by D09. We note that
differences in the identification of weak [NeV] emission can also be due to the adopted
emission-line detection procedure and signal-to-noise ratio threshold.
Seven (≈ 11+6−4 percent) of the 64 galaxies in our sample are unambiguously iden-
tified as AGNs using classical optical emission-line diagnostics (i.e., optically classi-
fied as Seyfert galaxies; e.g., Baldwin et al. 1981; Veilleux and Osterbrock 1987; Kauff-
mann et al. 2003b); see Table 3.1. All of these optically identified AGNs are classi-
fied as AGNs at mid-IR wavelengths in our analysis. In Fig. 3.4, we plot the optical
emission-line ratios of the 53 galaxies with good-quality optical spectra; of the other
11 galaxies in the sample, three do not have a sufficient number of detected emission
lines to classify at optical wavelengths using emission-line diagnostics, and eight do not
have published optical spectroscopy. Ten of our mid-IR classified AGNs are not unam-
biguously identified as AGNs at optical wavelengths: five are classified as HII galaxies
(NGC 0613, NGC 1448, NGC 1792, NGC 4945, and NGC 5128), four are classified as
LINERS (NGC 0660, NGC 3627, NGC 3628, and NGC 5195), and one does not have
good-quality optical spectroscopic data (ESO121-G006). Although ESO121-G006 does
6Small-number Poisson statistical errors are calculated for upper and lower limits based on the 1σ confi-
dence levels given in Gehrels (1986).
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Figure 3.3: Mid-IR spectra expanded around the [NeV] λ14.32 µm emission-line region
for all [NeV] detected galaxies covering a broad range of optical and mid-IR spectral
properties. The dotted line indicates the second-order polynomial fit to the contin-
uum and the solid lines indicate the gaussian fit to the emission-line features; the [NeV]
λ14.32 µm , λ14.2 µm PAH, and [ClII] λ14.37 µm emission features are labeled when de-
tected. The identification of AGN activity from the [NeV] λ14.32 µm emission-line in
ten objects is complicated by the PAH and [ClII] star-forming signatures and thus high
signal-to-noise data is required.
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Figure 3.3: continued
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not have a good-quality optical spectrum, since it is hosted in a highly inclined galaxy
we would expect it to be an optically unidentified AGN; see § 3.3.3 and Fig. 3.10. Large
optical spectroscopic studies (e.g., Veilleux et al. 1995; Ho97) have speculated that the
central regions of many LINERs are likely to be powered by AGN activity. Indeed, using
Chandra X-ray observations, Ho et al. (2001) suggest ≈ 60 percent of all LINERs host
AGNs. By contrast, using our mid-IR diagnostics, we find only≈ 25 percent of IR-bright
LINERs appear to be AGNs, which could be due to a number of factors (e.g., different
sample selection and ambiguous evidence for AGN activity at X-ray energies; i.e., X-ray
binaries).
The optical spectroscopy for the galaxies in our sample comes from a variety of dif-
ferent studies with a range in emission-line sensitivities. However, the majority of the
galaxies are in Ho97, which arguably comprises the most sensitive optical spectroscopy
of a large number of nearby galaxies. Of the 38 galaxies present in both our sample and
Ho97, we find that eight are mid-IR identified AGNs (NGC 0660, NGC 1068, NGC 3627,
NGC 3628, NGC 4051, NGC 5033, NGC 5194 and NGC 5195), only four of which are
unambiguously identified as AGN at optical wavelengths. One of the optically uniden-
tified AGNs is NGC 5195, which may be a binary AGN system with NGC 5194 in the
Whirlpool galaxy. Potential AGN activity has also been found in NGC 5195 using Chan-
dra observations (Terashima and Wilson, 2004).
Optical spectroscopic surveys have found that AGNs typically reside in moderately
massive bulge-dominated galaxies (Hubble-type: E–Sbc; M% ≈ (0.1–3) ×1011M!; e.g.,
Ho97; Heckman et al. 2004). In Fig. 3.5 we show the histogram of galaxy morphology
for our D < 15 Mpc sample. We find that the host galaxies of our mid-IR identified
AGNs cover a wide range of galaxy type (S0–Ir). However, in contrast to Ho97 and
Heckman et al. (2004), we find that a large fraction of Sc–Sd-type galaxies host AGN
activity at mid-IR wavelengths (≈ 22+13−9 percent; i.e., a comparable AGN fraction to that
found in Sab–Sbc galaxies). This shows that late-type galaxies typically assumed to host
pseudo bulges (Sc–Sd) can harbour AGN activity, and therefore must host a SMBH. As
found in previous studies, this indicates that galaxies without classical bulges can host
SMBHs (e.g., Greene et al. 2008; Barth et al. 2009).
In Fig. 3.5 we also show the incidence of AGN activity as a function of IR luminosity.
In the moderate-luminosity IR bin (LIR ≈ (1–3) ×1010 L!), we find a large AGN fraction
of ≈ 39+16−12 percent, suggesting that the overall AGN fraction for our sample may be a
lower limit. The smaller AGN fractions found in the lower (LIR < 1010 L!; ≈ 16+11−7 per-
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Figure 3.4: Emission-line diagnostic diagram showing [OIII]λ5007A˚/Hβ versus
[NII]λ6583A˚/Hα for our D < 15 Mpc galaxy sample (squares) and the SDSS-DR7
(dots and contours). Kauffmann et al. (2003) demarcation lines are shown to iso-
late the Seyfert, LINER and star-forming HII regions (dashed lines). Those galaxies
with 3σ [NeV] λ14.32 µm detections (i.e., mid-IR identified AGNs) are labeled and
highlighted with large squares. Seven of the D < 15 Mpc galaxies are optically
classified as Seyferts, all of which are identified as mid-IR AGNs, while the other
objects are optically classified either as HII galaxies or LINERs. Two additional
mid-IR AGNs (NGC 1448; ESO121-G006) are not shown in the figure. NGC 1448 is
classified as an HII galaxy (Veron-Cetty et al. 1986) but cannot be plotted on this
figure since both [OIII]λ5007 and Hβ are undetected. ESO121-G006 lacks good-
quality optical spectroscopy but since it is hosted in a highly inclined galaxy, it is
likely to be an optically unidentified AGN; see § 3.3.3 and Fig. 3.10.
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cent) and higher (LIR > 3 × 1010 L!; ≈ 25+58−21 percent) IR luminosity bins could be due
to relatively weaker AGN sensitivity limits (i.e., a higher L[NeV]/LIR emission-line ratio)
and large uncertainties due to small-number statistics, respectively. Indeed, we find sim-
ilar AGN fractions (of order≈ 10 percent) in both the lower IR luminosity and moderate
IR luminosity bins if we only consider AGNs identified with L[NeV]/LIR< 10−5, suggest-
ing that further AGNs remain to be detected in the lower IR luminosity; see Fig. 3.6. This
may indicate that the overall AGN fraction in our IR-bright sample may be closer to≈ 40
percent.
The large AGN fraction found in our study indicates a tighter connection between
AGN activity and IR luminosity for galaxies in the local Universe than previously found,
exceeding the AGN fraction obtained with optical spectroscopy by up-to an order of
magnitude (e.g., compared to the results for LIR < 1011 L! galaxies in Veilleux et al.
1999). This may indicate a close association between AGN activity and star formation,
as is typically expected given the tight relationship between SMBHand spheroidmass in
the local Universe (e.g., Magorrian et al. 1998; Gebhardt et al. 2000). There are probably
two reasons why we identify a significantly larger AGN fraction than previously found:
(1) mid-IR spectroscopy provides a more sensitive probe of AGN activity than optical
spectroscopy, and (2) our galaxies are very nearby, allowing us to identify faint AGN
signatures.
3.3.2 Why are AGN signatures often absent at optical wavelengths?
Of the seventeen galaxies in our D < 15 Mpc sample that unambiguously host AGN
activity, ten (≈ 60+25−18 percent) lack AGN signatures at optical wavelengths. Here we
explore the three most likely reasons why the AGN signatures are absent in the opti-
cal spectra of these galaxies: (1) the optically unidentified AGNs are intrinsically lower
luminosity systems, (2) the optically unidentifiedAGNs have a larger fraction of star for-
mation/stellar light that dilutes the optical AGN signatures, or (3) the optically uniden-
tified AGNs are more heavily obscured at optical wavelengths.
3.3.2.1 Are optically unidentified AGNs intrinsically low luminosity?
The non detection of optical AGN signatures in the optically unidentified AGNs may
be due to the AGNs being lower luminosity systems. In Fig. 3.7, we show the [NeV]
λ14.32 µm luminosities of themid-IR identifiedAGNs and a sample of well-studied local
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Figure 3.5: Fraction of AGNs identified in the D < 15 Mpc sample
shown as a function of host-galaxy morphological classification and
IR luminosity; the AGN fraction and associated 1σ errors are given
for each sample bin. We further sub-divide the AGNs into [NeV]
λ14.32 µm detected sources which are also optically observed to have
AGN signatures (cross hatching), [NeV] λ14.32 µm detected sources
which lack optical AGN signatures (solid colour), and combining these
to give all galaxies with detected [NeV] λ14.32 µm emission, i.e. total
number of AGN (cross-hatch+solid colour).
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Figure 3.6: [NeV] λ14.32 µm –IR luminosity ratio versus IR luminos-
ity. Mid-IR identified AGNs (filled squares) and optically identified
AGNs (open circles) are indicated. The solid and dashed lines show
the expected luminosity ratio for a ≈ 50 percent and ≈ 5 percent AGN
contribution to the IR emission, respectively; adapted from Satyapal
et al. (2007). Both the optically identified and unidentified AGNs span
a wide range of [NeV]–IR luminosity ratios. However, clearly the
Spitzer-IRS observations are comparatively less sensitive towards the
detection of [NeV] λ14.32 µm emission in the lowest IR luminosity bin
(LIR < 1010 L!), indicating that the overall AGN fraction given in
Fig. 3.5 should be considered a lower limit.
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AGNs from Panessa et al. (2006) as a function of their [OIII] λ5007A˚ luminosity. We
characterise the [NeV]–[OIII] luminosity relationship using a regressional fit.7
log[NeV] = (1.19 ± 0.12) log[OIII]− (8.65 ± 4.60) (3.1)
The tightness in the [NeV]–[OIII] luminosity relationship indicates that the [NeV]
luminosity provides a reliable measurement of the intrinsic luminosity of the AGN; the
optically identified AGNs lie on this relationship if we correct the [OIII] luminosity for
extinction as measured using the Balmer decrement (see § 3.3.2.3).
The optically identifiedAGNs in our sample cover a broader range of [NeV] λ14.32 µm
luminosities than the optically unidentifiedAGNs (L[NeV] ≈ 1037–1041 erg s−1 andL[NeV] ≈
1037–1039 erg s−1 , respectively). However, since there are optically identified AGNswith
similar luminosities to the optically unidentified AGNs, this indicates that the dominant
reason for the non detection of the optically unidentified AGNs cannot be due to them
hosting intrinsically lower-luminosity AGN activity. Fig. 3.7 also shows that the non
identification of optical AGN signatures in the optically unidentified AGNs is not due to
low-sensitivity optical spectroscopy since the [OIII]/[NeV] luminosity ratios are lower
than that given in Equation 3.1.
3.3.2.2 Are optically unidentified AGNs star-formation dominated?
The non-identification of AGNs at optical wavelengths could be due to dilution from
star-formation signatures, which we can test with our data. The mid-IR continua of
starburst galaxies are typically characterised by strong PAH features at λ ∼ 3.3, 6.2,
7.7, 8.6, 11.3, 12.7, 14.2 and 17.0 µm combined with a steep spectral slope at far-IR (λ >
25 µm) wavelengths (Brandl et al., 2006). By contrast, PAH features tend to be weak
or absent in AGN-dominated systems (e.g., NGC 1068; Rigopoulou et al. 2002). It is
apparent from the Spitzer-IRS spectroscopy presented in Fig. 3.3 and 3.2, that most of the
optically unidentified AGNs exhibit star-formation signatures at mid-IR wavelengths,
indicating that they host joint AGN–starburst activity. However, to test whether the lack
of AGN signatures at optical wavelengths is due to dilution from star-formation, we
need to compare the relative AGN–star-formation contributions for both the optically
identified and unidentified AGNs.
7The fit to the data was obtained using the IDL-based robust bi-sector linefit algorithm RO-
BUST LINEFIT.
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Figure 3.7: [NeV] λ14.32 µm luminosity versus [OIII] λ5007A˚ luminosity. Mid-IR
identified AGNs (filled squares), optically identified AGNs (open circles), and op-
tically selected AGNs from Panessa et al. (2006; filled triangles) are indicated. The
[OIII] luminosities for the Panessa et al. (2006) AGNs are corrected for extinction,
and the Spitzer-IRS data is reduced and analysed following § 3.2.2. The dashed line
was obtained using a robust bi-sector linefit algorithm for the Panessa et al. (2006)
sample (see Equation 3.1) and shows that the [NeV] λ14.32 µm luminosity provides
a reliable measurement of the intrinsic luminosity of the AGN. The shaded region
indicates the intrinsic scatter within the relation. The [NeV]–[OIII] luminosity ratios
of the optically identified AGNs in ourD < 15Mpc sample are in good agreement
with the [NeV]–[OIII] luminosity relationship when the [OIII] luminosities are cor-
rected for extinction using the Balmer decrement (dotted lines; see § 3.3.2.3). Three
of the optically unidentifiedAGNs (NGC 613, NGC 3627 andNGC 5195) are within
the scatter of the relation indicating that these galaxies may not necessarily be ex-
tinguished in [OIII] flux, but could have enhanced Hβ flux from young stars as
suggested in Figs. 3.8 and 3.9. The symbols have the same meaning as in Fig. 3.6.
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As the sources in the sample are well resolved, we can use the Spitzer-IRS spectra
to quantify the relative strengths of the star-formation and AGN activity in the circum-
nuclear regions of the mid-IR identified AGNs. Previous studies have shown that the
equivalent width of the IR-detected PAH features at 6.2 and 7.7 µm are well correlated
with the AGN-starburst activity occurring within a galaxy (e.g., Genzel et al. 1998; Lau-
rent et al. 2000; Peeters et al. 2004; Dale et al. 2006). However, given the spectral cov-
erage of the Spitzer-IRS spectroscopy for the D < 15 Mpc sample (λ ∼ 9.9–37.2 µm),
here we calibrate and use the equivalent width of the 11.3 µm PAH feature (EW11.3,PAH,
which is detected in every galaxy) to indicate the relative AGN–star-formation contribu-
tion of each galaxy. Martı´n-Herna´ndez et al. (2006) find that for a starburst-dominated
circumnuclear region EW11.3,PAH (100 percent SF)≈ 0.7 µm. Comparing this to an AGN-
dominated system (i.e., NGC 1068) we find EW11.3,PAH (100 percent AGN) ≈ 0.008 µm.
The mid-IR emission line ratios can also be used to constrain the relative contributions
of AGN and stellar emission (e.g., Dale et al. 2006). Since [NeII] λ12.82 µm emission is
primarily produced by star-formation activity within a galaxy, and [NeV] λ14.32 µm is
solely attributed to AGN activity, the ratio of these emission lines is also a strong tracer
of the relative strengths of these two processes (e.g., Sturm et al. 2002).
In Fig. 3.8 we present the predicted EW11.3,PAH and [NeII] λ12.82 µm – [NeV] λ14.32 µm
flux ratios for different AGN–star-formation contributions; this is similar in principal to
the approach adopted by Genzel et al. (1998). Both of the AGN–star-formation ratio
estimates are in good agremment for the majority of the mid-IR AGNs, with a mean dis-
persion of ≈ 20 percent. We note that the predicted AGN–star-formation contributions
for four (≈ 25 percent) of the AGNs (NGC 1068, NGC 4051, NGC 5128 and NGC 5643)
differ by more than a factor of two from the mixing model, whilst the other mid-IR
identified AGNs lie within a factor of 40 percent. One of these such outliers is the FR-
1 radio galaxy, NGC 5128 (EW11.3,PAH,model > 4×EW11.3,PAH,obs), which could be due
to dilution of the PAH feature by an underlying synchrotron component (related to the
radio emission) that is emitting at mid-IR wavelengths. On the basis of Fig. 3.8, the IR
emission for five (29+20−13 percent) of the mid-IR identified AGNs (NGC 1068, NGC 6300,
NGC 4051, NGC 5643 and NGC 1448) has a significant contribution from AGN activity
(> 25 percent), only one of which is an optically unidentified AGN (NGC 1448). As may
be expected, these five galaxies also host the most luminous AGNs, as shown in Fig. 3.7.
The IR emission for the other twelve (≈ 71+26−20 percent) mid-IR identified AGNs appears
to be star-formation dominated (AGN contribution < 25 percent), nine of which are op-
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tically unidentified AGNs. These analyses have been performed using the SH module
of Spitzer-IRS, which traces only the circumnuclear region of these galaxies. However,
we get qualitatively similar results if we consider the L[NeV]/LIR ratios, which should
provide a measure of the contribution of the AGN to the total IR luminosity of the galaxy
(i.e., as measured by IRAS); see Fig. 3.6.
On the basis of these analyseswe therefore conclude that relative AGN–star-formation
contributions cannot give a complete explanation for the lack of optical AGN signatures.
Clearly, there is a difference in the distribution of relative AGN–star formation strengths,
with the optically unidentified AGNs being typically more star-formation dominated
than the optically identified AGNs. However, since approximately half of the optically
identified AGNs are also star-formation dominated, dilution from star-formation signa-
tures is unlikely to be the dominant cause for the lack of optical AGN signatures in all of
the optically unidentified AGNs. Indeed, as we show in § 3.3.2.3 and § 3.3.3, strong Hβ
emission produced by young stars is likely to be the primary reason for the lack of AGN
optical signatures (i.e., a low [OIII]–Hβ ratio) in only three of the optically unidentified
AGNs.
3.3.2.3 Are optically unidentified AGNs heavily dust obscured?
The dominant reason for the lack of AGN optical signatures could be due to dust obscu-
ration. A good measure of dust obscuration within a host galaxy is the so-called Balmer
decrement (the Hα/Hβ flux ratio; e.g., Ward et al. 1987; see section 1.4). In Table 3.1 we
show that both the optically identified and optically unidentified AGNs cover similar
ranges in Balmer decrements (Hα/Hβ ≈ 3–7 and 2–13, respectively), apparently indi-
cating no difference in optical extinction between the two populations. However, many
late-type galaxies are found to be very dust/gas rich, and for galaxies such as these, the
Balmer decrementmay be a poormeasure for high-levels of extinction or it may not trace
a direct line-of-sight to the AGN. For example, NGC 4945 is an optically unidentified
AGN (optically classified as an HII galaxy), and using analyses at near-IR wavelengths
it is estimated to have a V-band extinction of AV ≈ 6–20 magnitudes (Moorwood et al.,
1996); however, the optical Balmer decrement of the galaxy would suggest that it is rel-
atively unobscured (AV ≈ 0 mags). To remove this ambiguity of additional attenuation
to the optical emission and provide a more direct line-of-sight to the AGN, we require a
measure of dust-obscuration that is capable of probing greater optical depths than opti-
cal spectroscopy alone.
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Figure 3.8: Flux ratio of the [NeV] λ14.32 µm and [NeII] λ12.82 µm
emission lines versus equivalent width of the 11.3 µm PAH feature
(EW11.3,PAH). Both the EW11.3,PAH and the [NeV]–[NeII] flux ratio give
relative measures of the AGN–starburst contribution. The vertical scale
indicates the fraction of AGN activity for the [NeV]–[NeII] flux ra-
tio (Sturm et al., 2002). A linear mixing model curve (solid line) and
0.1 dex errors (dashed) are shown: a 100% AGN is assumed to have
[NeV]/[NeII] ∼ 1.4, EW11.3,PAH∼ 0.008 µm, while a 100% starburst is
assumed to have [NeV]/[NeII] ∼ 0.001, EW11.3,PAH∼ 0.7 µm.
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Here we estimate the extinction towards the AGNs using [OIV] λ25.89 µm at mid-IR
wavelengths and [OIII] λ5007A˚ at optical wavelengths.8 [OIV] λ25.89 µm has often been
used as a relatively dust-obscuration independent indicator of the AGN luminosity (e.g.,
Genzel et al. 1998; D06), and we show in § 3.3.4 that it is reliable for [NeV]–identified
AGNs; however, see § 3.3.4 for caveats in using [OIV] λ25.89 µm to directly identify
AGN activity. By contrast, the optically detected [OIII] λ5007A˚ emission lines produced
in the narrow-line regions of AGNs can be subject to strong reddening by dust/gas,
and therefore the [OIV]–[OIII] emission-line ratio should provide a good indicator for
the presence of heavy obscuration. There could be some dependence of the [OIV]–[OIII]
ratio on the hardness of the radiation field (e.g., as measured using the [NeIII]–[NeII]
ratio; Brandl et al. 2006); however, as we show below, we find no strong dependence in
our sample.
In Fig. 3.9 we relate the two different measures of dust-extinction within the host
galaxies obtained using the Balmer decrement and our [OIV]–[OIII] flux ratio estimate.
We calibrate the extinction correction factor in AV magnitudes by assuming
f[OIII] ∝ f[OIV]1.8, as found for Seyfert 2 galaxies (e.g., Mele´ndez et al. 2008a), combined
with the expected dust-reddening at λ ≈ 5007A˚ and 25.9 µm (e.g., Osterbrock and Fer-
land 2006). Although the [OIII] emission-line constraints are typically obtained in a nar-
rower slit than the [OIV], since the majority of the [OIII] and [OIV] emission is likely to
be produced close to the AGN (i.e., the ionising source), aperture effects are unlikely to
be significant. Good agreement in the levels of optical extinction are found for the op-
tically identified AGNs on the basis of both the Balmer decrement and the [OIV]–[OIII]
flux ratios, implying moderate levels of dust obscuration (AV ∼ 0–3 mags). However,
by contrast, although optically unidentified AGNs have similar Balmer decrements to
the optically identified AGNs, many have significantly higher [OIV]–[OIII] flux ratios.
This suggests that the optically unidentified AGNs are so heavily extincted at optical
wavelengths the Balmer decrement no longer provides a reliable estimate of the amount
of obscuration or a direct line-of-sight to the AGN, suggesting AV > 3 mags. Indeed,
on the basis of the [OIV]–[OIII] flux ratio for NGC 4945 we estimate that the AGN is ob-
scured behind a screen of AV ∼ 9magnitudes, which is in good agreement with the de-
8We note that it would also be useful to determine the amount of extinction using the [NeV] emission
lines at 14.32 µm and 3426A˚. Unfortunately, this is not currently possible due to the lack of available data
at ultra-violet wavelengths for the majority of our sample. Also, the intrinsic ratio is dependent on temper-
ature variations of the photoionised gas within the narrow line region of the AGN.
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tailed constraints of Moorwood et al. (1996). Additionally, the extinction estimated from
the [OIV]–[OIII] flux ratio (AV ∼ 5 magnitudes) for NGC 5128 is in good agreement
with the value derived by Alexander et al. (1999) from near-IR spectroscopy (AV ∼ 7
magnitudes). We also find that if the [OIII] emission was adjusted for the additional
absorption within the narrow line region (NLR) found by our diagnostic, these heavily
extinguished optically unidentified AGNs would be moved into the Seyfert region of an
optical BPT diagram. For example, assuming there is no further reddening to the Hβ
emission, an additional NLR extinction of AV ∼ 3 is consistent with an increase by a fac-
tor of 6 in [OIII] flux (i.e., the correction required for NGC 5128 to be optically classified
as a Seyfert galaxy; see Fig. 3.4).
In Fig. 3.7, we show that three of the optically unidentified AGNs (NGC 0613,
NGC 3627 and NGC 5195) are within the intrinsic scatter of the [OIII]-[NeV] relation
(shaded region), and consequently do not appear to be deficient in [OIII] flux. Indeed,
in Fig. 3.9 we find that these particular objects do not appear to be heavily extinguished
at optical wavelengths (AV < 3 mags). It is therefore likely that these are not classified
as AGNs in optical surveys due to enhanced Hβ flux from young stars, which lowers
their [OIII]/Hβ flux ratios in the BPT diagram (see Fig. 3.4). This is in agreement with
the AGN–star-formation ratios estimated for these objects with Spitzer-IRS; see Fig. 3.8.
However, it is clear from Figs. 3.7 and 3.9 that the majority of the optically unidentified
AGNs are highly extinguished in [OIII] λ5007A˚ flux.
3.3.3 First-order constraints on the source of the optical extinction
The obscuration towards some of the AGNs implied by Figs. 3.7 and 3.9 may be due to
either a dusty torus (as predicted by the unified model for AGNs; e.g., Antonucci 1993;
see section 1.2) or extinction through the host galaxy (e.g., Malkan et al. 1998; Matt 2000).
Here we can test the latter hypothesis by looking for evidence of host-galaxy extinction
(i.e., a highly inclined galaxy or obscuring dust lanes) using available optical imaging.
To test the former hypothesis wewould require sensitive X-ray observations for all of the
AGNs identified in our sample; given the predicted intrinsic luminosity for some of these
AGNs, they would require unfeasibly long exposures (of the order ≈ 100 kiloseconds)
to identify the central source.
In Fig. 3.10 we show the optical images of the optically identified and optically
unidentified AGNs. It is clear that the optically identified AGNs in our sample are
hosted by relatively face-on galaxies while, by contrast, many of the optically uniden-
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Figure 3.9: [OIV] λ25.89 µm and [OIII] λ5007A˚ flux ratio versus Balmer
decrement (Hα/Hβ flux ratio). These ratios are indicators of the relative
dust/gas extinction within the host galaxies, although the [OIV]–[OIII]
flux ratio should be more sensitive towards high levels of extinction
and provide a more direct probe of the extinction along the line-of-sight
towards the NLR (see § 3.3.2.3); the solid lines indicate the relationship
between the flux ratios and extinction in AV. The symbols have the
same meaning as in Fig. 3.6.
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tified AGNs are hosted in either highly inclined galaxies or have dust lanes that ob-
scure the central regions. Indeed, the four optically unidentified AGNs with the highest
[OIV]–[OIII] flux ratios, which imply AV > 3 mags, are all hosted by galaxies that are
either highly inclined or have obscuring dust lanes; ESO121-G006 does not have good-
quality optical spectroscopy, however, since it resides in a highly inclined host galaxy,
it is likely to be an optically unidentified AGN with a high [OIV]–[OIII] flux ratio. Fur-
thermore, three of the optically unidentified AGNs are found to be hosted in relatively
face-on galaxies (NGC 0613, NGC 3627 and NGC 5195), similar to that of the optically
identified AGNs, suggesting there is little extinction from the host galaxy towards these
AGNs. This is consistent with our findings in the previous section that these galaxies do
not appear to have heavily extinguished [OIII] emission (see Fig. 3.7).
Our findings extend the analyses of Malkan et al. (1998), who found that dust lanes
can dictate the observed optical AGN type, by now showing that the host galaxy can
have a large effect on even the identification of AGN activity. We find that four (≈ 40+31−19
percent) of the ten optically unidentified AGNs reside in highly inclined galaxies, com-
pared to ≈ 4 percent (Sy1) and ≈ 7 percent (Sy2) of the optically identified AGNs in
Malkan et al. (1998), respectively. Four (≈ 40+31−19 percent) of the optically unidentified
AGNs also appear to have obscuring dust lanes, compared to ≈ 10 and ≈ 20 percent
of the Sy1 and Sy2 galaxies in Malkan et al. (1998), respectively.9 Whilst these findings
are empirical and may be subject to small number statistics, there appears to be strong
evidence to suggest that the non-identification of optical AGN signatures in the majority
of these galaxies is due to extinction through the host galaxy, indicating that obscuration
of the nucleus is not necessarily due to an obscuring torus. We also note that similar
conclusions have been proposed for the non-identification of optical AGN signatures in
z ≈ 0.5–1 X-ray identified AGNs (e.g., Rigby et al. 2006).
3.3.4 Can further AGNs be identified using other mid-IR emission-line diag-
nostics?
In our analyses thus far we have conservatively identifiedAGNs using the [NeV] λ14.32 µm
emission line. However, there may be further AGNs in our sample that can be identified
using different mid-IR emission lines. Other studies have used the high-excitation emis-
sion line [NeV] λ24.32 µm, as well as intermediate-excitation emission lines such as [OIV]
9We note that high spatial-resolutionHST observations are required for the optically unidentified AGNs
to provide a consistent comparison to Malkan et al. (1998).
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Figure 3.10: 10× 10 arcmin ESO Digital Sky Survey images (combined B and R band) of
the optically unidentified and optically identified AGNs. Optically unidentified AGNs
are generally found to be hosted in either highly inclined galaxies (E121-G006, NGC 660,
NGC 1448, NGC 3628 and NGC 4945) or galaxies with obscuring dust lanes (NGC 1792,
NGC 3628, NGC 4945 and NGC 5128). This suggests that the lack of optical AGN sig-
natures in these galaxies could be due to extinction through the host galaxy, indicating
that obscuration of the nucleus is not necessarily due to an obscuring torus. Three of the
optically unidentified AGNs (NGC 613, NGC 3627 and NGC 5195) appear to be hosted
in relatively face-on galaxies; we suggest that the AGN optical signatures are diluted in
these galaxies due to strong star-formation activity (see § 3.3.2.2).
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λ25.89 µm (54.9 eV) and [NeIII] λ15.56 µm (41.0 eV). To explore whether we can identify
further AGNs in our sample, we investigate these other potential AGN indicators here.
[NeV] λ24.32 µm has the same ionisation potential as [NeV] λ14.32 µm but it has a
higher critical electron density (ne ≈ 5×105 versus ne ≈ 5×104 cm−3 ; Sturm et al. 2002).
[NeV] λ24.32 µm is detected in 11 of the 64 galaxies in our sample, all of which are also
detected at [NeV] λ14.32 µm. The smaller AGN identification fraction found using [NeV]
λ24.32 µmmay be due to the lower relative sensitivity of data in the LHmodule in some
cases. We also note that a large number of pixels around λ ≈ 24.3 µm were damaged
by solar flares early in the Spitzer mission, and are flagged by the Spitzer pre-processing
pipeline as either damaged or unreliable (‘hot’ pixels). In our custom reduction pipeline
we removed these pixels from the analysis and fitting routines to reduce the potential
for spurious detections. For example, from analysis of the BCD images for NGC 3938
before and after cleaning using a custom version of IRSCLEAN, we find that the possible
[NeV] λ24.32 µm emission reported by S08 falls below our detection threshold of 3σ.
Furthermore, an additional ‘hot’ pixel at λ ∼ 24.3594 µm (in the observed frame) is not
removed by default in IRSCLEAN due to the high incidence of adjacent cleaned pixels.
During the reduction process, care must be taken to remove such pixels to ensure reliable
detections. Additionally, we do not find any further AGNs in ourD < 15Mpc sample on
the basis of the [NeV] λ24.32 µm emission line and urge caution when identifying AGNs
at low redshifts (i.e., z " 0.005) solely on the detection ofweak [NeV] λ24.32 µm emission
in high-resolution Spitzer-IRS observations. Certainly, at higher redshifts (i.e., where
the observed [NeV] λ24.32 µm emission is not affected by the spurious pixels at λ ∼
24.35 µm) detections of weak [NeV] λ24.32 µmwithout complimentary [NeV] λ14.32 µm
will be possible for systems with high levels of relative dust extinction; however, this is
likely to be rare as A14.32/A24.32 ∼ 1.03 (Chiar and Tielens, 2006).
[OIV] λ25.89 µm is often attributed to AGN activity. However, since it is an inter-
mediate excitation emission line it can also be detected in galaxies experiencing height-
ened starburst activity (D06). [OIV] λ25.89 µm is detected in 41 of the 64 galaxies in our
sample, including all of the 17 AGNs identified using [NeV]. For the mid-IR identified
AGNs, we find that [OIV] λ25.89 µm and [NeV] λ14.32 µm emission are well correlated,
suggesting that [OIV] λ25.89 µm is a good proxy for the intrinsic AGN luminosity in
[NeV]–identified AGNs; see Fig. 3.11. The regressional fit is characterised by the equa-
tion given below, with a spread in the data of only 0.24 dex (see also Footnote 9). We
highlight the caveat that this relation may only hold for the emission-line and IR lumi-
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Figure 3.11: [NeV] λ14.32 µm luminosity versus [OIV] λ25.89 µm lumi-
nosity. The dashed line was obtained using a robust bi-sector linefit al-
gorithm and indicates that for [NeV]–detected objects, [OIV] λ25.89 µm
provides a good proxy for the intrinsic luminosity of the AGN (see
Equation 3.2) for those galaxies with 1039 < L[OIV] < 1042 erg s−1 . The
symbols have the same meaning as in Fig. 3.6.
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nosity range explored here. However, using a sample of AGNs which is a factor ≈ 3
greater than that considered here, Weaver et al. (2010) find a consistent relation with that
derived in this work.
log[NeV] = (1.09 ± 0.06) log[OIV]− (4.34 ± 2.53) (3.2)
Our finding of a tight relationship between [OIV] λ25.89 µm and [NeV] λ14.32 µm
suggests that any AGN activity with bright [NeV] λ14.32 µm emission should also have
bright [OIV] λ25.89 µm emission. Contrary to this, S08 identified two AGNs (NGC 4321
and NGC 4536) using [NeV] λ14.32 µm that had undetected [OIV] λ25.89 µm emission.
NGC 4536 is present in our sample but we do not identify [NeV] λ14.32 µm using our
conservative reduction and analysis techniques. Four of the galaxies (IC2056; NGC 3175;
NGC 3184; NGC 3368) in our sample with [OIV] λ25.89 µm detections lie above the re-
gressional fit in Fig. 3.11 and more sensitive mid-IR spectroscopy may identify AGN
activity with [NeV] λ14.32 µm in these systems. A further 20 galaxies undetected in
[NeV] λ14.32 µm lie below the regressional fit and, therefore, unless AGNs can have
weak [NeV] λ14.32 µm and bright [OIV] λ25.89 µm emission (contrary to that found here
and in Weaver et al. 2010), these do not appear to host AGN activity. However, we
note that the 13 galaxies in our sample that are undetected in both [OIV] λ25.89 µm and
[NeV] λ14.32 µm may host AGN activity substantially below our detection limits. Fur-
thermore, for galaxies with L[OIV] < 1039 erg s−1 , the source of the [OIV] emission be-
comes uncertain as a non-negligible fraction may be produced by star formation (e.g.,
the starburst–AGN, NGC 4945). Therefore, the [OIV] emission may not be a strong
tracer of the intrinsic luminosity of the AGN (i.e., the [NeV] luminosity) for galaxies
with L[OIV] % 1039 erg s−1 . Further probes of the AGN luminosity (e.g., hard X-ray lu-
minosities) are required to test this further.
[NeIII] λ15.56 µm is also an intermediate excitation emission line and could be pro-
duced by AGN or star-formation activity. Previous surveys (e.g., Farrah et al. 2007;
Groves et al. 2008; Mele´ndez et al. 2008b) have selected potential AGNs on the basis of
high [NeIII]–[NeII] flux ratios ([NeIII]/[NeII]> 1.03; Mele´ndez et al. 2008b). In Fig. 3.12
we show that while this diagnostic identifies many of the AGN-dominated systems in
our sample, it does not find all of the AGNs. The production of [NeIII] appears to be
complex and may have strong dependences on star-formation, gas density, temperature,
metallicity and AGN activity (Brandl et al. 2006); for example, there is a similar range of
[NeIII]–[NeII] ratios for both the optically unidentified AGNs and the galaxies without
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Figure 3.12: Logarithm of the ratio of the fluxes of [NeIII] λ15.51 µm
and [NeII] λ12.82 µm emission lines are plotted against the logarithm
of the ratio of the fluxes of [NeV] λ14.32 µm and [NeII] λ12.82 µm emis-
sion lines. The dashed line represents the demarcation for Seyfert 2
galaxies given in Melendez et al. (2008). Those AGNs which dom-
inate the luminosity output of the galaxy have preferentially higher
[NeIII]/[NeII] ratios, and appears to be a good proxy for AGN activ-
ity in these cases; however, we note that WR-galaxies can also have
large [NeIII]/[NeII] ratios. By contrast, lower luminosity AGNs exhibit
similar ratios to that of star-forming galaxies. The symbols have the
same meaning as in Fig. 3.6.
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clear signatures of AGN activity. Furthermore, the two WR galaxies in our sample also
have high [NeIII]–[NeII] flux ratios, suggesting that further criteria (e.g., optical data;
[NeV]/[NeII] ratio) are required to unambiguously identify AGN activity. However,
three of our galaxies not identified as AGNs (NGC 4490; NGC 4736; NGC 6744) have
high [NeIII]–[NeII] flux ratios and may host AGN activity below our [NeV] λ14.32 µm
sensitivity limit.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter we have presented the initial results of a sensitive volume-limited Spitzer-
IRS spectral survey of all (≈ 94 percent) bolometrically luminous (LIR ! 3 × 109 L!)
galaxies to D < 15Mpc. We place direct constraints on the ubiquity of AGN activity in
the local universe. Our main findings are the following:
(1). By conservatively assuming that the detection of the high-excitation [NeV] λ14.32 µm
emission line indicates AGN activity, we identified AGNs in 17 of the 64 galaxies
in our sample. This corresponds to an AGN fraction of ≈ 27+8−6 percent, a factor
! 2 greater than found using optical spectroscopy alone; further AGNs are likely
to be identified below our [NeV] λ14.32 µm sensitivity limit. The large AGN frac-
tion indicates a tighter connection between AGN activity and IR luminosity for
galaxies in the local Universe than previously found, potentially indicating a close
association between AGN activity and star formation.
(2). We exploredwhether the absence of optical AGN signatures in the optically uniden-
tified AGNs is due to either an intrinsically low-luminosity AGN or dilution from
star formation. We found that the optically unidentified AGNs are typically char-
acterised as star-formation dominated galaxies hosting modest-luminosity AGNs
(L[NeV] ≈ 1037–1039 erg s−1 ). However, since about half of the optically identified
AGNs also have these properties, it appears unlikely that the dominant reason
for the absence of optical AGN signatures is due to either (a) an intrinsically low-
luminosity AGN or (b) strong star-formation dilution. Indeed, we find that only
three of the optically unidentified AGNs may have enhanced Hβ emission from
young stars which could dilute the optical AGN signatures. We also showed that
the absence of optical AGN signatures is not due to low-sensitivity optical data.
See § 3.3.2.1, § 3.3.2.2, & § 3.3.2.3.
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(3). We exploredwhether the absence of optical AGN signatures in the optically uniden-
tified AGNs is due to optical extinction. We found that the optically unidentified
AGNs typically have larger [OIV] λ25.89 µm–[OIII] λ5007A˚ flux ratios than the op-
tically identified AGNs, indeed suggesting that their emission is typically heavily
extinguished at optical wavelengths (AV ≈ 3–9 mags). Examination of optical im-
ages revealed that seven of the optically unidentified AGNs are hosted in highly
inclined galaxies or galaxies with dust lanes, indicating that obscuration of the
AGN is not necessarily due to an obscuring torus. See § 3.3.2.3 and § 3.3.3.
We therefore conclude that optical spectroscopic surveys miss approximately half of
the AGN population mostly due to extinction through the host galaxy. Sensitive X-ray
observations are required to determine what fraction of the optically unidentified AGNs
are heavily obscured due to nuclear obscuration intrinsic to the AGN.
Chapter 4
The incidence of growing black
holes to D < 15Mpc
This chapter is based on the work published in Goulding et al. (2010).
4.1 Introduction
While optical emission-line diagnostics alone cannot reliably characterise the proper-
ties of a non-negligable fraction of the AGN population, they are readily characterised
at obscuration independent wavelengths (e.g., X-ray; mid-IR). Hence, the identification
of AGNs made at X-ray and mid-IR wavelengths complements traditional UV/optical
methods to yield a more complete census of AGN activity. In the previous chapter (see
also Goulding and Alexander 2009; hereafter, GA09), we concluded that ≈ 50 percent of
AGNs are missed (even at D < 15Mpc) in sensitive optical surveys simply due to host-
galaxy extinction. Furthermore, ≈ 30 percent of the optically unidentified AGNs were
found to reside in late-type spiral galaxies (Sc–Sd; i.e., those likely to host the smallest
SMBHs,MBH ≈ 106M!). With the inclusion of these new optically unidentified AGNs,
it is natural to ask, what are the masses of local active SMBHs, what are their Eddington
ratios, and hence, how rapidly are these SMBHs growing in the local Universe?
In this chapter, we investigate the growth rates and space density of actively accreting
SMBHs using the 17 AGNs identified in the volume-limited survey of GA09. Whilst
the source statistics considered here are significantly smaller than those studies using
the SDSS (e.g., H04; Schawinski et al. 2007), this work compliments previous studies
by (1) significantly improved data quality over a broader wavelength range, and (2)
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including a relatively large number (given the considered small volume) of optically
unidentified AGNs which would not be reliably identified or characterised in the SDSS
survey. Furthermore, by including a significant population of bolometrically luminous
(but dust-obscured) late-type spiral galaxies (Sc–Sd) we are able to extend the SMBH
density function toMBH " 107M! further extending beyond the previous work of H04.
As many of the late-type spiral galaxies in the GA09 sample are predicted to host
small galactic bulges, and hence comparatively low mass SMBHs, particular attention is
paid to obtaining accurate mass estimates. Given their proximity, many of the sources in
GA09 are well-studied and have multiple estimates of SMBHmass (MBH) from a variety
of methods (i.e., reverberation mapping techniques; mapping of water maser spots; gas
kinematical estimates; the M–σ∗ relation; correlation of MBH with the luminosity of the
galactic bulge); we discuss the relative accuracy of each SMBH mass estimate technique
in Section 4.3.1. Furthermore, to determine the relative mass accretion rates, and hence
average growth times of the SMBHs in our sample, we require the best available esti-
mates of the AGN bolometric luminosity (LBol,AGN). Here we adopt two approaches:
1) for the AGNs with currently published data, we use high-quality well-constrained
sensitive hard X-ray (2–10 keV) luminosities to directly measure LBol,AGN; and 2) we
accurately infer LBol,AGN using a well-constrained hard X-ray to high-ionisation mid-IR
emission line relation. Using our well-defined estimates for SMBHmass and AGN bolo-
metric luminosity, we then investigate the relative mass accretion rates of our sample of
active SMBHs. We use these estimates to provide new constraints on the volume-average
SMBH growth rates in the local Universe. We further compare these results to the pre-
vious works of H04 and Greene and Ho (2007) by producing a local AGN population
density function.
4.2 The Sample
4.2.1 Selection and Data-reduction
The sample of local AGNs is derived from the Spitzer-IRS spectral investigation of a
volume-limited sample of IR-bright galaxies to D < 15 Mpc by GA09 (see Chapter 3):
High-resolution Spitzer-IRS spectroscopy (R ∼ 600) was obtained for sixty-four of the
sixty-eight (≈ 94 percent) galaxies detected in the RBGSwith LIR ! 3×109 L! within the
considered volume. A particular advantage to a volume-limited sample is that, unlike
magnitude-limited surveys, they do not suffer from radial selection effects and thus can
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be used to construct volume-averaged statistics. By contrast, volume-limited samples
yield limited source number statistics due to their inability to probe both the faintest and
most luminous systems. We remind the reader than unlike many other local surveys, to
D < 15Mpc our sample does not include galaxies from local over densities such as the
Virgo cluster at D ∼ 16 Mpc (see § 4.5.4.1 for a detailed analysis and validation of the
considered space-volume in this survey).
The Spitzer-IRS spectroscopic data presented in GA09 was reduced using a custom
IDL pipeline which utilises the Spitzer Science Center data-processing packages SPICE,
IRSCLEAN and CUBISM. For further detailed information on the reduction processes and
spectral analyses see Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis and §§2.1 and 2.2 of GA09 and ref-
erences there-in. The mid-IR spectra of seventeen of the sixty-four galaxies (≈ 27+8−6
percent) presented in the previous chapter (see also GA09) were found to contain the
[NeV] λ14.32 µm emission line, and hence, host AGN activity. These seventeen sources
are the main focus of this chapter. See Table 4.1.
4.3 Black Hole Mass Determination
4.3.1 Archival Data
To accurately determine the relative mass accretion rates and space density of active
SMBHs in the local Universe requires reliable SMBH mass (MBH) estimates for the sev-
enteen AGNs within our volume-limited sample. Here we outline the construction of
the heterogeneous database of the most reliable available SMBHmasses for these AGNs,
derived from a variety of archival sources andMBH estimation methods.
Many of the sources in the sample are late-type galaxies hosting relatively small
bulges, and hence low-mass SMBHs. In such systems, SMBH mass estimates are of-
ten challenging to determine as: 1) characteristically low velocity dispersions can be
difficult to measure as they are often at the resolution limit of published observations, 2)
modeling of the contamination from composite stellar populations can often lead to in-
consistencies between published measurements and 3) SMBH mass relations are poorly
constrained atMBH ∼ 106M!.
Given the varying degrees of accuracy associatedwithMBHmeasurements estimated
from differing methodologies, we have chosen to prioritise the archival data (which
we further expand on here) based upon two broad categories: (i) physically motivated
AGN modeling techniques (i.e., reverberation mapping, water maser mapping and gas
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kinematics of the central engine) and (ii) indirect estimations from observational rela-
tions (the M–σ∗ and MBH–Lbul relations). The adopted MBH for the sources and their
associated measurement methodologies are given in columns 12 and 13 of Table 4.1.
The database contains four SMBHmeasurements determined from physically motivated
AGNmodeling and 13 from indirect methods.
4.3.1.1 Direct SMBH mass constraints from reverberation mapping, maser mapping
and gas kinematics
Under the assumption that the gas in the broad-line region (BLR) is virialised by the
SMBH and the orbital motion of the gas is Keplerian, MBH estimations are possible
through reverberation mapping techniques (Blandford and McKee, 1982). The time-lag
between changes in the AGN continuum flux and the response of the broad-line region
is used to directly infer the size of the virial radius and hence the mass of the SMBH
(for an in-depth review see Peterson 2001). To date, reverberation mapping is widely
accepted to be the most reliable of MBH estimation methodologies (e.g., Wandel et al.
1999; Peterson and Wandel 1999; Onken et al. 2003; Bentz et al. 2009b). Only a minority
of the galaxies in the sample (NGC 1068, NGC 4051 and NGC 5033) are known to have
detected BLRs. However, the BLRs of NGC 1068 and NGC 5033 (both are Seyfert 1.9) are
extremely weak and are therefore likely to suffer from optical extinction. Thus, reliable
MBH estimates using the BLR are not possible for these two AGNs. Hence, only one
object (NGC 4051; Wandel 1999) in our sample has archival reverberation mapping data
givingMBH ≈ 1.4+1.5−0.9 × 106M!.
Complimentary to reverberation mapping, and also assuming Keplerian motion,
mapping of megamaser spots and observations of gas kinematics within the gravita-
tional sphere of influence of the SMBH are thought to yield relatively precise measure-
ments ofMBH. Again, due to the nature of the observations (i.e., a relatively edge-on in-
clination to the observer) and the requirement of a suitable gas disc, fewMBH estimations
using these methods exist in the current literature. Indeed, in our sample there are cur-
rently only two AGNs (NGC 1068 and NGC 4945) withMBH estimations from the map-
ping of megamaser spots (MBH ≈ 1.6×107 and 1.1×106M!, respectively) and one AGN
(NGC 5128) with a spatially resolved gas dynamicalMBH estimate (MBH ≈ 2.4×108M!).
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4.3.1.2 Indirect SMBHmass constraints from the M–σ∗ relation
Since the seminal discovery that the mass of the stellar spheroid is closely related toMBH
(Magorrian et al. 1998), indirectMBH estimationmethods have become ubiquitous in the
literature (e.g., Ferrarese andMerritt 2000; Gebhardt et al. 2000; Nelson et al. 2004; Onken
et al. 2004; Greene and Ho 2006). Comparisons of spatially resolved stellar dynamics
with reverberation-based MBH estimates (over the range of MBH ≈ 2 × 106–109M!)
show that these are well-correlated with the effective stellar velocity dispersions (σ∗)
within the galaxy bulge (i.e., the M–σ∗ relation; Gebhardt et al. 2000),
MBH = (1.2 ± 0.2) × 108M!
( σ∗
200 km s−1
)(3.75±0.30)
(4.1)
with an intrinsic scatter of only 0.34 dex. Furthermore, with the inclusion of a sample
of dwarf Seyfert 1 galaxies, the correlation may be reasonably extrapolated to SMBH
masses in the range 105–106M! (Barth et al., 2005). However, we acknowledge that
to-date, the M–σ∗ relation is still poorly constrained for MBH < 106M! and suffers
from systematic uncertainties. Specifically, these are caused by the lack of homogeneous
source statistics in this mass region and also the poor understanding of the physical na-
ture of the central region in very late-type (Scd–Sm) galaxies (e.g., the existence of either a
pseudo- or classical bulge; Kormendy and Kennicutt 2004). However, of the three AGNs
in our sample which are classified as Hubble-type Scd or later, only NGC 3621 (Sd) has
an MBH measurement estimated from the M–σ∗ relation.1 Specifically, using the Echel-
lette spectrograph on Keck-II, Barth et al. (2009) measure an accurate line-of-sight stellar
velocity dispersion of the Calcium II triplet lines (CaT; λλ8498, 8542, 8662) observed in
the central nuclear star cluster. They find a velocity dispersion consistent with a SMBH
mass of MBH ≈ 3 × 106MBH. We find that all of the AGNs in our sample host SMBHs
withMBH ! 106M! and thus are unlikely to suffer significant systematic uncertainities
arrising from the use of the M–σ∗ relation to estimate MBH even in the most late-type
galaxies.
Ten of the 13 AGNs in our sample without directMBH measurements have published
MBH estimates using the M–σ∗ relation. For consistency purposes (and where possible)
we have used the central stellar velocity dispersions given in the recently published cat-
1TheMBH measurement for NGC 1448 (Scd) is estimated from theMBH–LK,bul relation (see § 4.3.2) due
to the lack of sufficient spectroscopic data to measure a stellar velocity dispersion. NGC 4945 (Scd) is an
H2Omegamaser source, and hence has an accurate and direct measurement ofMBH (Greenhill et al. 1997).
See also Table 4.1.
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alogue of Ho et al. (2009). They measure the central σ∗ for the 486 galaxies within the
Palomar Survey (Ho et al. 1997a,b) using the averaged values derived from the fitting
of stellar absorption templates (Valdes et al., 2004) to the blue (4230–5110 A˚) and red
(6210–6860 A˚) spectral ranges (i.e., the published spectroscopy does not include stan-
dard velocity dispersion measurement features; e.g., CaT). Where available, Ho et al.
(2009) compare σ∗ values derived from the modeling of the stellar absorption features to
previously published measurements from CaT lines which are available in the Hyper-
Leda database.2 Measured errors are compared between the Palomar σ∗ measurements
and the weighted average adopted by HyperLeda for the available published σ∗ mea-
surements. The final adopted measurement of σ∗ by Ho et al. (2009) is that with the
smallest overall error. Where the values assumed by Ho et al. (2009) are previously
published or are from HyperLeda we quote these references in column 14 of Table 4.1 (6
objects). For the AGNs in our sample which are not part of the Palomar survey, values of
σ∗ derived from direct fitting analyses of the CaT lines are adopted from other published
sources (see column 14 of Table 4.1; 4 objects). All final adopted σ∗ measurements are
converted toMBH estimates using Equation 4.1.3
2TheHyperLedadatabase is a continuously updated electronic catalogue of galactic measurements avail-
able at http://leda.univ-lyon1.fr/. Specifically, HyperLeda contains a consolidated list of archival velocity
dispersions for many nearby galaxies.
3We note that NGC 6300 currently has two measurements of σ∗ from fitting of the CaT lines (Garcia-
Rissmann et al., 2005), which were obtained through direct-fitting and cross-correlation analyses. For con-
sistency with other measurements, we adopt the direct-fitting value of σ∗. We find that the derivedMBH
from the cross-correlation method is a factor two larger; however, using this largerMBH measurement will
have little impact on our overall results.
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4.3.2 Galaxy Decompositions using GALFIT
4.3.2.1 Indirect SMBHmass constraints from theMBH–LK,bul relation
Three of the AGNs within our sample (ESO121-G006, NGC 1448 and NGC 1792) cur-
rently lack archival direct or indirect SMBH mass constraints. Hence, for these three
objects, we follow the formalism of Marconi & Hunt (2003; hereafter, MH03) and use
2MASSK-band imaging and GALFIT, the two-dimensional imaging analysis software of
Peng et al. (2002), to constrain the bulge luminosities and therefore,MBH for these three
AGNs.
Near-IR (0.9–4.8 µm) emission is a strong tracer of stellar mass and is less susceptible
to the effects of dust/gas extinction than optical emission. As a result of this, the K-band
(2.2 µm) is shown to provide the strongest correlation of all near-IR bands between the
luminosity of the bulge andMBH (MH03).
For the bulge-disc decomposition image analysis, we have obtained archival K-band
imaging for ESO 121-G006, NGC 1448 and NGC 1792. These images were retrieved from
the Two Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS) extended source catalogue and consist of pre-
mosaicked (1 arcsecond per pixel resolution) all-sky atlas images. The K-band images
of the three galaxies were modeled with a central point spread function (PSF) and a
constant sky background contribution, whilst the bulge and host-galaxy components
were modeled using variations of the Sersic profile:
Σ(r) = Σee
−κ[(r/re)1/n−1] (4.2)
where re is the effective radius of the profile, Σe is the surface brightness at the effective
radius, n is the power-law (Sersic) index, and κ is coupled to n such that half of the total
flux of the object is within the effective radius. We employ two special forms of the Sersic
profile in our GALFIT modeling, the exponential (n = 1) and the de Vaucouleurs (n = 4)
profiles, which are classically used to model galactic discs and bulges, respectively.
Ha¨ussler et al. (2007) have shown that the reliability of the fitting parameters pro-
duced by GALFIT are strongly dependent on the initial estimates. GALFIT will, in general,
fail to find the overall global chi-squared (χ2) minimum to the fit if the initial estimates
are poorly constrained. Thus, to reduce this systematic effect, and aid the fitting routine,
we use a simplified 1-dimensional fit to produce initial estimates of the fitting parame-
ters. A 1-dimensional surface-brightness slice of the K-band image was taken across the
major axis of each of the galaxies. A surface brightness profile extending from the nu-
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cleus was produced by averaging the two semi-major axes from the slice, and removing
the measured background flux. Few spiral galaxies are found to host bulges with true de
Vaucouleurs profiles, thus a global χ2 reduction process was used to simultaneously fit
a generalised Sersic profile and a fixed (n = 1) exponential disc to the 1-d surface bright-
ness profile. From these, we calculate Sersic and disc radii, as well as the Sersic index
of the bulge. Combining the 1-d parameter estimates with the total K-band magnitude
from the 2MASS Large Galaxy Atlas (Jarrett et al., 2003), we generate an appropriate set
of constraints and initial parameters to be input to GALFIT.
Using the derived parameter estimates, GALFIT is used to fit a generalised 2-d Sersic
profile with an exponential disc to the K-band image. To again aid the GALFIT reduc-
tion analysis, particular attention is paid to simulating accurate PSFs for the 2MASS
images using known standard stars (J. R. Lucey private communication).4 Results of
this bulge/disc reduction for the three objects are presented in Fig. 4.1 and column 11 of
Table 4.1.
We have directly tested our robust GALFIT method using the late-type galaxies (i.e.,
S0 or later) presented in the dataset of MH03 and find close agreement (≈ 0.1 dex). We
do note however, that we find a systematic offset of a factor ≈ 2 in bulge luminosity
for the AGNs in MH03 that are hosted in low-inclination angle late-type galaxies, which
based on our testing, is likely to be caused by GALFIT over-estimating the contribution
of the bulge to the total flux of the galaxy. Indeed, when directly comparing a sample
of reverberation mapped X-ray detected AGNs toMBH estimations using the MH03 for-
malism, Vasudevan et al. (2009) find similar results. However, the three galaxies fitted in
our sample are all moderately to highly-inclined and thus this systematic effect will be
negligible.
In Fig. 4.1 we show the three GALFIT produced image cubes obtained following our
bulge/disc fitting routines. Within each of the residual (observed – model) images it is
clear that the bulge is well fitted by a Sersic profile. The edge-on galaxy ESO121-G006
is well fit by an exponential disc combined with a Sersic profile, with no distinguishing
residual features. The residual of NGC 1448 highlights the existence of its spiral arms
and shows the presence of a truncated disc combined with a possible bar structurewhich
our simplified modeling technique is incapable of fitting; however, the bulge fit does not
appear to be compromised. Indeed, our derivedMBH estimations for ESO121-G006 and
4A detailed discussion of GALFIT problems caused by poor PSF modeling can be found in Bentz et al.
(2009a)
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Figure 4.1: GALFIT (Peng et al., 2002) two-dimensional bulge/disc
decompositions for the three AGNs (ESO121-G006, NGC 1448 and
NGC 1792) with MBH estimated from the MBH–LK,bul relation. The
panels show (left) K-band Two Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS) ex-
tended source image of the galaxy, (middle) GALFIT model produced
by fitting a Sersic profile, an exponential disc and a mean averaged
background to the observed K-band image, (right) the residual image
resulting from the subtraction of the model profile from the observed
galaxy (i.e., observation − model). See § 4.3.2 for a brief explanation of
the residual images.
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NGC 1448 are consistent with theMBH upper limits obtained from stellar mass-to-light
ratio analyses (Ratnam and Salucci, 2000). The residual image of themoderately inclined
galaxy, NGC 1792, contains strong spiral arms as well as a point-like nuclear source. We
note that due to the inclination angle of this source, the derivedMBH may be systemati-
cally over-estimated by a factor of≈ 2 (see above). Thus, our derived Eddington rate for
NGC 1792, presented in § 4.5.1, should be considered a lower limit.
From the obtained K-band bulge magnitudes (column 11, Table 4.1) we calculate
bulge luminosities (LK,bul). Using the well establishedMBH to bulge K-band luminosity
relation of MH03 (hereafter,MBH–LK,bul),
log MBH = (8.08 ± 0.10) + (1.21 ± 0.13)log
(
LK,bul
8× 1010
)
(4.3)
we calculate MBH for ESO 121-G006, NGC 1448 and NGC 1792. The 1-σ uncertainties
associated with theMBH values are assessed by combining in quadrature the bulge mag-
nitude errors as calculated by GALFIT with the intrinsic dispersion observed in theMBH–
LK,bul relation. The resultant MBH estimates and 1-σ uncertainties are provided in col-
umn 12 of Table 4.1.
4.4 Bolometric Corrections
To determine the relative mass accretion rates, and hence the average growth times of
SMBHs in the local Universe we require relatively accurate estimates of the bolometric
luminosities of the AGNs (LBol,AGN) in our sample. We use two methods to estimate
LBol,AGN: 1) a direct approach using the best available measured hard X-ray (2–10 keV)
luminosities, and 2) a well-constrained LBol,AGN–[OIV] luminosity relation to infer the
intrinsic luminosity of the AGN (e.g., Dasyra et al. 2008; Mele´ndez et al. 2008, hereafter,
M08).
4.4.1 Hard X-ray Luminosity as a Tracer of the Bolometric Luminosity of an
AGN
High quality hard X-ray spectral analyses arguably provide themost unambiguousmethod
for measuring the intrinsic luminosity of an AGN since X-rays are relatively unaffected
by dust extinction, intrinsic absorption can be directly constrained from high S/N data,
and star-formation contamination is often found to be negligible. We therefore divide
our sample into two categories based on the quality and energy range of their available
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published X-ray data: 1) AGNs with high S/N X-ray spectra where NH has been accu-
rately constrained and/or AGNs withE > 10 keV constraints where the observed X-ray
emission will only be strongly absorbed for heavily Compton-thick (NH > 1025 cm−2 )
sources (8 AGNs); and 2) thoseAGNswith no or low S/NX-ray data, i.e., where there are
insufficient counts to accurately determineNH and the X-ray flux could have large contri-
butions from star-formation (9 AGNs). Hence, we specifically do not estimate LBol,AGN
for those AGNs with LX measurements using Chandra that also have no further hard
X-ray spectral constraints (E > 10 keV) due to relatively low count rates and the limited
band-pass of the instrument at z ∼ 0 (0.5–8 keV).
For the AGNs in our sample currently with either high S/N spectroscopy or E >
10 keV constraints, we estimate LBol,AGN using the Eddington ratio independent AGN
bolometric corrections outlined in Equation 21 of Marconi et al. (2004). We note that Va-
sudevan and Fabian (2009) have suggested that the bolometric correction factor
(κ2−10keV = Lbol/L2−10keV) may be a function of the Eddington ratio of a considered
source. Values of κ2−10keV ∼ 10–30 are considered to be relatively low bolometric cor-
rections and are generally found in AGNs with η < 0.1 (e.g., Vasudevan & Fabian 2009;
Vasudevan et al. 2010). For the sample of X-ray detected AGNs considered here, we
calculate similarly consistent values of κ2−10keV ∼ 8–30, and thus conclude that the Ed-
dington ratio is unlikely to be dominating the bolometric corrections adopted here from
Marconi et al. (2004).
For further consistency, all archival X-ray luminosities were adjusted to the distances
adopted in column 2 of Table 4.1. Final adopted LX measurements, estimated LBol,AGN
from LX , and archival references for LX are given in columns 6, 7 and 9 of Table 4.1,
respectively.
4.4.2 [OIV] Luminosity as a Tracer of the Bolometric Luminosity of an AGN
For those galaxies in the sample without good-quality hard X-ray constraints we require
an alternate approach to estimate the intrinsic luminosity of the AGN, and hence the
relative mass-accretion rate. Here we build-upon an LBol,AGN estimation which relies on
the AGN-produced [OIV] λ25.89 µm luminosities (L[OIV]) for the AGNs in our sample
(e.g., Dasyra et al. 2008; M08).5
5We note that [NeV] may also provide a good proxy for LBol,AGN; however, large samples of AGNs with
[NeV] and hard X-raymeasurements do not exist in the current literature, and hence, this relation is, to date,
not well constrained.
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Figure 4.2: X-ray derived AGN bolometric luminosity (LBol,AGN,X) ver-
sus [OIV] λ25.89 µm luminosity (L[OIV]). The objects shown are from
this work (black squares) and those in the Swift-BAT survey with de-
tected [OIV] emission (M08; grey squares). The solid line is a best-fit bi-
sector and was obtained using the IDL-based ROBUST LINEFIT algorithm. The
dashed line is the LBol,AGN–L[OIV] relation of Dasyra et al. (2008) de-
rived from the optical luminosity at 5100A˚. We also highlight those
galaxies in M08 with inconsistent 2–10 and 14–195 keV luminosities
(open circles). These seven galaxies and their alternatively published
X-ray luminosities (which we adopt in our analysis; dotted line) are
shown in Table 4.2; we find that five are identified as Compton thick
AGNs in the literature and the other two are X-ray variable. The galax-
ies from ourD < 15Mpc sample which lie significantly off the derived
correlation are labeled (NGC 4945 and NGC 5643); see text for further
details.
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Based on the simplest Unified Model of AGN (Antonucci, 1993), the hot dust within
the predicted torus, close to the central engine, reprocesses absorbed UV, optical and X-
ray emission into mid-IR emission. Hence, AGN emission detected at IR wavelengths
is likely to be isotropic and independent of viewing angle. As discussed in § 3.2.4, the
detection of high-ionisation [NeV] emission (97.1 eV) coincident with the nucleus of a
galaxy is considered a robust indicator of AGN activity (e.g., Armus et al. 2006; GA09).
Complimentary to this, GA09 find that [NeV] emission is also well correlated with [OIV]
emission (54.9 eV) with an intrinsic scatter of only 0.24 dex. As [NeV] emission, and
thus [OIV] emission, do not suffer from significant star-formation contamination and
are both comparatively extinction-free, they may be used as relatively clean proxies for
the bolometric luminosity of the AGNs presented here (LBol,AGN).6 Indeed, for a sam-
ple of 35 well-studied optically unobscured AGNs, Dasyra et al. (2008) show that both
[NeV] and [OIV] emission are well correlated with the luminosity of the 5100 A˚ opti-
cal continuum, and hence LBol,AGN with an intrinsic scatter of 0.46 and 0.47 dex, re-
spectively. However, the relation of Dasyra et al. (2008) is derived from AGNs with
L[OIV] > 2× 1040 erg s−1 (L[NeV] > 7× 1039 erg s−1 ), and hence we test whether it may be
reliably extrapolated to themore modest luminosity AGNs considered here (log-average
L[OIV] ≈ 2× 1039 erg s−1 ).
We combine our robustly adopted LBol,AGN from 2-10 keV flux measurements with
the X-ray catalogue of nearby (z < 0.08) Seyfert galaxies in the Swift-BAT survey which
have published [OIV] luminosities in M08. The catalogue of sources in M08 contain 2–
10 keV luminosities obtained primarily from ASCA data, 14-195 keV luminosities from
the Swift-BAT survey and [OIV] luminosities from Spitzer-IRS spectroscopy. Combining
the M08 sample with our 8 AGNs with high-quality X-ray constraints, the range cov-
ered in L[OIV] is ≈ (0.7–7000) × 1039 erg s−1 . For consistency, we convert the M08 2–10
keV luminosities to LBol,AGN using the same bolometric corrections adopted in § 4.4.1.
In Fig. 4.2 we plot LBol,AGN versus L[OIV] for the M08 sample and the 8 AGNs in our
GA09 sample with good-quality hard X-ray constraints (grey filled squares and blue
filled squares, respectively).
6We note that since star-formation can also produce [OIV] emission, the [NeV]–[OIV] relation may be
unreliable for sources with exceedingly high star-formation rates (e.g., Ultra Luminous Infrared Galaxies
with LIR > 1012 erg s−1 ; ULIRGs). However, there are no ULIRGs within the sample considered here.
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Table 4.2: Catalogue of revised 2–10 keV luminosities for a subset of the
M08 sample.
Common log(L2−10keV,M08) log(L2−10keV,alt.) C-thick Ref.
Name ( erg s−1 ) ( erg s−1 ) AGN?
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Circinus 40.58 42.04 √ 1
Mrk 3 41.95 43.20 √ 2
NGC 1365 40.99 42.40 √ 3
NGC 2992 41.69 42.50 × 4
NGC 3079 40.02 42.18 √ 5
NGC 4388 41.91 42.57 × 6
NGC 6240 42.23 44.00 √ 7
NOTES: (1) Common galaxy name. (2) Logarithm of 2–10 keV luminosity adopted by
M08. (3) Logarithm of absorption corrected 2–10 keV luminosity adopted in this work
from individual studies (2–10 keV luminosities were adjusted using our adopted dis-
tances). (4) Is the AGN a Compton thick source? (5) Reference for adopted L2−10keV
measurement.
REFERENCES: (1) Yang et al. (2009); (2) Awaki et al. (2008); (3) Risaliti et al. (2009); (4)
Yaqoob et al. (2007); (5) Iyomoto et al. (2001); (6) Shirai et al. (2008); (7) Vignati et al.
(1999)
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As noted by M08, several of the AGNs in their sample have low 2–10 keV luminosi-
ties when compared to the 14-195 keV luminosities, most likely due to absorption of the
2–10 keV flux. These are highlighted with open circles in Fig. 4.2 and are shown in Ta-
ble 4.2. Using high-quality X-ray spectral analyses from the current literature, five of
the seven AGNs are identified as Compton thick (see column 4 of Table 4.2 in this pa-
per, and Table 4 of M08). For the purpose of our analyses, we use absorption corrected
measurements of L2−10keV which are in good agreement with the M08 14–195 keV lu-
minosities (see columns 2, 3 and 5 of Table 4.2; dotted-lines in Fig. 4.2). The other two
AGNs (NGC 2992 and 4388) in M08 with inconsistent 2–10 and 14–195 keV fluxes are
found to be highly variable (Beckmann et al. 2007 and Elvis et al. 2004, respectively).
With the inclusion of the obscuration-corrected 2–10 keV luminosities to inferLBol,AGN,
we find a strong correlation between L[OIV] and LBol,AGN which is characterised by the
equation:
log
(
Lbol,AGN
1044 erg s−1
)
= (0.38 ± 0.09) + (1.31 ± 0.09)log
(
L[OIV]
1041 erg s−1
)
(4.4)
with an intrinsic scatter in the data of ≈ 0.35 dex. We find good agreement with the
Dasyra et al. (2008) relation (dashed-line) in the region L[OIV] ≈ 1040–1043 erg s−1 (i.e.,
where theDasyra et al. (2008) relation is well sampled). However, forL[OIV] < 1040 erg s−1
we show that the Dasyra et al. (2008) relation will over estimate LBol,AGN by typically
≈ 0.5 dex.
In Fig. 4.2, we highlight two AGNs from the D < 15 Mpc sample (NGC 4945 and
5643) which appear to be significant outliers of the observed correlation. NGC 5643
possibly harbours a variable central source with variable levels of obscuration. From
the detection of strong Fe Kα emission, Maiolino et al. (1998) suggest from using Bep-
poSAX data that NGC 5643 is possibly Compton thick (NH > 1025 cm−2 ); however,
Guainazzi et al. (2004) find using XMM-Newton data, that it may be Compton thin
with NH ≈ (6–10) × 1023 cm−2 . Thus, from current available data, the true intrinsic
luminosity of the AGN is highly uncertain. Here we conservatively adopt the Compton
thin LX value of Guainazzi et al. (2004); however, we note that if we use the value of
Maiolino et al. (1998), then NGC 5643 would lie on our derived relationship. NGC 4945,
by contrast, has observations using Ginga, ASCA, OSSE, the Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer,
BeppoSAX, Suzaku and most recently Swift-BAT (Iwasawa et al. 1993, Tanaka et al. 1994,
Done et al. 1996, Madejski et al. 2000, Guainazzi et al. 2000, Itoh et al. 2008 and Tueller
et al. 2008, respectively) all of which provide excellent and consistent spectral constraints
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over a wide X-ray band (1–200 keV) showing that the central source is Compton thick
(NH ≈ 4× 1024 cm−2 ), with LX,2−10keV ≈ (3–10)× 1042 erg s−1 and an observed intrinsic
variability of a factor ≈ 2. Here we adopt the luminosity from the most recent observa-
tion by Swift, LX ≈ 3 × 1042 erg s−1 . On the basis of our mid-IR constraints, it would
therefore appear that NGC 4945 is under-luminous in [OIV] flux by a factor of ≈ 50 (see
Table 4.1 and Fig. 4.2). We suggest this deficit in observed [OIV] flux is unlikely to be
due to host galaxy extinction; the required absorption to account for a factor of≈ 50 flux
difference is AV ≈ 240 mags (NH ≈ 5 × 1023 cm−2 assuming typical dust-to-gas ratios;
using AV /E(B − V ) = 3.1). Another possible explanation is a temporary decoupling of
the X-ray emitting and narrow-line regions (i.e., the highly-luminous state of NGC 4945
may be a somewhat recent event). Given the spatial difference (and hence, the light-
travel time) between the two emission regions: 10−4 pc and 1–10 pc, respectively, the
photoionisation of the narrow-line region, and thus the observed [OIV] emission, may
take ≈ 100 years to respond to the changes in the X-ray emitting region. We therefore
suggest that the intrinsic scatter in the observed [OIV]–Lbol,AGN relation may be signifi-
cantly reduced if it was possible to account for variability in the central region of all of
the AGNs. Indeed, we find the average dispersion decreases to≈ 0.31 dex if we remove
NGC 4945 from our analysis.
Using Equation 4.4 andL[OIV] fromGA09 (column 5 of Table 4.1), we estimateLBol,AGN
(column 7 of Table 4.1) for those AGNs in our sample currently without good hard X-
ray measurements. We use these LBol,AGN estimates to assess the relative mass accretion
rates (η ∼ LBol,AGN/LEdd) of the SMBHs in ourD < 15Mpc sample.
4.5 Results and Discussion
We have estimatedMBH and LBol,AGN for the 17 AGNs with LIR > 3× 109 L! at D < 15
Mpc. We find the AGNs in our sample have MBH ≈ (0.1–30) × 107M! and LBol,AGN ≈
(0.03–700) × 1042 erg s−1 . Here we use the SMBH mass and AGN bolometric luminos-
ity estimates derived in Sections 4.3 and 4.4, to investigate the relative mass accretion
rates of these seventeen AGNs and use them to derive the average present-day growth
times of SMBHs in the very nearby Universe. Furthermore, we evaluate the unique con-
tribution that our new optically unidentified AGNs make to the space density of active
SMBHs in the local Universe, which have until now been previously derived from large-
scale optical surveys (e.g., H04; Greene & Ho 2007).
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4.5.1 Derived AGN Properties and Relative Mass Accretion Rates
In Fig. 4.3, we plot LBol,AGN against our adopted MBH estimates (the associated 1-σ er-
rors forMBH measurements are described in section 4.3) for the 17 AGNs in our volume-
limited sample. LBol,AGN is inferred from either accurate intrinsic high-quality hard X-
ray (2–10 keV) constraints (where available) or AGN-produced [OIV] λ25.80 µm emis-
sion (see § 4.4.1 and 4.4.2). The LBol,AGN 1-σ errors for the sources with hard X-ray con-
straints are the result of combining the uncertainty in the LX,2−10keV measurement with
that of the mean spread in the bolometric correction factor employed fromMarconi et al.
(2004). For those AGNs with LBol,AGN derived from L[OIV], the error is derived from
the uncertainty in L[OIV] as quoted in GA09 combined in quadrature with the intrinsic
scatter of the empirical [OIV]–Lbol,AGN relation (Equation 4.4). We find that with the ex-
ception of NGC 5128 (Centaurus A), our sample is dominated by AGNs with SMBHs in
the mass range MBH ≈ (0.1–5) × 107M! (median of MBH ≈ 7 × 106M!). Due to the
irregular structure of one of the galaxies in the sample (NGC 5195),MBH is poorly deter-
mined; in Fig. 4.3 we plot MBH estimates from both the M-σ∗ and MBH–LK,bul relations
(connected blue-dashed line).
We find the AGNs in our sample are spread over a wide range of bolometric lu-
minosities, LBol,AGN ≈ 1040–1045 erg s−1 . To assess the relative mass-accretion rates
of the sample (LBol,AGN/LEdd ∼ η), we over-plot lines of constant Eddington ratios
(η ≈ 10−3, 10−1, 1.0; derived following Rees 1984) and their associated mass-doubling
times (t ≈ 30, 0.3, 0.03 Gyrs, respectively). Given the large range in bolometric lumi-
nosities, it is not surprising that the AGNs in the sample are found to be accreting at
rates covering over 5 orders of magnitude (η ≈ 10−5–1). With the exception of a few
AGNs, the observed range in Eddington ratios is found to be roughly consistent with
those found by H04 for active galaxies (solid contours in Fig. 4.3).
As our work is not limited by the spectral resolution of the SDSS (i.e., with a limit
of MBH ! 3 × 106M!), we show in Fig. 4.3 that significant accretion, η > 10−3 (i.e.,
radiatively efficient accretion systems; e.g., thin discs) occurs onto SMBHs withMBH ≈
(1–3) × 106M!. The majority of these low-mass, rapidly-accreting SMBHs are hosted
in late-type, disc-dominated spiral galaxies (Sc–Sd). This is somewhat in conflict with
the general assumption that gas-rich late-type spirals are preferentially inactive galaxies
and that a large bulge may be a necessary component for the existence of a SMBH, and
thus a luminous AGN (e.g., Ho97; Kauffmann et al. 2003a). Furthermore, of the four
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Figure 4.3: AGN bolometric luminosity (LBol,AGN; in erg s−1 ) is plotted against
SMBH mass (MBH) for the D < 15Mpc mid-infrared identified AGNs presented in
GA09 and Chapter 3. Associated 1–σ error bars for MBH and LBol,AGN estimations
are shown (see § 4.3.1 and § 4.5.1, respectively for details of their derivations). AGNs
which are previously identified in optical surveys are highlighted with open circles.
AGNs with MBH estimates from reverberation mapping (downward triangles), gas
dynamics (hour glass), maser mapping (diamond), the M–σ∗ relation (squares) and
the MBH–LK,bul relation (upward triangles) are plotted. NGC 5195 is represented
with both an upward triangle and square (with a dashed-line connector) as both
of the MBH estimates for this galaxy are highly uncertain given its irregular mor-
phology. Constant ratios of Eddington luminosity and their implied SMBH mass-
doubling times are illustrated for η = 10−3, 10−1, 1 (30 Gyrs, 300 Myrs and 30 Myrs;
solid line, short-dash and long-dash, respectively). Contours are shown for the ac-
tive galaxies in the SDSS optical survey of H04. In general, we probe lower SMBH
masses and AGN luminosities than those of H04, and we find that the majority of
these AGNs would not be detected using optical SDSS data alone.
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AGNs within the sample with SMBHs consistent with MBH ≈ 106M!, we find that
three sources are not identified as AGNs in sensitive optical surveys. This suggests that
significant SMBH growth occurs in low-mass systems without optical AGN signatures,
whichwill bemissed by statistically-large optical surveys such asH04 even if the spectral
resolution was sufficient to identify SMBHs down toMBH ≈ 106M!.
For the subset of our AGN sample which host SMBHs withMBH ! 3 × 106M!, we
find that many of the optically unidentifiedAGNs are accreting at relatively low Edding-
ton ratios (η " 10−3), and are unlikely to make a significant additional contribution to
the present-day growth of SMBHs. However, these same AGNsmay form part of a sepa-
rate, underlying population of radiatively inefficient accretion systems such as advection
dominated accretion flows (ADAFs; e.g., Narayan and Yi 1994) or those which contain
optically-thick slim-discs. Further spectral analysis of the X-ray data may distinguish
between these particular accretion systems, but is beyond the scope of these analyses.
4.5.2 The Present-Day Growth of SMBHs
Using the relative mass accretion rates estimated for our sample (Fig. 4.3), we can infer
the volume-averaged growth time of SMBHs in the local Universe. Assuming a mean
Kerr spin parameter (a) for our sample of a ≈ 0.67 (e.g., Treister and Urry 2006; Hopkins
et al. 2007), i.e., an accretion efficiency (&) of ≈ 0.1, the characteristic mass doubling time
(t2M ) of a SMBH accreting matter at the Eddington limit is t2M ≈ 30 Myrs (Rees 1984).
Under the further assumption that a, and hence &, does not vary significantly for changes
inMBH (King et al., 2008), we assess the present-day growth rate of SMBHs.7 Following
H04, we calculate and extend to lower masses (MBH < 3×106M!) the integrated growth
of SMBHs. Growth time errors are calculated from the log-normal standard deviations
of the sample. We note here that we also include the optically unidentified AGNs which
would not be identified in the SDSS.
In Fig. 4.4, we find that the mean growth time for low-mass SMBHs (MBH ≈ 106M!)
is ≈ 6+6−3 Gyrs, which is consistent with these AGNs growing on time-scales similar to
the age of the Universe. Our results are found to be broadly consistent with a simple
extrapolation of the growth times calculated by H04 to MBH ≈ 106M! (dashed-line in
Fig. 4.4). Thus, the AGNs hosting SMBHs in the mass rangeMBH ≈ 106–107M!, which
7We note that the spin variation and spin directionality of SMBHs in AGNs is currently an ongoing area
of research, and a consensus between groups has yet to be reached for an average value of the Kerr spin
parameter; for example see Brenneman and Reynolds (2006), King et al. (2008) and Fabian et al. (2009).
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Figure 4.4: MBH is plotted against the characteristic mean mass dou-
bling time (t2M ) of a SMBH in units of Hubble-time (tH ) for the D <
15Mpc AGNs. Growth time errors are calculated from the log-normal
standard deviations of the sample. For comparison, the growth time
function of H04 is shown (dashed curve). We find good agreementwith
H04 over the region MBH ≈ (0.3–10) × 107M! and further extend the
growth time constraints to lower SMBHmasses (MBH ≈ 106M!).
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are dominated by optically unidentified AGNs (see Fig. 4.3), are acquiring a significant
proportion of their mass in the present-day, and are amongst the most rapidly growing
SMBHs in the local Universe. Furthermore, we find our derived growth times of SMBHs
withMBH ! 3× 106M! are in good agreement with those presented in H04, with mean
growth times of t2M ≈ 47+29−18 and ≈ 198+195−90 Gyrs for AGNs with MBH ≈ (0.3–3) and
(3–30) × 107M!, respectively.8
4.5.3 Space-Density of AGNs in the local Universe
An accurate active SMBH mass function, especially for lower mass SMBHs (MBH ≈
106M!), is crucial for determining the active SMBH mass density and the AGN frac-
tion as a function of SMBH mass, these can then be used to extend our understanding
of the role played by accretion in the growth of all SMBHs across cosmic time. In this
section we calculate the space density of active SMBHs for our sample and compare it to
complimentary optical studies of local narrow-line (NL; H04) and broad-line (BL; Greene
& Ho 2007) AGNs, and the total mass function of local SMBHs by Marconi et al. (2004).
Following Greene & Ho (2007), in the top panel of Fig. 4.5 we plot the volume-
weighted space density, Φ against MBH in mass bins of 0.5 dex. The volume, V , en-
compassed by the GA09 sample to D < 15 Mpc is V ≈ 1.3 × 104 Mpc3. In comparison
to the active SMBH mass function containing the optically identified NL-AGNs of H04
(dotted line), we find a significantly larger space-density of SMBHs. We find that the
space-density of active SMBHs identified in the mid-IR is roughly constant in the mass
region MBH ≈ (0.9–90) × 106M! with a value of Φ ≈ 6.3 × 10−4 Mpc−3 logM−1BH. This
space-density of AGNs is a factor of ≈ 10 greater than that estimated by H04 over the
sameMBH range. Since we find only two (≈ 10 percent) of the 17 AGNs in our sample are
sufficiently luminous/unobscured to be detected in the SDSS survey, we determine that
this is consistent with our results. However, the space density derived here may still be
a lower-limit for the abundance of NL-AGNs in the local Universe. A further examina-
tion of the (distance-model adjusted) Palomar survey suggests that at least four further
NL-AGNs are not included in our volume-limited survey. Of these, two (NGC 3486;
NGC 4565) lack high-resolution Spitzer-IRS spectroscopy of the central region (as noted
in Table 3.2), one (NGC 3031; LIR ≈ 2.8 × 109 L!) lies fractionally below our luminosity
limit for this survey, and NGC 4258 is not included in the RBGS due to its extremely
8We note that our sample contains only one galaxy withMBH ! 108M# (NGC 5128) and thus may not
be representative for highMBH systems.
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Figure 4.5: (Upper panel) Comparison of volume-weighted space densities of active
SMBHs in the local Universe, Φ in units of number Mpc−3 log M−1BH. Mid-IR active
SMBH function (filled squares; Goulding &Alexander 2009) is compared to the opti-
cally identifiedNLAGN function (dotted curve) of H04, the BLAGN function (filled
circle) of Greene & Ho (2007), and total local SMBH mass function (active+inactive
galaxies; solid curve; Marconi et al. 2004). Sample selection bias is analysed using
a robust Monte-Carlo simulation (shaded region; see § 4.5.4.2). (Lower panel) Ratio
of mid-IR active SMBHs to the total local SMBH mass function. The total SMBH
mass function is extrapolated by 0.3 dex to MBH < 106M!. For comparison the
volume-weighted AGN fraction of H04 is also shown (dashed line). We estimate
a mean volume-weighted local AGN fraction of ≈ 25+29−14 percent over the range
MBH ≈ (0.5–500) × 106M!.
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large angular size.
The derived volume-weighted space density for our active SMBHs (filled squares),
which is dominated by NL-AGNs, is found to be significantly greater (a factor of ≈ 100)
than the SMBH density of BL-AGNs (filled circles) presented in Greene & Ho (2007) in
the mass regionMBH ≈ (0.9–90)× 106M!. The significant increase in active SMBH den-
sity when compared to the BL-AGN density of Greene & Ho (2007) is partially to be ex-
pected due to the greater relative sensitivity of our Spitzer-IRS observations coupledwith
the greater abundance of observed Sy2 to Sy1 galaxies identified in the local Universe.
However, this factor of≈ 100may not be a good indicator of the intrinsic Sy 1:Sy 2 ratio.
Tommasin et al. (2010) find that the mid-IR spectroscopy of a small fraction of Seyfert 1
galaxies do not contain significant [NeV] λ14.32 µm emission. It is likely that the iden-
tification of low equivalent-width emission lines (such as [NeV] or [OIV]) in BL-AGNs
is further complicated by a strong IR continuum emission which dominates the mid-IR
regime. Hence, it is possible that by requiring the detection of [NeV] λ14.32 µm to infer
AGN status, we may be rejecting broad-line objects, and thus finding a lower Sy 1:Sy 2
ratio than is representative in the local Universe.
4.5.4 Validation of derived space-density of active SMBHs
In this section we further consolidate our results by discussing possible limitations and
additional sources of error which may exist in these analyses: 1) whilst the sensitivity of
the data used in this survey is high, the volume considered is relatively small compared
to that of the SDSS, thus our results may be subject to cosmic variance; 2) given the mod-
est errors associatedwith theMBH estimates, the adoptedMBH binning structure is likely
to be subjective and thus degenerate towards objects scattering between the defined bins.
Under these assumptions, in the following sub-sections we investigate whether the sam-
ple is indeed representative of the local Universe and discuss the construction of aMonte
Carlo simulation to assess the effect of our adoptedMBH binning.
4.5.4.1 Is our sample representative of the local Universe?
Given the large incidence of AGNs within our sample it is possible that the volume
considered in our sample is over-dense compared to other regions in the local Universe.
The construction of the original sample of 64 bolometrically luminous galaxies in GA09
was designed to be complete down to the flux-limit of the Revised Bright Galaxy Sample.
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This imposed a distance constraint of D < 15 Mpc (see Fig. 1 of GA09), and hence did
not include the Virgo cluster at D ≈ 16Mpc, and thus our sample does not incorporate
known local over-densities; however, this volume may still not be representative of the
Universe at large.
To robustly test our considered volume (V ≈ 1.3 × 104 Mpc3), we constructed the
total SMBH space density function for all galaxies to D < 15 Mpc and compared this
to the local total (active+inactive) SMBH mass function of Marconi et al. (2004) derived
from the luminosity function of local galaxies. Given the large co-moving volume (Vc ≈
1000 Gpc3) considered in Marconi et al. (2004), their derived SMBH mass function is
unlikely to suffer from significant cosmic variance.
Our total SMBH mass function was formulated using all galaxies identified in the
NASA/IPAC Extra-galactic Database (NED) to D < 15 Mpc with a total K-band lumi-
nosity of LK,gal ! 1.5 × 109 L!. The luminosity threshold is designed to include all
galaxies which could potentially host a SMBH with MBH ! 106M! (i.e., the lower limit
of the SMBH masses for the AGNs in our sample) using the MBH–LK,bul relation. This
conservative lower limit assumes that LK,gal = LK,bul (i.e., that all galaxies in the sample
have an early-type galaxy classification). In reality, the majority of the sources identified
in NED to D < 15 Mpc are late-type galaxies (i.e., LK,gal ) LK,bul), and therefore some
systems will have MBH % 106M!. To D < 15 Mpc, we identify 105 galaxies which po-
tentially host a SMBHwithMBH ! 106M!. To estimateMBH in each of these galaxies, we
relate the associated Hubble-type from the Third Reference Catalogue of Bright Galaxies
(de Vaucouleurs et al., 1991) to a mean bulge/disc ratio (e.g., Benson et al. 2007) and es-
tablish an individual bulge luminosity based on galaxy-type and LK,bul. We convert the
estimated bulge luminosity to MBH using the MBH–LK,bul relation and construct a total
SMBHmass function. Whilst this rather crude estimation carries large associated errors,
we still find very good agreement (amean variance of 0.1 dex)with the SMBHmass func-
tion of Marconi et al. (2004) throughout the mass range MBH ≈ 106–109M!. Thus, to
first-order, our volume-limited sample does not appear to be over-dense and/or subject
to strong cosmic variance, and hence, is broadly representative of the typical field-galaxy
population in the local Universe.
We further validate this conclusion by estimating the active SMBH mass function
for those AGNs which are sufficiently optically bright to be included in H04. Under this
assumption, the derived space densities of active SMBHs for this sample and that of H04
should be comparable if our sample is indeed representative of a field-galaxy population.
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We find that using theH04 detection limit inferred from Fig. 4.3, our new estimated space
density is consistent with H04 (Φ ≈ 10−4) throughout the mass range considered here
(MBH ≈ (0.05–30)×108 M!), although there are still considerable uncertainties given the
small number statistics inherent with our sample.
4.5.4.2 Monte Carlo Analysis ofMBH binning
We have established that our sample and the estimate of the SMBH mass density (both
from active and inactive galaxies) do not appear to be subject to over-densities caused
by cosmic variance. We therefore now investigate the effect of small-number statistics
on our results, which are inherent in relatively small samples such as this.
In Fig. 4.5, the AGNs in the sample were placed into equal bins of MBH with width
0.5 dex. However, this binning process does not allow for the error inherent to each
individual MBH measurement. Hence, some objects may scatter out of one defined bin
and into another. The bin width we employ in our relatively modest sample (64 objects)
may therefore be subjective and requires testing. Here we use a Monte Carlo analysis to
assess the effect of the scattering of AGNs into differentMBH bins on the derived space
density of active SMBHs in the local Universe (Φ).
Our Monte Carlo analysis calculates Φ by selecting a random set of SMBH masses
from gaussian probability distributions constructed using our adoptedMBH masses and
their associated 1-σ errors given in column 12 of Table 4.1. The binning structure was
designed to incorporate at least one object in each bin from 250,000 realisations of the
simulation across the considered mass range of the sample (MBH ≈ (0.5–500)× 106M!).
We impose the upper mass limit as we have only one high-mass AGN (NGC 5128;
MBH ≈ 2.4 × 108M!) in the sample. Thus, we determine that given our sample dis-
tribution the maximum number of equal width bins to be nine (i.e., equal bin sizes of
0.33 dex with ! 1 object). Hence, we use our simulation to conservatively assess the
maximum error on our calculated space density of active SMBHs.
The error shown in Fig. 4.5 (shaded region) is the standard deviation of the 250,000
simulations in our volume-limited sample combined in quadrature with the Poisson er-
ror determined from the number counts in our real sample. We found 250,000 realisa-
tions to be sufficient, since at this level the maximum variation in the standard deviation
over multiple runs was less than 10−6.
We find that the mean spread in the derived value of Φ from our volume-limited
sample is ≈ 0.85 dex, and as predicted appears to be subject to some scattering ofMBH.
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However, using our conservative error analyses, we show that the space density of active
SMBHs found from our sample is consistently greater than that found for optical narrow-
line AGNs (H04) withMBH < 108M!. Thus, to first-order, we find a significant increase
(average factor of ≈ 9, a minimum factor of ≈ 2 and a maximum of ≈ 80) in the space
density of active SMBHs in the local Universe in the mass range MBH ≈ (0.5–100) ×
106M! compared to H04; for MBH > 108M! our errors increase significantly due to
very limited source statistics (see § 4.4.1). We thus conclude that while this survey is
subject to the scattering of objects through the MBH bins, even in our most pessimistic
case, we still find a significant increase in the space density of active SMBHs in the local
Universe compared to that found in large-scale optical NL AGN studies.
4.5.5 The volume-weighted local AGN fraction
The ratio of the space densities of the active SMBH to total SMBH mass function (i.e.,
the volume-weighted local active SMBH fraction) is shown in the lower panel of Fig.
4.5. We calculate an overall active SMBH fraction of ≈ 25+29−14 percent for SMBHs of
MBH ≈ (0.5–500)×106 M! down to our [NeV] completeness limit (L[NeV] ! 1038 erg s−1 ).
We find that this fraction is consistent with being constant throughout this MBH range.
However, given our detection sensitivity limit, we are unable to probe lower Eddington
ratios for AGNs hosting smaller SMBHs. Instead, we can also consider the effect of the
AGN fraction for a fixed value of Eddington ratio (e.g., η > 10−3; i.e., thin-disc accretion
systems). We find an overall AGN fraction for sources with η > 10−3 of ≈ 14+9−5 percent.
There is also tentative evidence that the AGN fraction (≈ 16+9−6 and ≈ 8+10−5 percent)
increases with decreasing SMBH mass (MBH ≈ 106–107M! and MBH ≈ 107–108M!
bins, respectively) for SMBHs growing with η > 10−3.
For the lowest-mass SMBHs (MBH ≈ (5–30) × 105M!), we estimate an overall non-
negligible volume-weighted AGN fraction of 18+12−7 percent, potentially showing that a
considerable proportion of small bulge (and pseudo-bulge) galaxies (i.e., late-type spiral
galaxies; Sc–Sd) host AGN activity. We assume here that the total SMBH mass func-
tion remains constant atMBH < 106M!.9 It has been previously suggested by H04 and
Greene & Ho (2007) that the AGN fraction may peak atMBH ≈ (0.7–2) × 107M!. How-
ever, with the inclusion of the additional low-mass optically unidentified AGNs (see
9We note that Page (2001) finds a marginal upturn in the SMBH mass function at MBH < 106M# with
the inclusion of a large population of dwarf spiral galaxies. This however, will have little impact on our
resulting volume-weighted AGN fraction.
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Fig. 4.3), we find that the AGN fractions are consistent with remaining constant or even
increasing forMBH < 107M!. Hence, it appears that these low mass active SMBHs will
not have been identified in optical AGN surveys.
As noted in § 4.5.3, the space-density of AGNs, and hence the local AGN fraction
derived in this work, may only be a lower-limit given the nature of our volume-limited
survey which by definition does not include IR-faint systems. To improve upon these
current source statistics, a much larger sample of well-selected late-type spiral galaxies
() 100) would be required to investigate our findings further. Due to the demise of
Spitzer-IRS this is no longer possible; however, with the greater sensitivity and resolv-
ing power of the next generation of space-based mid-IR spectrographs, for example the
Space Infrared Telescope for Cosmology and Astrophysics (SPICA)10 and the mid-IR instru-
ment (MIRI) on-board the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST)11, surveys such as these can
be continued and extended to study more distant (i.e., greater volumes) and heavily
obscured AGNs.
4.6 Summary
In this chapter we have presented the mean growth times and volume-weighted space
density of active SMBHs in the local Universe. Our sample of 17 AGNswas derived from
a sensitive volume-limitedmid-IR spectral survey of all IR bright galaxies toD < 15Mpc
carried out using the NASA Spitzer Space Telescope (see GA09 and Chapter 3 for fur-
ther details on the sample selection). The most accurate SMBH masses available for the
objects are compiled from a variety of sources (i.e., reverberation mapping; maser map-
ping; gas kinematics; the M–σ∗ relation). For the three AGNs without published MBH
estimates, we use a bulge/disc decomposition method to determine the bulge luminos-
ity and hence a SMBH mass. The AGNs in our sample host SMBHs with MBH ≈ (0.1–
30)× 107M! (see § 4.3.1 and 4.3.2). Our main findings are the following:
(1). Using combined mid-IR emission line and high-quality hard X-ray constraints, we
have derived accurate measurements of the intrinsic luminosities of our sample of
AGNs (see § 4.4). In conjunction with the well-established SMBH measurements
from previous studies and our own estimates from our aforementioned bulge/disc
decomposition method, we have assessed the relative mass accretion rates of our
10See http://www.ir.isas.jaxa.jp/SPICA/
11See http://www.roe.ac.uk/uktac/consortium/miri/
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sample. Due to our high sensitivity and the ability to probe low SMBH masses,
we find that significant mass accretion (η > 10−3) occurs onto SMBHs withMBH ≈
106M!, the majority of which would not be identified in even the most sensitive
optical surveys. See § 4.5.1.
(2). Using our derived relative mass accretion rates for the sample and assuming a
typical accretion efficiency of & ≈ 0.1, we assessed the characteristic mean mass
doubling times (t2M ) for AGNs in the very nearby Universe. For AGNs hosting
SMBHswithMBH ≈ (0.5–50)×107 M! we find consistent growth times (t2M ≈ 47–
198 Gyrs) with those of the NL-AGNs identified in the SDSS (H04). However, we
also find that SMBHs with MBH < 5 × 106M! (i.e., below the spectral resolution
limit of the SDSS), are amongst the most rapidly growing SMBHs in the local Uni-
verse, with present-day growth times consistent with (and possibly less than) the
current age of the Universe (t2M ≈ 6+6−3 Gyrs). See § 4.5.2.
(3). To assess the incidence of this population of low mass, rapidly growing SMBHs,
we constructed a local space density function of active SMBHs. We find that ac-
tive SMBHs may be at least a factor ≈ 2 more common than previously iden-
tified in NL-AGN surveys using SDSS data. Furthermore, we estimate a non-
negligible space density for low mass active SMBHs (MBH ≈ 106M!) of Φ ≈
6 × 10−4Mpc−3 log M−1BH which is consistent with the space density of more mas-
sive active SMBHs (MBH ≈ 107M!; i.e., those previously determined to be the
most rapidly accreting population of SMBHs). See § 4.5.3
(4). Using a local total SMBH mass function (Marconi et al. 2004), we estimate a mean
volume-weighted local AGN fraction of ≈ 25+29−14 percent, which remains relatively
constant in the mass rangeMBH ≈ (1–10)×106 M!. However, when only consider-
ing the SMBHswith η > 10−3 (i.e., radiatively efficient thin-accretion disc systems),
we find an overall AGN fraction of≈≈ 14+9−5 percent and also tentative evidence for
an increasing AGN fraction (≈ 16+9−6 and ≈ 8+10−5 percent) with decreasing SMBH
mass (forMBH ≈ 106–107M! andMBH ≈ 107–108M!, respectively). See § 4.5.5
Chapter 5
The incidence of [NeV]λ3427A˚
detected active galactic nuclei in the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey
5.1 Introduction
Optical emission line classification schemes, such as those proposed by Baldwin, Phillips
& Terlevich (1981; hereafter, BPT diagrams) are widely used throughout the current lit-
erature. Galaxies which are classified as AGNs on the basis of their optical spectroscopy
are found to produce strongly photoionised emission lines such as [OIII] λ5007A˚, [OI]
λ6300A˚, [NII] λ6585A˚ and [SII] λ6731A˚. Selection boundaries to separate strongly star-
forming galaxies from AGNs and LINERs have been proposed by several groups (e.g.,
Kewley et al. 2001, 2006; Kauffmann et al. 2003a; Schawinski et al. 2007) based pri-
marily on the use of wide-scale optical surveys (e.g., the SDSS). However, these optical
AGN classification schemes are: (1) defined by theoretical modeling in radiative trans-
fer codes (e.g., Kewley et al. 2001); and (2) potentially biased against smaller, dust-rich
galaxies. Hence, they remain observationally and robustly untested for their complete-
ness towards the identification of all potential AGNs (e.g., theymay not include themost
heavily-obscured and/or composite systems).
Recently, using sensitive mid-IR observations from Spitzer-IRS spectroscopy, GA09
(see also Chapter 3) conservatively used [NeV] λ14.32 µm as a robust indicator of AGN
activity. They found a large population of AGNswhich lie below themaximum starburst
limit of Kewley et al. (2001), i.e., they are not unambiguously identified as AGNs based
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on solely traditional optical BPT diagnostics. These AGNs were shown to be hosted in
very late-type galaxies (Hubble-type Sc–Sd) with AGN signatures which appear to be
strongly dust extinguished at optical wavelengths. These optically unidentified AGNs
were identified in an extremely local (D < 15Mpc) volume-limited sample of bolomet-
rically luminous (LIR ! (0.3–20) × 1010 L!) galaxies, and as such the locality of these
AGNs suggests they cannot be rare objects (see Chapter 3). Indeed, similar results have
also been found using Spitzer-IRS by Satyapal et al. (2008) and Bernard-Salas et al. (2009)
for late-type spiral galaxies identified in the Palomar optical spectroscopic survey (Ho97)
as HII or LINER galaxies. Taken together, these observations suggest that there may be a
large population of AGNswhich are currently beingmissed in large scale optical surveys
using current emission-line selection methods.
Due to the extreme conditions required to produce the high ionisation emission line
[NeV] (97.1 eV), its detection in a galaxy spectrum provides unambiguous evidence for
the existence of nuclear accretion (e.g., Schmitt 1998). Despite [NeV] emission being a
factor ≈ 9 weaker than [OIII] λ5007A˚ , the optical [NeV] λ3427A˚ emission line is com-
monly observed in nearby Seyfert galaxies (see Storchi-Bergmann et al. 1995; Erkens et al.
1997 and references there-in). More recently, Gilli et al. (2010) has used [NeV] λ3427A˚ to
identify potential Compton-thick QSOs at z ∼ 1 based on their apparent weakness at
X-ray energies. Such techniques could be applied globally in order to understand the
fraction of obscured AGN activity across cosmic time. However, sample biases due to
selection on the basis of high ionisation emission are currently poorly understood. In this
chapter, we use [NeV] λ3427A˚ detected in Sloan Digital Sky Survey spectroscopy to: (1)
test the use of currently accepted optical AGN-selection processes; (2) identify the frac-
tion of local Seyfert galaxies with detected [NeV] λ3427A˚ emission lines; and (3) attempt
to reconcile the discrepancy between optical AGN selections and the large population
of optically unidentified AGNs found in mid-IR spectroscopic studies. Throughout this
chapter we adopt a standard ΛCDM cosmology of H0 = 71km s−1 Mpc−1, ΩM = 0.30
and ΩΛ = 0.70.
5.2 Sample Selection and Optical Classification
Our sample of local galaxies is selected from the SDSS-DR7 (Abazajian et al. 2009). We
select all spectroscopically targeted galaxies in the redshift range z ∼ 0.14–0.31. In this
redshift region the [NeV] λ3427A˚ emission line is redshifted into the spectral range of
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Figure 5.1: Left panel: Optical emission line diagnostic diagram presenting all
galaxies which are spectroscopically identified (S/N > 5) in the SDSS-DR7 at
z ∼ 0.14–0.31 (grey contours; small grey crosses). The empirical HII classification
scheme presented by Kauffmann et al. (2003a), the theoretical maximum starburst
limit of Kewley et al. (2001), and the AGN-LINER separation of Schawkinski et al.
(2007) are shown with dash-dot, dashed and dot-dash-dot lines, respectively. We
additionally over-plot all galaxies with 5σ detections of the AGN-produced [NeV]
λ3427 emission-line (thick red contours; filled red dots). Right panels: Fraction and
number of [NeV]λ3427 detected AGN as a function of the [OIII]/Hβ ratio right-
ward of the AGN-branch in the BPT diagram.
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the SDSS (λ ∼ 3800–9200 A˚), whilst the individual spectroscopy will also still contain
the Hβ, [OIII] λ5007, [NII]λλ6550,6585 and Hα complex used during our classification
process. Additionally, in order to reduce the possibility for the inclusion of false detec-
tions of emission lines, which may occur due to the poor efficiency of the detector at the
bluest wavelengths, we have chosen a wavelength range with good spectroscopic sensi-
tivity, λ ∼ 3890–8600A˚ (i.e., an emission throughput of> 0.1). Our total sample contains
18,059 galaxies.
To robustly classify our sample of galaxies in the optical regime, we select only
those galaxies with well-detected emission lines (signal-to-noise ratios ! 5 and equiv-
alent width > 0) in a traditional BPT diagram. We remove from our sample all galaxies
which may contain broad-emission features (here defined as full-width half-maximum
> 700 km s−1 ) in Balmer emission lines (i.e., Hα; Hβ), as these sources are very likely to
be Type-1 AGNs and cannot be classified using BPT emission-line diagnostics.
5.2.1 The fraction of [NeV] detected galaxies in the SDSS-DR7
In Fig. 5.1 we show our parent sample of all narrow-line galaxies detected in the SDSS-
DR7 at z ∼ 0.14–0.31. We separate the BPT diagram into three distinct regions: (1) theHII
region, i.e., those galaxies which lie below the canonical separation between star-forming
and active galaxies (Kauffmann et al. 2003a); (2) the classical Seyfert galaxy region, here
defined as all galaxieswhich lie above the theoretical maximum starburst limit of Kewley
et al. (2001a); and (3) the intermediate ‘transition’ region bounded by the Kauffmann
et al. (2003a) and Kewley et al. (2001) demarcations. We find 1226 (≈ 6.8 ± 0.2) galaxies
have significant detections (S/N > 5) of the [NeV] 3427A˚ emission line, we here define
these [NeV]-detected sources as unambiguous AGNs.
We isolate all galaxies which lie rightward of the AGN-branch in the BPT diagram
(i.e., those which do not follow the star-forming demarcation curve of Kauffmann et al.
2003a), we find a rising percentage of galaxies with detected [NeV] 3427A˚ emission orig-
inating from themaximum starburst limit and peaking significantly in the Seyfert region
with an AGN fraction of ≈ 68 percent; whilst the [NeV] 3427A˚detected fraction in the
HII and transition region is < 2 percent.1 Hence, using [NeV] as unambiguous AGN
indicator, we find good empirical evidence that the theoretical starburst limit of Kewley
et al. (2001) provides a robust selection-cut for Seyfert galaxies. We find an overall [NeV]
1We note that the [NeV]-detected fraction presented in Fig. 5.1 does become consistent with ≈ 100 per-
cent at [OIII] /Hβ ! 30, though source statistics become limited in this region of parameter space.
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-detected AGN fraction in the Seyfert region of ≈ 27 ± 4 percent. In Section 5.3.2.1, we
investigate the ≈ 70 percent of Seyfert galaxies which lack significant [NeV] detections.
In Fig. 5.1 we additionally show the separation line between LINER and Seyfert
galaxies suggested by Schawinski et al. (2007). Whilst it is clear that this boundary does
exclude the main population of [NeV] detected Seyfert galaxies, to within 0.1 dex of this
cut, the fractional density of [NeV] detected AGNs is roughly equal. This suggests that
based on the current empirical separation, a substantial fraction of Seyfert galaxies may
be incorrectly classified as LINERs. However, given our poor source number statistics at
the locus of the transition–Seyfert–LINER regions, revision of the Seyfert–LINER classi-
fication scheme is beyond the scope of these analyses.
In section 5.3 we investigate the nature of [NeV] detected AGNs throughout the BPT
diagram using large source number spectral stacking analyses and emission-line diag-
nostics, as well as using these results to place further constraints on the population of
[NeV] (14.32 µm) detected AGNs which are not optically classified as Seyfert galaxies.
5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 What are the spectral properties of [NeV] λ3427A˚ (un-)detected sources
in BPT diagrams?
In the previous section we established that the majority of [NeV] detected sources in the
SDSS-DR7 have optical emission-line ratios consistent with Seyfert galaxies. However,
we also showed that ≈ 2 percent of sources in the transition and HII region also contain
significant detections of [NeV] emission. Here we investigate the spectral properties
of these [NeV] emitting sources in order to place new constraints on the ubiquity of
optically classified AGNs in the the SDSS.
For each of the galaxies in our parent SDSS-DR7 sample (see section 5.2 and Fig. 5.1)
we have retrieved the 1-dimensional spectral products from the SDSS-DR7 data archive
server. In recent releases of the SDSS data products, significant improvements have
been implemented for the wavelength calibrations of the available spectroscopy (see
Adelman-McCarthy et al. 2008; Abazajian et al. 2009). These new calibrations allow us to
produce accurate composite spectra (i.e., spectral stacks) of the average galaxy popula-
tions in the three highlighted regions of the BPT diagram (i.e., HII, transition and Seyfert)
presented in Fig. 5.1. We normalize each individual spectrum to the average continuum
emission at λ ∼ 3435–3440A˚ and produce spectral stacks of sources in each BPT region
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with and without 5σ detections of [NeV] λ3427. See Fig. 5.2.
5.3.1.1 Galaxies with detected [NeV] λ3427A˚ emission lines
In Fig. 5.3 we show the emission-line profiles produced in the spectral stacking process.
We find that the relative flux of the [NeV] and [OIII] emission-lines in the [NeV] detected
Seyferts are a factor ! 5 greater than the fluxes measured in the HII and transition re-
gions galaxies with detected [NeV] emission lines. See Table 5.1. Furthermore, we find
that the [NeV] and [OIII] line-profiles are relatively symmetric in the Seyfert galaxies;
however, for the HII and transition galaxies, we find a systematic blue-wards shift in
the [NeV] profiles (≈ 260 and ≈ 175 km s−1 for the HII and transition region AGNs,
respectively) as well as asymmetric blue wings in both the [NeV] and [OIII] emission-
lines. Although we stipulate for selection that the [NeV] emission line must be at least
S/N ! 5 as defined by the SDSS fitting routines, we find that the stack of the [NeV]-
detected HII region galaxies is not consistent with containing a formal 3σ detection of
the [NeV] emssion line. Inspection of the individual SDSS spectra for the 32 galaxies with
so-called [NeV] detections shows that a minority contain very narrow (≈ 1 pixel wide)
noisy emission features at ≈ 3426–3428A˚ which have been incorrectly associated with
[NeV] emission. The resulting spectral stack co-adds these noisy emission features with
real [NeV] detections in other spectra to produce an artificially broadened [NeV] profile
which is poorly fit by a gaussian profile, and hence we calculate only a 3σ upper-limit
for the [NeV] -detectedHII region galaxies. Both of these detected features are indicative
of large outflowing winds being produced by a rapidly accreting central source often
found in narrow-line Seyfert 1 galaxies (e.g., Boroson and Oke 1987; Bian et al. 2005).
Indeed, when comparing the Hβ profiles between [NeV] detected Seyfert and HII region
galaxies, we find that in order to model the profile of the [NeV] detected HII galaxies a
second component with full-width half maximum of≈ 1000 km s−1 is required, suggest-
ing these sources may in fact be narrow-line Seyfert 1 galaxies which have been incor-
rectly modeled during spectral fitting by the SDSS-DR7 pipeline. Hence, the detection
of [NeV] λ3427A˚ emission in non-Seyfert region galaxies may be an efficient method to
select narrow-line Seyfert 1 systems in large-scale optical surveys.
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Table 5.1: Stacking analysis results
Region [NeV] # z F[NeV] F[OIII] Hα L[NeV] L[OIII]
detected? ( erg s−1 ) ( erg s−1 ) Hβ ( erg s−1 ) ( erg s−1 )
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
HII √ 32 0.19 < −15.34 −14.88 3.88 < 41.12 41.42
HII × 6280 0.17 < −15.76 −15.43 6.15 < 41.56 41.48
Transition √ 114 0.19 −15.42 −14.75 4.95 41.49 41.88
Transition × 5367 0.17 < −15.79 −15.32 7.52 < 41.92 41.85
Seyfert √ 1016 0.18 −15.28 −14.21 5.91 42.08 42.86
Seyfert × 2720 0.18 < −15.85 −14.88 7.86 < 42.02 42.35
NOTES: (1) Region of BPT diagram for stacked objects; (2) Based on the SDSS spectral anal-
ysis routine, are these objects determined to have [NeV]λ3427 in their spectroscopy at
S/N > 5; (3) Number of objects in the stack; (4) Average redshift of objects in the stack;
(5–6) Logarithm of observed measured flux from stack in erg s−1 ; (7) Average Hα/Hβ
ratio from stack; (8–9) Logarithm of dereddened luminosity based on our chosen cos-
mology and assuming an intrinsic ratio of Hα/Hβ = 3 in erg s−1 .
5.3.1.2 Galaxies with non-detections of [NeV] λ3427A˚ emission lines
In Fig. 5.2 we additionally show the average spectral stacks of the galaxies in the HII,
transition and Seyfert regions which lack significant detections of [NeV] emission. As
with the [NeV] detected sources, we find that the Seyfert galaxies have rising continua
towards higher wavelengths. In Fig. 5.3 we show that within the stacked spectrum we
clearly recover a weak (≈ 2.7σ) [NeV] signal at λ3427A˚ for the optical Seyfert galaxies
with formally undetected [NeV] emission. This suggests a lack of sensitivity possibly
due to extinction or detector efficiency and/or low intrinsic AGN luminosity which pre-
vents the detection of the relatively weak [NeV] emission line in the individual source
spectroscopy; we investigate this further in the next section. By contrast to the Seyfert
galaxies, we find little or no evidence for hidden [NeV] emission in the spectral stacks for
transition (or HII) region galaxies where we find relatively flat continua with low RMS
scatter at λ ∼ 3427A˚.
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Figure 5.3: Optical spectral stacks expanded around the [NeV]
λ3427 (top-left), Hβ (top-right), [OIII] λλ4960, 5007 (bottom-left) and
Hα+[NII]λλ6550, 6585 (bottom-right) emission lines. Spectral stacks
for [NeV] detected (non-detected) sources in the Seyfert, transition and
HII regions are shown with solid (dotted) red, blue and green lines,
respectively. Optical Seyferts with significantly detected [NeV] emis-
sion appear to produce strong [OIII] emission as well as narrow Balmer
lines. By contrast, [NeV] detected sources in the transition and HII re-
gions contain significantly weaker high-ionisation emission lines, and
produce Balmer lines with broadened secondary components (FWHM
≈ 1000 km s−1 ), indicative of narrow-line Seyfert 1 galaxies.
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5.3.2 Why do the SDSS spectra for the majority of Seyfert galaxies not con-
tain significant [NeV] λ3427A˚ emission?
Approximately seventy percent of the Seyfert galaxies in our SDSS-DR7 parent sample
lack significant [NeV] emission in their optical spectroscopy despite its expected pro-
duction being relatively ubiquitous throughout AGNs (Veilleux and Osterbrock, 1987;
Osterbrock and Ferland, 2006). Here we investigate whether the non-detection of high-
ionisation signatures in these optical AGNs are due to: (1) observational sensitivity; (2)
the AGNs being intrinsically less luminous; and/or (3) host-galaxy dust extinction.
5.3.2.1 Does poor observational sensitivity prevent the detection of [NeV] λ3427A˚
signatures in the majority of Seyfert galaxies?
Here we test the use of [OIII] emission to infer the expected [NeV] λ3427 A˚ emission
in [NeV] undetected Seyfert galaxies, and use this to place constraints on the fraction
of optical Seyfert galaxies in the SDSS-DR7 which should have detected [NeV] λ3427A˚
emission lines, or alternately, estimate the fraction of AGNs which are not flux-limited.
In Fig. 5.4 we present a luminosity-luminosity plot for the sources in our SDSS-DR7 par-
ent sample with 5σ detected [NeV] and [OIII] emission lines. Distances are calculated
using our chosen cosmology. As dust reddening is a function of wavelength, any dust
present in these individual systems will affect the [NeV] emission more severely than
the longer wavelength [OIII] emission lines. We have corrected the presented [NeV] and
[OIII] luminosities for dust reddening using the Balmer decrement (i.e., the Hα/Hβ ra-
tio), assuming an intrinsic ratio of 3.0 and a typical Cardelli et al. (1989) ISM extinction
curve. Using the IDL ROBUST LINEFIT regressional analysis routine we produce a best-fit
to the data. For a fixed temperature, the extinction-corrected optical [NeV] λ3427 and
mid-IR and [NeV] λ14.32 µm emission lines are found to be in an approx1 : 1 ratio, hence
we find excellent agreement with the analogous mid-IR relation given in Equation 3.1.
This suggests that extinction-corrected [NeV] λ3427 is a good indicator of AGN lumi-
nosity as predicted by Gilli et al. (2010). Hence, we may use the measured [OIII] flux
from the SDSS-DR7 fits and our regressional analysis for Type-2 AGNs to predict the
fraction of sources formally lacking [NeV] detections which lie below the flux-limit of
SDSS spectroscopy (f[NeV] ! 1.3× 10−16 erg s−1 ).
Based on the flux limit of the SDSS we would expect to detect [NeV] emission in only
1864 (≈ 50 percent) of the 3736 Seyfert galaxies in our sample. Therefore, we suggest
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that the majority of Seyfert galaxies lacking significant detections of [NeV] emission at
optical wavelengths are missed due to sensitivity limits within the SDSS spectroscopy.
However, we also predict that the SDSS spectroscopy for the remaining ≈ 20 percent of
sources should contain clear detections of the [NeV] emission line. Hence, whilst sensi-
tivity limitations plausibly explain the lack of [NeV] in ≈ 50 percent of Seyfert galaxies
it does not fully explain the non-identification of [NeV] in all Seyferts.
5.3.2.2 Do Seyfert galaxies which lack significant [NeV] emission host significantly
less luminous AGNs?
The non-identification of [NeV] in a non-negligible fraction of Seyfert galaxies could be
due to them being intrinsically less luminous AGNs, where-by the AGN emission is
substantially diluted by the host-galaxy. In Fig. 5.4 we over-plot the average dereddened
[OIII] and [NeV] luminosities (see Table 5.1) found from fitting the emission features in
our spectral stacking analyses for the sources in the HII, transition and Seyfert regions
of Fig. 5.1.
We find that based on our spectral stacks the mean [NeV] and [OIII] luminosities
(L[NeV] ≈ 1.1×1042 erg s−1 ; L[OIII] ≈ 6.0×1042 erg s−1 ) for [NeV] detected Seyfert galaxies
are in excellent agreement with the [NeV] –[OIII] relation. However, these luminosities
are a factor≈ 2 greater than the median luminosities of the whole Seyfert galaxy sample,
suggesting that [NeV] detected Seyferts may be higher luminosity AGNs. Indeed, for
those Seyfert galaxies lacking formal 5σ detections, we find a systematically lower [OIII]
luminosity (L[OIII] ≈ 2.5 × 1042 erg s−1 ) which is more consistent with the bulk of the
Type-2 Seyfert galaxy population.
We additionally find that the [NeV] undetected Seyferts are a factor ≈ 4 and 20
greater in [OIII] luminosity than the HII and transition region galaxies, respectively.
Hence, as sources with much lower [NeV] and [OIII] luminosities are detected in galax-
ies with arguably greater contributions from star-formation activity (i.e., HII galaxies),
we surmise that host-galaxy dilution is unlikely to be a dominant factor with regards to
the detection of [NeV] emission.
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Figure 5.4: Luminosities of [NeV] λ3427A˚ versus [OIII] λ5007A˚ for Seyfert 1
(dot-dashed contours) and Seyfert 2 (solid contours) galaxies in the SDSS-DR7 at
z ∼ 0.14–0.31. Fluxes have been corrected for dust-extinction using the Balmer
decrement. The [NeV] (14.32 µm)–[OIII] λ5007A˚ correlation (red dashed line) of
Goulding & Alexander (2009) is found to be consistent with the [NeV] λ3427A˚–
[OIII] λ5007A˚ relation derived here from optical spectroscopy (solid line). We ad-
ditionally show the luminosities derived from our composite spectra for Seyfert
(red), transition (blue) and HII (green) galaxies with detected (filled square) and
non-detected (open square) [NeV] λ3427A˚ emission lines.
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Figure 5.5: A histogram of the distributions of Balmer decrements
for the Seyfert galaxies in our SDSS-DR7 parent sample (dashed-line),
[NeV] λ3427A˚ (5σ) detected (filled histogram) and non-detected Seyfert
galaxies (hashed histogram). The Seyfert galaxies lacking significant
detections of [NeV] are systematically shifted to higher Balmer decre-
ments, suggesting they are hosted by galaxies with greater dust con-
tent.
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5.3.2.3 Are Seyfert galaxies which lack significant [NeV] λ3427A˚ emission strongly
dust extinguished?
Assuming sufficiently sensitive observations, the dominant reason for the lack of optical
[NeV] signatures in Type-2 Seyfert galaxies may be due to strong host-galaxy dust ex-
tinction. It is well-established that the Balmer decrement is a relatively good indicator
of dust extinction in the optical regime. In Fig. 5.5 we show a histogram of the differing
Balmer decrement distributions for both [NeV] detected and undetected Seyfert galaxies
in our sample. We find that the distribution of Balmer decrements for [NeV] detected
Seyferts is consistent to that of the whole SDSS-DR7 narrow-line parent sample with
a median Balmer decrement of ≈ 5.3. By contrast, we find a systematic shift towards
higher Balmer decrements (median of ≈ 7.2) for the [NeV] undetected Seyfert galaxies,
equivalent to an increase in dust extinction of AV ≈ 1magnitude.
Clearly, [NeV] detected Seyfert galaxies are systematically hosted in galaxies with
lower dust content than those lacking [NeV] emission. This suggests that a large fraction
of AGNs are hosted in massive galaxies with on-going young star-formation. Hence,
we may infer that for the majority of Type-2 Seyfert galaxies with sufficient quality op-
tical spectroscopy, the lack of significant high-ionisation emission is most likely due to
systematically higher levels of dust within their host galaxies.
5.3.3 Are mid-IR detected AGNs a separate population of AGNs?
Recently, using Spitzer, focused mid-IR spectroscopic studies have identified a popula-
tion of AGNs which are not unambiguously identified as AGNs at optical wavelengths
(e.g., Satyapal et al. 2008; Goulding and Alexander 2009; Bernard-Salas et al. 2009). In
this section, we compare the population of [NeV] detected Seyfert galaxies identified in
the SDSS-DR7 to the optically unidentified AGNs found in the volume-limited sample
of D < 15Mpc galaxies by GA09 (see also Chapter 3).
A powerful diagnostic for understanding the general properties of galaxies (i.e., lu-
minosity; mass; evolution) is from their distribution in colour and absolute magnitude
parameter space. Previous studies have determined that a colour-magnitude diagram is
bimodal (e.g., Strateva et al. 2001; Baldry et al. 2004). A colour–magnitude plot is sepa-
rated into a red-sequence which is mainly comprised of large evolved elliptical galaxies,
and a blue cloud of younger, actively star-forming, disk-dominated spiral galaxies, such
as the majority of the population of emission-line galaxies studied here.
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Figure 5.6: A rest-frame extinction-corrected u − r colour versus abso-
lute r-band magnitude (Mr,AB) diagram of the SDSS-DR7 narrow-line
galaxies at z ∼ 0.14–0.31 (black-dashed contours). [NeV] λ3427 de-
tected Seyfert galaxies in the SDSS-DR7 are shown with red contours.
For comparison all optically unidentified AGNs identified by GA09
(see Chapter 3) with available photometric constraints are shown with
blue filled squares. Optically unidentifiedAGNs appear systematically
hosted in lower luminosity (lower mass) galaxies than optically identi-
fied Seyfert galaxies.
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In Fig. 5.6 we present a u − r colour versus absolute r-band magnitude (Mr,AB) dia-
gram of all narrow-line galaxies in the SDSS-DR7 at z ∼ 0.14–0.31. We use the u and r
pertromag photometric measurements from the SDSS-DR7 catalogue. We correct these
for galactic extinction and convert to AB magnitudes before applying K-corrections to
compute rest-frame colours. K-corrections are performed using KCORRECT (v4.2).2 Cal-
culating rest-frame colours for these galaxies allows for simple comparison with the
AGNs presented in GA09. We additionally calculate absolute r-band magnitudes from
the corrected r-band photometry.
As predicted, given our selection criteria, Fig. 5.6 is dominated by galaxies which
peak in the blue cloud and extends towards the red sequence (i.e., the so-called green-
valley). We find very few evolved, red, elliptical galaxies in our sample. The [NeV] λ3427
detected Seyfert galaxies span a similar distribution in colour–magnitude space, peaking
slightly more redwards than the parent sample.3. By contrast, we find that optically
unidentified AGNs have similarly blue colours (u − r ∼ 1.1–1.7) to the majority of our
parent sample, however they are systematically hosted in less luminous and hence, less
massive host galaxies withMr ! −20, a region of parameter space which is not readily
probed by large-scale optical surveys such as the SDSS.4 GA09 find that the majority of
the optically unidentified AGNs are indeed hosted in late-type spiral galaxies (Hubble-
types Sc–Sd). These particular sources are found to be dust-rich systems.
Given our optical selection bias towards brighter, more massive galaxies (i.e., our
inability to probe lower-mass systems) and that many optically-unidentified AGNs are
found to be hosted in systems with large dust masses (i.e., high balmer decrements),
we surmise that in the SDSS we would expect to detect very few optically unidentified
AGNs such as those identified in mid-IR surveys. Indeed, the majority of [NeV] detected
AGNswhich lie in the HII or transitions appear to be dominated by narrow-line Seyfert 1
galaxies, and are not optically similar to the mid-IR AGNs identified by GA09. There-
fore, we conclude that whilst the SDSS is an excellent resource for the derivation of large
active-galaxy population properties (e.g., Kauffmann et al. 2003a; Heckman et al. 2004;
2KCORRECT is an IDL routine which uses galaxy photometry and redshifts to model the SED
of the source in order to provide K-corrected photometry. It is available and maintained at
http://howdy.physics.nyu.edu/index.php/Kcorrect
3We also note, that it is clear that our parent sample may also contain many quasar-like systems given
the large concentration of sources with u− r < 0.5 andMr " −21 in Fig. 5.6
4Photometry for the optically unidentified AGNs presented in GA09 are derived heterogeneously from
the total Johnson magnitudes in the NASA Extra-galactic Database.
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Wild et al. 2010), current sensitivity and sample bias limitations, even in the local Uni-
verse, prevent the identification of a significant fraction of AGNs which may currently
host the majority of present-day accretion onto the smallest supermassive black holes
(e.g., Goulding et al. 2010).
5.4 Summary
Using [NeV] λ3427A˚ as an unambiguous AGN indicator, we have presented the inci-
dence of high-ionisation detected AGNs from a carefully selected sample of emission-
line galaxies in the SDSS-DR7 catalogue at the redshift interval, 0.14 < z < 0.31. Our
main findings are the following:
(1). From a parent sample of 18,059 galaxies detected in the SDSS-DR7 at 0.14 < z <
0.31, we find that 1226 (≈ 6.8± 0.2 percent) have detected [NeV] λ3427A˚ emission.
The majority of the [NeV] detected population have optical emission line ratios
which are similar or greater than those predicted by the maximum starburst limit
of Kewley et al. (2001). Hence, we empirically show that the Kewley et al. (2001)
demarcation provides a good selection cut for optical Type-2 Seyfert galaxies. See
section 5.2.
(2). Using spectral stacking analyses we investigated the average optical spectroscopic
properties of [NeV] detected and undetected sources in the SDSS-DR7. We find
that the optical spectra for [NeV] λ3427A˚ detected Seyfert galaxies contain [OIII]
λ5007A˚ and [NeV] λ3427A˚ emission lines which are a factor≈ 5 greater in flux than
[NeV] detected sources in the HII and transitions regions. For the Seyfert galaxies
lacking significant detections of [NeV] λ3427, we find evidence at the ≈ 2.7σ level
for [NeV] emission in the spectral stacks of these galaxies. By contrast, we find
no such [NeV] signal in the spectral stacks of either the HII or transition region
galaxies. See section 5.3.1.
(3). In the optical Seyfert region of a traditional BPT diagram we find that only ≈ 27±
4 percent of optical AGNs have significant detections of [NeV] emission. Using
a suite of optical emission-line diagnostics we determine that a lack of sensitivity
towards lower fluxes and increased levels of dust extinction of AV ≈ 1magnitude
(i.e., a decrease in [NeV] flux by a factor ≈ 5) are the dominant reasons for the lack
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of [NeV] signatures in the majority of Seyfert galaxies. See sections 5.3.2.1, 5.3.2.2
and 5.3.2.3.
Chapter 6
Searching for Compton-thick active
galactic nuclei at z ∼ 0.1
This chapter is based on work submitted for publication in MNRAS.
6.1 Introduction
Unbiased deep and wide-field X-ray surveys have been instrumental in the identifica-
tion of a large proportion of the AGN population to high redshifts (z ∼ 5; e.g., Alexander
et al. 2001; Barger et al. 2003; Fiore et al. 2003; Tozzi et al. 2006; Brusa et al. 2010). Using
the exceptional sensitivities ofXMM-Newton and theChandra X-ray Observatory, > 80 per
cent of the X-ray background (XRB) has been resolved into discrete sources at soft ener-
gies (0.5–5 keV; e.g., Worsley et al. 2005; Hickox and Markevitch 2006, 2007). However,
AGN synthesis models for the XRB predict that ∼ 50 per cent of the AGN population
may be heavily obscured and remains undetected at E > 6 keV in deep X-ray surveys
(e.g., Gilli et al. 2007; Treister et al. 2009).
Using high-quality X-ray spectroscopic analyses of objects in the local Universe, it is
now well-established that the majority of AGNs are obscured along the line-of-sight by
large columns of gas and dust (e.g., Risaliti et al. 1999; Matt et al. 2000). The presence
of this obscuring material results in strongly depressed nuclear X-ray emission observed
at E ∼ 0.5–10 keV. Identification of the most heavily obscured AGNs with NH ! 1.5 ×
1024 cm−2 (i.e., Compton-thick AGNs; see Section 1.4) requires sensitive E > 10 keV
data, or high-quality X-ray spectroscopy at E ∼ 0.5–10 keV in order to identify a Fe Kα
fluorescence line at E ∼ 6.4 keV and/or a Compton-reflection component. Even at low
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redshifts (z ∼ 0.05) the observed X-ray flux required to detect FeKα at a high significance
often requires long exposure times even with the most sensitive X-ray observatories (of
the order 100s of kiloseconds with Chandra and XMM-Newton).
Given the required X-ray sensitivity to directly identify Compton-thick AGNs us-
ing X-ray data alone, only a small fraction of this heavily-obscured population can be
discovered using current instrumentation (e.g., Chandra; XMM-Newton; Swift). In re-
cent years, new techniques have been developed to discover Compton-thick AGN can-
didates using X-ray data and optical spectroscopy combined with pointedmid-IR obser-
vations, allowing us to probe ≈ 2–3 orders of magnitude lower in the z–LX plane than
using X-ray data alone. These approaches are promising since the reprocessed mid-IR
continuum emission and high-excitation optical– and mid-IR narrow-line emission (i.e.,
[OIII] λ5007; [NeV] 14.32 µm; [OIV] 25.89 µm) in AGN is relatively unaffected by the
optically-thick X-ray obscuring material in the central region and, therefore, provide re-
liable measurements of the intrinsic luminosity of even the most heavily Compton-thick
AGNs (e.g., Heckman et al. 2005; Panessa et al. 2006; Mele´ndez et al. 2008a; Diamond-
Stanic et al. 2009; Goulding et al. 2010). For example, through examination of a local
optically-selected AGN sample, Maiolino et al. (1998) and Bassani et al. (1999) find that
those AGNs with X-ray–[OIII] flux ratios of fX/f[OIII] < 1 almost invariably host intrin-
sically obscured central sources (many of which are Compton thick), and those with
fX/f[OIII] < 0.1 always appear to be Compton thick (see also Akylas and Georgan-
topoulos 2009; hereafter, AG09). Furthermore, this diagnostic has successfully identi-
fied new Compton-thick AGNs which have since been unambiguously confirmed using
high-quality X-ray data (e.g., NGC 5135; Levenson et al. 2004).
Clearly, indirect AGN luminosity indicators provide good first-order approximations
as to whether an AGN is Compton thick. Greater reliability in identifying Compton-
thick AGNs can therefore be made when considering multiple diagnostics, particularly
those which probe different regions of the AGN (e.g., the emission line region and the re-
processed continuum emission). Recently, Vignali et al. (2010) combined pointedChandra-
ACIS observationswith optical emission-line andmid-IR continuum luminosities to iden-
tify six Compton-thick quasars (L[OIII] > 2 × 109 L!) at z ∼ 0.40–0.73 in the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey (SDSS). Somewhat similar approaches have also been adopted by
Alexander et al. (2008); LaMassa et al. (2009); Bauer et al. (2010); Donley et al. (2010)
using Spitzer IR spectroscopy and/or optical spectroscopy to identify high-redshift X-
ray undetected Compton-thick AGNs in deep and wide-field surveys. Whilst each of
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these studies have successfully identifiedCompton-thick AGNs usingmulti-wavelength
analyses, they sample only the most luminous systems (LX,intr ! 1044 erg s−1 ) where
the predicted space-density of Compton-thick AGNs, even at z ∼ 2, is relatively low
(φ " 10−5 Mpc−3; Gilli et al. 2007). In order to clearly understand the evolution of these
Compton-thick sources, it is vital to also identify the more modest luminosity popula-
tion (LX,intr ≈ [0.1–1] × 1043 erg s−1 ), which comprise the most energetically dominant
AGNs in the nearby Universe (z ∼ 0.1; e.g., Ueda et al. 2003; Ebrero et al. 2009; Aird et al.
2010).
In this chapter, we identify a sample of nearby (z ∼ 0.03–0.2) X-ray undetected
optically-selected candidate Compton-thick AGNs from a large cosmological volume
which is well-matched to that of the Chandra Deep Fields (CDFs; Giacconi et al. 2002;
Alexander et al. 2003; Luo et al. 2008) at z ∼ 0.5–2.5 (V ≈ 4.6 × 106 Mpc3). We use
pointed high signal-to-noise Spitzer-IRS spectroscopy and 24 µm photometry combined
with the unprecedented wide-field coverage of the SDSS to explore the ubiquity of typ-
ical Compton-thick AGNs at z ∼ 0.1. We outline the construction of our sample of 14
optical narrow-line AGNs derived from the population of galaxies in the SDSS which lie
in the large overlap region with the XMM-Newton Serendipitous Survey (≈ 100 deg2).
These AGNs are all undetected to faint flux limits in E ∼ 2–12 keV XMM-Newton ob-
servations, and based on their X-ray–[OIII] flux ratio limits are likely to be heavily ob-
scured (and possibly Compton thick). We use mid-IR narrow-line emission and AGN-
produced mid-IR continuum emission to determine the intrinsic luminosity of these ob-
scured AGNs. We combine each of these AGN luminosity indicators in order to reli-
ably identify which sources are Compton-thick AGNs. We use these results to further
constrain the ubiquity of Compton-thick AGNs at z ∼ 0.1. Throughout this chapter
we adopt a standard ΛCDM cosmology of H0 = 71km s−1 Mpc−1, ΩM = 0.30 and
ΩΛ = 0.70.
6.2 Sample Selection
We select our candidate Compton-thick AGN sample on the basis of their optical and X-
ray properties. Sources that are identified to be AGNs using traditional optical emission
line diagnostics (e.g., Baldwin et al. 1981) but are undetected to faint limits in wide-
fieldXMM-Newton observations (i.e., fX/f[OIII] < 1) are strong candidates for containing
heavily obscured AGNs (e.g., Bassani et al. 1999; Panessa and Bassani 2002; Akylas and
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Figure 6.1: Optical emission line diagnostic diagram presenting the
2690 galaxies detected in the seventh data release of the Sloan Digi-
tal Sky Survey with serendipitous X-ray coverage from XMM-Newton
at 0.03 < z < 0.2 (solid contours). The fourteen X-ray undetected op-
tical AGNs selected for our sample are shown with red circles. The
272 galaxies with hard-band X-ray detections (E > 2 keV) are shown
with blue triangles. The empirical HII star-forming classification curve
presented by Kauffmann et al. (2003) and the extreme starburst line
of Kewley et al. (2001a) are also shown with dash-dotted and dashed
curves, respectively.
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Georgantopoulos 2009).1 Here we provide the details behind the construction of our
sample of X-ray undetected optically identified AGNs (i.e., candidate Compton-thick
AGNs).
6.2.1 Construction of the optical–X-ray catalogue
We construct a parent sample of all optical spectroscopically detected galaxies in the
≈ 100 deg2 overlap region between the seventh data release of the SDSS (Abazajian
et al. 2009; hereafter SDSS-DR7) and the second source catalogue of the XMM-Newton
Serendipitous survey (Watson et al. 2009; hereafter 2XMMi). We define the redshift range
for our shallowwide-area sample based on the combined available cosmological volume
in the deep 2Ms “pencil-beam” CDF-North (≈ 448 arcmin2; Alexander et al. 2003) and
CDF-South (≈ 436 arcmin2; Giacconi et al. 2002; Luo et al. 2008) surveys. At z ∼ 0.5–2.5,
where the CDFs are complete towards X-ray luminous AGNs, the encompassed volume
is V ∼ 4.57 × 106 Mpc3, which is equivalent to the redshift range of z ∼ 0.03–0.2 in our
SDSS-2XMMi selected sample.
6.2.1.1 AGN identification in the SDSS-DR7
The SDSS-DR7 is currently the largest publicly available optical spectroscopic catalogue
(≈ 9830 deg2) containing 929,555 spectroscopic source redshifts.2 Previous studies have
used past data releases of the survey to show that through careful spectral analyses, gen-
eral galaxy and AGN properties can be derived from these large datasets (e.g., Kauff-
mann et al. 2003a; Heckman et al. 2004; Greene and Ho 2007). We select all galaxies
with well detected narrow [OIII]λ5007, Hα, [NII]λ6585 emission-lines (S/N > 5).3 All
galaxies with detected broad Balmer-lines (here defined as a full-width half maximum
> 700 km s−1 ) are removed as these sources are unlikely to be intrinsically obscured by
a gas/dust-rich geometrically thick torus. AGNs which are heavily obscured are often
found to be hosted in dust-rich galaxies, and thus are likely to be strongly reddened
(i.e., Hα–Hβ ratios ) 3.1; e.g., Goulding and Alexander 2009). Hence, whilst useful
in unambiguously discriminating between the properties of galaxies (e.g., Kauffmann
1Throughout this chapter we define X-ray undetected as formally X-ray undetected sources in the hard
band (E > 2 keV) unless otherwise stated.
2The SDSS-DR7 data archive server is available at http://www.sdss.org/dr7/
3SDSS spectra are obtained through 3 arcsecond fibers; at the median redshift of our sample (z ∼ 0.08)
this projected aperture is equivalent to a physical region of ≈ 5 kpc, and hence encompasses all of the
narrow-line region emission as well as a large fraction of the host galaxy emission.
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et al. 2003; Wild et al. 2010), we purposely do not limit our selection to only galaxies
with well-detected Hβ emission. Sources are separated by classification based on their
optical emission-line ratios in a traditional diagnostic diagram (hereafter, BPT diagram;
e.g., Baldwin et al. 1981). We conservatively identify the narrow-line AGNs in the SDSS-
DR7 as those which lie above the theoretical starburst limit of Kewley et al. (2001a). See
Fig. 6.1.
6.2.1.2 SDSS AGNs in the XMM-Newton footprint
The 2XMMi catalogue identifies all X-ray sources detected in 3491 observations made
during the first ≈ 8 years of XMM-Newton (Watson et al. 2009). Its unprecedented
sky coverage (360 deg2) and sensitivity (median XMM-Newton exposures of 20–50 ks)
currently provides an exceptional resource for the unbiased identification of obscured
AGN activity throughout the Universe. Using an automated reduction and analysis
pipeline, the 2XMMi catalogue provides source positions, exposure times, X-ray fluxes
and band ratios of all detected sources which serendipitously fall within the field-of-
view of previous XMM-Newton observations.
All sources in our SDSS parent sample are matched to 2XMMi using a 3.7 arcsecond
radius, which is chosen as a good compromise betweenmaximising source numbers and
minimising the probability of spurious matches (e.g., Watson et al. 2009). The matching
algorithm is restricted to sources within 14 arc-minutes of the aim point of each XMM-
Newton observation to minimise the likelihood of spurious matches due to the degrada-
tion of the X-ray PSF far off-axis. Based on the X-ray/optical positional analysis of SDSS
quasars and the 2XMMi catalogue by Watson et al. (2009), if we assume no systematic
offsets, then we expect our XMM–SDSS matching to be≈ 92 percent complete. We iden-
tify all optical sources in the 2XMMi which have 3σ detections atE ∼ 2–12 keV using the
PN detector. For all othermatched sources (i.e., thosewhich lie within the footprint of an
XMM-Newton observation but are undetected in the hard-band of the 2XMMi catalogue),
we use FLIX to compute robust 3σ (likelihood threshold of 6.6) X-ray upper-limits in this
band.4 Using a sub-sample of the matched sources that are formally undetected in the
hard band in 2XMMi, we tested the use of FLIX to provide X-ray upper-limits. Broadly,
4FLIX is a purpose-built program provided by the XMM-Newton Survey Science Center. It provides
robust estimates of the X-ray upper limit to a given point in the sky for a sourcewhich has not been detected
in the 2XMMi catalogue. For a discussion of the upper limit algorithm see Carrera et al. (2007) and for
further documentation see http://www.ledas.ac.uk/flix/flix help.html.
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we find that the upper-limits provided by FLIX are consistent with the fluxes within±3σ
given by 2XMMi. For the sake of comparison with previous studies, we convert these
2–12 keV upper-limits to 2–10 keV limits assuming a powerlaw spectrum with spectral
index of Γ =1 .4 where Fν ∝ ν−(Γ−1); Γ =1 .4 is the spectral slope of the X-ray back-
ground and similar to that of many absorbed AGNs. Our final combined parent sample
of SDSS-DR7 galaxies at z ∼ 0.03–0.2 with complimentary hard X-rayXMM-Newton cov-
erage is 2690 objects (272 are hard X-ray detected sources). The median redshift of the
sample is ≈ 0.09. Of these galaxies, 334 (≈ 12 percent) are classified as optical narrow-
line (NL) AGNs (i.e., 101 are X-ray detected and 233 are X-ray undetected AGNs).
6.2.1.3 A sample of candidate Compton-thick AGNs
Assuming the optical emission-lines and X-ray AGN emission are well-correlated (e.g.,
Mulchaey et al. 1994; Alonso-Herrero et al. 1997), sources which are optically classified
as AGNs but are undetected to faint limits in relatively deep X-ray observations are
likely to be those with heavily attenuated X-ray emission, similar to the objects currently
missed in deep X-ray surveys. From our well-defined parent sample of 334 optical NL
AGNs, 233 are not detected in the hard-band of the 2XMMi catalogue. In this section,
we outline the selection method for our sample of 14 hard-band undetected candidate
Compton-thick AGNs.
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Figure 6.2: Intrinsic obscuration optical–X-ray diagnostic diagram for
AGNs adapted from Bassani et al. (1999). Contours shown are all op-
tical AGNs in the SDSS-DR7 which lie in the XMM-Newton footprint
(i.e., those galaxies which lie above the Kewley et al. 2001 extreme star-
burst line presented in Fig. 6.1). These contours enclose 50% and 90%
of the whole X-ray undetected parent sample. We select 14 candidate
Compton-thick AGNs for Spitzer observations based on their fX/f[OIII]
ratio (filled circles). Four of these sources lie in the region exclu-
sively occupied by Compton-thick AGNs (fX/f[OIII] < 0.1; e.g., Bassani
et al. 1999), and 10 are selected from the heavily obscured NH region
(fX/f[OIII] ∼ 0.1–1.0) which is often found to contain Compton-thick
AGNs (e.g., Bassani et al. 1999; AG09). We also show the mean Type-
1 (i.e., unobscured) AGN fX/f[OIII] ratio from AG09 and for compar-
ison, four well-studied local ‘bona-fide’ Compton-thick AGNs (Circi-
nus, Mrk 3, NGC 1068 and 6240; data is taken from Bassani et al. 1999;
stars).
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The de-reddened [OIII] luminosity is assumed to be a good tracer of AGN power
(e.g., Heckman et al. 2005; Netzer et al. 2006; Panessa et al. 2006). In order to identify
obscured AGN candidates, we follow Maiolino et al. (1998) and Bassani et al. (1999) by
using the flux ratio of de-reddened (intrinsic) [OIII] and observed (absorbed) 2–10 keV
X-ray emission, and compare it to the [OIII]/Hβ ratio in a new diagnostic diagram anal-
ogous to a BPT figure; see Fig. 6.2. Optical luminosities are corrected for dust-reddening
towards the AGN NL-region using the Balmer decrement (i.e., the observed Hα–Hβ ra-
tio; Ward et al. 1987), an intrinsic ratio of 3.1 (Osterbrock and Ferland, 2006) and a stan-
dard R = 3.1 Cardelli et al. (1989) extinction curve. The parent AGN sample are found
to have de-reddened [OIII] luminosities in the range L [OIII] ≈ (0.03–500) × 1042 erg s−1
(median L[OIII] ≈ 1042 erg s−1 ). AG09 find that the average X-ray–[OIII] flux ratio for un-
obscured AGNs (i.e., Type 1s; NH < 1022 cm−2 ) is ≈ 30, whilst heavily obscured AGNs
(Type 2s) typically exhibit lower values of fX/f[OIII]. AGNs with fX/f[OIII] < 0.1 are
invariably found to be Compton thick and a significant proportion of Compton-thick
AGNs have fX/f[OIII] ∼ 0.1–1.0 in addition to heavily absorbed Compton-thin AGNs.
One-hundred and forty-seven (≈ 63 percent) of the 233 X-ray undetected AGNs have
fX/f[OIII] < 1.0 (24 have fX/f[OIII] < 0.1) from which we select a representative sub-
sample of 14 (≈ 10 percent) to be further investigated using pointed mid-IR spectro-
scopic and photometric observations. Our sample of 14 AGNs are well-matched to the
parent sample of X-ray undetectedAGNswith a redshift distribution of 0.03–0.2 (median
∼ 0.08) and L[OIII] ≈ (0.2–500)×1042 erg s−1 (median L[OIII] ≈ 2×1042 erg s−1 ). For com-
pleteness, we also note that 11/14 of our sources are detected in at least one of the softer
X-ray bands (E < 2 keV) in 2XMMi. These detections, in many cases, may be due to a
scattered or reprocessed soft X-ray component (e.g., Matt et al. 2000) or star-formation
(e.g., Boller et al. 2003). Clearly, this softer component may partially contribute to the
flux at E > 2 keV. However, any correction which could be made to our 3σ upper-limits
would only serve to reduce the current hard-band limits. The basic source properties for
our sample of 14 candidate Compton-thick AGNs are shown in Table 6.1.
6.3 Mid-IR Spectroscopy and Photometry
We have used the Spitzer Infra-Red Spectrograph (IRS) and Multi-band Imaging Pho-
tometry for Spitzer (MIPS) to observe the 14 candidate Compton-thick AGNs selected
in Section 2 (PID:50818; PI: D.Alexander). In this section, we present the reduction
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methodology and resulting spectroscopy and photometry for these 14 targets. In or-
der to robustly assess the intrinsic luminosity of the central sources in these AGNs, we
also present mid-IR spectral decomposition analyses to isolate the AGN continuum and
star-formation emission.
6.3.1 Spitzer-IRS Spectral Reduction and Analysis
Each of the 14 candidate Compton-thick AGNs were observed in spectral staring mode
with the low-resolution modules (short-low [SL; 5.2–14.5 µm] and long-low [LL; 14.0–
38.0 µm]; R ≈ 57–127) of the Spitzer-IRS instrument (Houck et al., 2004). The sources
were observed between 30th November 2008 and 24th February 2009 using ramp dura-
tions of 60 seconds × 10 (4) cycles and 120 seconds × 4 cycles for the SL1 (SL2) and LL
modules, respectively. The total integration time for each of the sources was 0.5 hours.
The two-dimensional Basic Calibrated Data (BCDs) images produced by the S18.7.0
Spitzer Science Center (SSC) pipeline were retrieved and further analyzed using our cus-
tom IDL reduction routine (see section 2.2). Briefly, individual BCDs were rigorously
cleaned of rogue ‘hot’ pixels using a customised version of IRSCLEAN. Individual rows
were fit as a function of time to remove latent charge which exists on the detector after
bright and/or long observations. The cleaned BCDs were averaged in the differing nod
positions, which were then used to perform alternate background subtractions of the
source in each nod position.
Spectral extraction was performed using SPICE. The spectroscopy was extracted us-
ing an optimally calibrated 2-pixel wide spectral window to maximize the signal-to-
noise ratio of each spectrum. Errors were estimated for each of the spectra using a sec-
ond spectral window offset from the source in the spatial direction. The spectra for each
of the modules for an individual object were corrected for their differing apertures and
normalized to the flux level of the 1st LL module. Orders were clipped of spectral noise
(see the Spitzer-IRS handbook for further information) and stitched together by fitting
low-order polynomials to produce the final spectra.
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6.3.2 Spitzer-MIPS Reduction and Analysis
In order to measure accurate emission-line and continuum fluxes we use Spitzer-MIPS
24 µm photometry to flux calibrate the IRS spectroscopy. Eleven of our 14 Spitzer-IRS
targets were observed with the MIPS photometer. The remaining three sources were
scheduled but were not observed before the depletion of the instrument’s cryogenic liq-
uid coolant.
BCDs were retrieved and the data reduced using the SSC analysis program MOPEX.
We post-process individual BCD frames to remove common MIPS artifacts (i.e., “jail-
bars”, latents etc.) and suppress large and small-scale gradients usingmaster-flat images
generated from the initial data. Processed frames are then backgroundmatched, stacked,
mosaicked and median filtered using MOPEX to create the final background-subtracted
reduced image.
Point source extraction was performed using the SSC provided Spitzer Astronomical
Point Source EXtraction (APEX) software to produce 24 µm aperture photometric fluxes
of the sources in the reducedMIPS frames (see column 5 of Table 6.2). These fluxes were
then convolved with the 24 µmMIPS response curve to produce absolute flux calibrated
IRS spectra of each source. The average upwards photometric correction required to the
spectroscopy was a factor of ≈ 1.3. For the three objects lacking MIPS observations (see
Table 6.2) we did not attempt to correct these spectra. Hence, we consider the emission-
line and continuum fluxes (derived in sections 6.3.3 and 6.3.4) for these three AGNs to
be less accurate and most likely conservative lower-limits.
6.3.3 Mid-IR Emission-line Fluxes
The reduced and flux-calibrated mid-IR spectra produced in the previous sections were
further analyzed (i.e., fitting of emission-lines and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon fea-
tures) using the Spitzer spectral analysis program, SMART (Higdon et al., 2004). Typical
AGN dominated emission lines present in the spectra of these sources included [NeV]
(λλ14.32,24.32 µm) and [OIV]+[FeII] (λλ25.89,25.99 µm).5 Additionally, AGN and star-
formation produced lines such as [NeII] (λ12.82 µm) and [NeIII] (λ15.51 µm) were also
present. See Table 6.2 for the Spitzer-IRS derived properties and see Fig 6.3 for the final
Spitzer-IRS spectra.
5We note that due to the spectral resolution of the LL modules, [OIV] and [FeII] emission lines cannot be
individually resolved.
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Mid-IR high-excitation narrow-line emission such as [NeV] and [OIV] (ionisation po-
tentials of 97.1 eV and 54.9 eV, respectively) have been shown to be excellent extinction-
free unambiguous indicators of the bolometric luminosity of an AGN (e.g., Mele´ndez
et al. 2008a; Diamond-Stanic et al. 2009; Goulding et al. 2010). From analysis of our
Spitzer-IRS spectroscopy, we find that six of theAGNs in our sample have detected [NeV]
emission and all 14 have detected [OIV]+[FeII].6 The [NeV] and [OIV] luminosities for
the six AGNs with detected [NeV] are well correlated and lie within the intrinsic scatter
of Equation 3.2 and the more recent calibration of Weaver et al. (2010); for the sources
with [NeV] 3σ upper-limits, we find that the majority of the fluxes are also consistent
with these relationships. Hence, we confirm that the [OIV] emission in these particular
sources is likely to be a good indicator of the intrinsic luminosity of the AGN. For AGNs
with strong contributions from star-formation, the [FeII] emission may contaminate the
measured [OIV] flux measured from low-resolution Spitzer-IRS spectroscopy (Mele´ndez
et al., 2008b). For those galaxies which we find to be dominated by star formation at
mid-IR wavelengths (i.e., AGN contributions of < 50 percent; see Section 6.3.4), we con-
servatively apply a small downwards correction factor of ≈ 1.5 (Mele´ndez et al., 2008b)
to our measured [OIV] flux to account for the [Fe II] contamination. Our final adopted
[OIV] luminosities cover the range, L[OIV] ≈ (0.15–20 × 1041 erg s−1 .
6.3.4 Spectral Decompositions
The low-resolution mid-IR spectra of typical Type-2 AGNs at rest-frame λ ≈ 4–15 µm
are composed of three primary components: 1) a power-law like thermal AGN dust
continuum; 2) a star-formation component which arises from the super-position of PAH
features; and 3) a silicate absorption feature at λ ≈ 9.7 µm produced by the hot dust con-
tinuum being absorbed by cooler dust on parsec scales (e.g., Goulding and Alexander
2009; Tommasin et al. 2010; Mullaney et al. 2010; Gallimore et al. 2010). Therefore, as ex-
pected, we find that the mid-IR spectra for the majority of our candidate Compton-thick
AGNs contain both an AGNproduced continuum and strong polycyclic aromatic hydro-
carbon (PAH) features, which are associated with starburst activity in the circumnuclear
photodissociation regions of the host galaxy. Here we outline our spectral decompo-
sition routine to determine the relative contributions of starburst (SB) activity and the
6We note that the reliable identification of someAGNs even in the very nearbyUniverse can often require
extremelyhigh signal-to-noise, high-resolutionmid-IR spectroscopy (e.g., Satyapal et al. 2008; Goulding and
Alexander 2009).
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AGN continuum in our 14 Compton-thick AGN candidates (i.e., the SB:AGN ratio), and
measure the intrinsic luminosity of the central source from the AGN produced mid-IR
continuum at 6 µm (e.g., Lutz et al. 2004).
Using a purpose-built IDL-based routine, we fit the IRS spectroscopy for each of the
14 candidate Compton-thick AGNs with a combined standard starburst template and
an AGN power-law component (with spectral index, k) convolved with a Draine and Li
(2007) extinction curve (ρ(λ)) of the form,
fAGN(λ) = aλ
kexp[−bτρ(λ)] (6.1)
where a, b and k are constants, and τ is the optical depth.7 Within the fitting we use four
possible starburst templates which cover a realistic range of physical and theoretical
scenarios: 1) low-resolution Spitzer-IRS spectroscopy of the archetypal starburst galaxy,
M82; 2) a combined Spitzer-IRS starburst template of local pure star-forming galaxies
presented in Brandl et al. (2006);8 3) a theoretical radiative transfer model of a pure cir-
cumnuclear starburst region at r ≈ 3 kpc with LIR ≈ 1010 L! (Siebenmorgen and Kru¨gel
2007; hereafter, SK07); and 4) a theoretical radiative transfer model of a nuclear star clus-
ter at r < 0.35 kpc with LIR ≈ 1010 L! (SK07).
The best resulting model parameters derived from the minimum Chi-squared fit to
the IRS data are given in Table 6.2 and shown in Fig. 6.4. We note that none of the AGNs
in our sample have mid-IR spectral features which are consistent with the theoretical
nuclear star cluster model, and hence, the best-fit spectral model for each are that of an
AGN combined with one of the three circumnuclear starburst templates. Based on the
mid-IR spectral-fits, we also derive the approximate contribution of the AGN to themid-
IR emission for each of the sources; see column (7) of Table 6.2. We find that although
theseAGNswere selected to be strong [OIII] and [NII] emitters (i.e., optically-dominated
Seyfert galaxies), the mid-IR spectra of ≈ 50 percent of the sources are consistent with
being dominated by star-formation activity. Indeed, on the basis of these spectral decom-
positions, the mid-IR spectroscopy for one source (SDSS J102142+130550) is consistent
with there being no AGN component, despite this source clearly being identified as an
AGN at optical wavelengths.
7Our IDL routine makes use of the Markwardt 1-dimensional Chi-squared analysis library, see
http://cow.physics.wisc.edu/∼craigm/idl/ for further details.
8We note that as we require only starburst emission in these templates, we do not include galaxies in
the combined Brandl starburst template which have any previous evidence for AGN activity (i.e., Mrk 266,
NGC 660, 1097, 1365, 3628 and 4945).
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Figure 6.4: Spectral decompositions of the Spitzer-IRS spectra (blue solid curve) for our
candidate Compton-thick AGNs produced by our spectral analysis program as described
in section 6.3.4. The grey shaded region indicates the 1σ error to the observed spec-
trum. The best-fit absorbed power-law and starburst template are shown with dotted
and dashed curves, respectively. See Table 6.2 for best-fitting parameters. The total best-
fit spectrum (i.e., power-law+starburst+emission-lines) is shownwith a solid red curves.
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Figure 6.4: continued...
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In order to estimate the intrinsic AGN luminosity and hence place limits on the X-
ray absorption in these sources, we use the measured AGN power-law parameters to
derive 6 µm luminosities (L6µm). The uncertainties of these 6 µm fluxes are established
by considering a weighted spread in the measured 6 µm fluxes from all statistically valid
starburst template fits (i.e., we reject all statistically poor fits at the 95 per cent level). The
mean 1σ uncertainty is ≈ 0.1 dex. See column (8) of Table 6.2.
We estimate the 6 µm continuum luminosities for 13 of our 14 candidate Compton-
thick AGNs and conservatively estimate an upper limit for the 6 µm continuum flux
of < 10−2 mJy for SDSS J102142+130550. We find using our adopted cosmology, that
the AGNs cover more than 2 decades in 6 µm luminosity, with νL6µm ≈ (0.1–20) ×
1043 erg s−1 .
6.4 Results and Discussion
Wehave selected a sample of 14 [OIII] bright, X-ray undetectedAGNs from the≈ 100 deg2
overlap region between the SDSS-DR7 and 2XMMi surveys. These sources lie at z ∼
0.03–0.2 and hostmoderately luminous AGNswithL[OIII] ≈ (0.2–500)×1042 erg s−1 (i.e.,
similar to those of typical nearby Seyfert galaxies). Our 14 targets all have fX/f[OIII] < 1,
implying strong intrinsic absorption of their X-ray flux; i.e., many are likely Compton-
thick AGNs. In the absence of X-ray spectroscopic data, in section 6.3 we derived AGN-
produced emission line and continuum luminosity measurements in order to indepen-
dently constrain the intrinsic luminosity of these candidate Compton-thick AGNs. In
this section, we use these intrinsic luminosities in conjunction with X-ray constraints
from XMM-Newton data to test whether these objects are indeed Compton-thick AGNs.
We then use these results to place new constraints on the space density and relative
mass-accretion rates of Compton-thick AGNs in the nearby Universe (z ∼ 0.1).
6.4.1 Identifying Compton-thick AGNs at z ∼ 0.1
Previously, strong, relatively high-excitation emission lines, such as [OIII]λ5007 (35.1 eV),
have been used as proxies for hard X-ray emission in AGNs, and hence, their intrin-
sic luminosity (LAGN; e.g., Mulchaey et al. 1994; Alonso-Herrero et al. 1997; Heckman
et al. 2005; Panessa et al. 2006). However, such emission may also be readily excited
by strong star-formation as well as being subject to significant dust-extinction within the
host galaxy. By contrast, mid-IR high-excitation narrow-line emission (e.g., [NeV]; [OIV])
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is an excellent extinction-free indicator of LAGN (see Section 6.3.3) and, when combined
with sensitive X-ray data, can provide good first order constraints on whether an AGN
in Compton thick.
In Fig. 6.5 we present the observed 2–10 keV X-ray upper-limit luminosities from the
XMM-Newton data versus the mid-IR [OIV] luminosity for our candidate Compton-thick
AGNs and compare them to the intrinsic properties found for local ‘bona-fide’ Compton-
thick AGNs. We find that the candidate Compton-thick AGNs are spread over a wide
range of [OIV] luminosities, L[OIV] ≈ (0.13–20)×1041 erg s−1 ; for the sources in our sam-
ple which we find to be dominated by SF at mid-IR wavelengths (column 7 of Table 6.2),
[OIV] fluxes have conservatively been adjusted for contamination from [FeII] emission
(see section 6.3.3). We find that based on the observed X-ray upper-limits, none of the
objects in our sample are consistentwith the local intrinsic relation of AGNs from Gould-
ing et al. (2010), suggesting that the X-ray emission is heavily obscured. However, as we
illustrate in Fig. 6.5, the observed LX/L[OIV] for our sample (mean ratio ≈ 3.6) is con-
sistent with the observed LX/L[OIV] ratio for a sample of well-studied local ‘bona-fide’
Compton-thick AGNs (i.e., Circinus, Mrk 3, NGC 1068 and NGC 6240). Furthermore,
the LX/L[OIV] luminosity ratio of these four Compton-thick AGNs is consistent with the
Goulding et al. (2010) relationship when the X-ray data is corrected for the absorption
implied from high-quality X-ray spectroscopy. Assuming the [OIV] emission is indeed
an isotropic AGN indicator (e.g., Melendez et al. 2008; Diamond-Stanic et al. 2009;
Goulding et al. 2010), this suggests that by comparing the observed X-ray upper-limit
to the intrinsic X-ray luminosity as predicted by our [OIV] measurements (Lx,[OIV]), we
may infer whether the sources in our sample are indeed Compton-thick AGNs.
Based onCompton reflectionmodels, Alexander et al. (2008) predict that the observed–
intrinsic X-ray flux ratio for a Compton-thick AGN with NH ∼ 1.5 × 1024 cm−2 is
fX,intr/fX,obs ≈ 15 in the 2–10 keV band. Hence, we predict that sources with
fX,intr/fX,obs ! 15 are likely to be obscured by Compton-thick material. For the 14
candidate Compton-thick AGNs in our sample, we calculate fX,[OIV] using the local X-
ray–[OIV] relation of Goulding et al. (2010). We predict intrinsic X-ray luminosities of
LX,predict ≈ (0.1–26)×1043 erg s−1 (see Column 9 of Table 6.2). We find that 13 (≈ 90 per-
cent) of the sources exhibit fX,[OIV]/fX,obs ! 15 (see Column 11 of Table 6.2). The intrinsic
scatter within the local X-ray–[OIV] relation is ≈ 0.3 dex, hence the average uncertainty
on the estimated intrinsic X-ray luminosities is a factor of ≈ 2. Therefore, if we conser-
vatively assume that none of the AGNs in our sample with fX,intr/fX,obs ≈ 15–30 are
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Figure 6.5: Rest-frame 2–10 keV X-ray luminosity versus mid-IR [OIV] (λ25.89 µm) lu-
minosity (L[OIV]) for our sample of Compton-thick AGN candidates (filled circles). We
show the local X-ray–[OIV] relation of Goulding et al. (2010) and find on the basis of
L[OIV] that the majority of our sample are consistent with the observed X-ray luminos-
ity being absorbed by a factor ≥ 20 (i.e., NH > 1.5 × 1024 cm−2 ). For comparison, we
additionally highlight the observed (filled stars) and absorption-corrected (open stars)
X-ray luminosities for 4 well-studied ‘bona-fide’ Compton-thick AGNs (Circinus, Mrk 3,
NGC 1068 and 6240). The observed X-ray luminosities for these ‘bona-fide’ Compton-
thick AGNs occupy roughly the same region of parameter space as our sample but our
objects are ≈ 10–100 times more distant. However, their intrinsic X-ray luminosities are
consistent with the local relations.
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Figure 6.6: Rest-frame 2–10 keV X-ray luminosity versus the mid-IR AGN continuum lu-
minosity at 6 µm for the Compton-thick AGN candidates with measured 6 µm luminosi-
ties (filled circles). A comparison sample of z ∼ 2 Compton-thick quasars is additionally
shown (Alexander et al. 2008; grey squares). We use the local X-ray–6 µm relation of Lutz
et al. (2004) and the luminosity-dependent relation of Fiore et al. (2009) to predict the re-
gion of parameter space where Compton-thick AGN lie. We find that on the basis of 6 µm
luminosities, many of the sources in our sample are likely to be Compton-thick AGNs.
For comparison, we additionally highlight the observed (filled stars) and absorption-
corrected (open stars) X-ray luminosities for 4 well-studied ‘bona-fide’ Compton-thick
AGNs (Circinus, Mrk 3, NGC 1068 and 6240).
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Compton thick, but instead apply a more conservative Compton-thick AGN threshold
of fX,intr/fX,obs ! 30, we still estimate that at least 9/14 (≈ 65 percent) of our candi-
date Compton-thick AGNs could be genuine Compton-thick AGNs. It is also prudent
to note that as the observed X-ray constraints for all of these sources are upper-limits,
the implied fX,[OIV]/fX,obs ratio is also a lower-limit, and hence, we cannot exclude the
possibility that all of the sources in our sample are Compton-thick AGNs.
By combining multiple indirect AGN luminosity indicators, particularly those which
probe different regions of the central engine, we can place even stronger constraints on
whether the AGNs in our sample are Compton thick than using narrow-line emission
alone. The 6 µm continuum luminosity has been shown to provide a good proxy for the
intrinsic AGN luminosity (e.g., Lutz et al. 2004; Maiolino et al. 2007; Treister et al. 2008;
Fiore et al. 2009). In Fig. 6.6 we again present the observed 2–10 keV X-ray upper-limit
luminosities from XMM-Newton data but now compare these luminosities to the AGN
continuum luminosity at 6 µm derived in Section 6.3.4 and the luminosity-dependent
(Fiore et al., 2009) and luminosity-independent (Lutz et al. 2004) relations derived us-
ing high-quality X-ray data and mid-IR Spitzer IRAC photometry and ISO spectroscopy,
respectively. As noted in Section 6.3.4, one of our 14 candidate Compton-thick AGNs
is consistent with there being little or no mid-IR emission from an AGN continuum at
λ ∼ 5–15 µm, and we remove this AGN from further analyses in this section.
We conservatively adopt the slightly lower-luminosity X-ray–6 µm relationship of
Lutz et al (2004) to infer the intrinsic X-ray luminosities of the candidate Compton-thick
AGNs. We estimate intrinsic X-ray luminosities of LX,predict ≈ (0.2–30) × 1042 erg s−1
(see Column 10 of Table 6.2). Eight out of the 13 (≈ 60 percent) 6 µm detected sample
members lie in the region expected for Compton-thick AGNs (i.e.,NH ! 1.5×1024 cm−2 ;
see Column 12 of Table 6.2). However, if we were to adopt the relationship of Fiore et al.
(2009) this Compton-thick AGN fraction would increase to 9/13 sources (≈ 80 percent;
i.e., consistent with that foundwhen using [OIV] as aNH diagnostic). Furthermore, if we
account for the intrinsic scatter of within the Lutz et al (2004) relationship (≈ 0.5 dex),
and (as above) conservatively assume that none of the sources which lie within this re-
gion of scatter are genuine Compton thick AGNs, we still find that at least 3 of the 13
(≈ 20 percent) sources must be Compton thick.
In Columns 11 and 12 of Table 6.2 we summarise whether we identify the sources
to be Compton-thick AGNs on the basis of their combined X-ray and mid-IR properties.
We consider those AGNs which are conservatively identified as Compton-thick AGNs
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(i.e., those which lie below the region of intrinsic scatter derived from the LX–L[OIV]
and LX–L6µm relationships) in at least one of the mid-IR diagnostics and are also be-
low the standard Compton thick threshold in the other mid-IR diagnostic to be genuine
Compton-thick AGNs (i.e., in the nomenclature of Table 6.2, only those AGNs with Y-Y,
Y-y or y-Y). This is a reasonable and conservative assumption to make if we consider the
‘bona-fide’ Compton-thick AGNs shown in Figs. 6.5 and 6.6; all of these AGNs would
be identified to be Compton-thick AGNs (y/Y) on the basis of [OIV] emission and 3/4
on the basis of 6 µm emission. Hence, using our adopted definition, we find that 6/14
(≈ 43 percent) of our candidate Compton-thick AGNs are very likely genuine Compton-
thick AGNs on the basis of their combined mid-IR properties. Under the reasonable
assumption that our sample of candidate Compton-thick AGNs is a representative sub-
sample of the parent X-ray undetected population of AGNs in the SDSS-DR7 (i.e., in
both redshift and luminosity parameter space; see section 6.2), these results imply that
≈ 43± 21 percent of the sources with fX/f[OIII] < 1 are Compton thick.9
Of the four AGNs which were selected because they lie in the Compton-thick AGN
exclusive region of Fig. 6.2 (i.e., those with fX/f[OIII] < 0.1), three have mid-IR emission-
line and continuum AGN indicators consistent with the X-ray emission being absorbed
by at least a factor ! 15. Hence, these are very likely to be Compton-thick AGNs. Whilst
the [OIV] emission from the fourth AGN (SDSS J221742+000908) is consistent with a
Compton-thick AGN (see Fig. 6.5) we find little evidence for this on the basis of its 6 µm
continuum luminosity. Indeed, the observedLX,2−10keV appears to be comparatively un-
absorbed on the basis of AGN continuum luminosity. However, we note that we would
also find a similar result for the ‘bona-fide’ Compton-thick AGN, Mrk 3. We find that
five of the 10 AGNswith fX/f[OIII] ∼ 0.1–1.0 exhibit mid-IR emission features consistent
with Compton-thick AGNs. All five AGNs have strong [OIV] and 6 µm luminosities sug-
gesting strong absorption of the X-ray emission, as well as evidence for silicate absorp-
tion at 9.7 µm. By contrast, for the AGN which does not appear to be clearly Compton-
thick on the basis of either of our mid-IR AGN indicators (SDSS J142931+425149), we
find that the underlying AGN continuum in this sources is consistent with an unab-
sorbed power-law (i.e., no evidence for silicate absorption).
9Uncertainties are calculated using standard Poisson counting statistics.
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6.4.2 The space-density of Compton-thick AGNs at z ∼ 0.1
Based on the mid-IR emission-line and continuum emission diagnostics, we find that
at least six (! 43 ± 21 percent) of our sample of 14 X-ray undetected optical narrow-
line AGNs with LX/L[OIII] < 1 appear to suffer from heavy intrinsic absorption with
NH ! 1.5×1024 cm−2 (i.e., they are Compton-thickAGNs). Assuming that our sample of
candidate Compton-thick AGNs is representative of the parent population, we may use
our derived Compton-thick AGN fraction to infer at least a lower limit for the number,
and hence space density, of Compton-thick AGNs at z ∼ 0.03–0.2.
The total number of Type-2 AGNs in the SDSS-2XMMi overlap region is 334 at z ∼
0.03–0.2, 147 (≈ 45 percent) of theseAGNs are X-ray undetected in 2XMMiwithLX/L[OIII] <
1 (i.e., our parent sample). Based on our derived AGN fraction, we would expect that
! 63 of the sources in our parent samplewithLX/L[OIII] < 1 to be Compton-thickAGNs,
i.e., at least≈ 20 percent of all Type-2 AGNs in the SDSS-2XMMi overlap region. The vol-
ume encompassed by our survey is V ≈ 4.6×106Mpc3. Hence, we estimate a lower limit
to the space-density of Compton-thick AGNs at z ∼ 0.1 of log(Φ) ! −5.2 Mpc−3 in the
luminosity range of LX ≈ (0.1–10) × 1043 erg s−1 . In Fig. 6.7 we compare our estimated
space-density lower-limit to that of the XRB synthesis models and to the similar study of
SDSS-selected Compton-thick quasars of Vignali et al. (2010). At the median predicted
intrinsic X-ray luminosity of our sample of Compton-thick AGNs (LX ≈ 1043 erg s−1 ),
we find good agreement with that predicted by the XRB model at 0.03 < z < 0.2. Fur-
thermore, by comparison to wide-field derived hard X-ray luminosity functions (e.g.,
Ueda et al. 2003), we suggest that these Compton-thick sources may comprise a signifi-
cant fraction (≈ 20–100 percent) of X-ray undetected accretion in the nearby Universe.
6.4.3 The mean growth rate of Compton-thick AGNs at z ∼ 0.1
In this section we consider the implied Eddington ratios (η ∼ LAGN/LEdd; where LEdd ≈
1.26 × 1038(MBH/M!) erg s−1 ) for the Compton-thick AGNs identified in our sample
with publicly available black-hole mass (MBH) estimates. Stellar velocity dispersion
measurements have been computed for 13 out of the 14 AGNs in our sample, at least
five of which we identify as Compton-thick AGNs. These measurements are publicly
available in the MPA-JHU release of SDSS-DR7 and are derived from the fitting of stellar
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Figure 6.7: Space density of Compton-thick AGNs compared with
the XRB synthesis models for intrinsic X-ray luminosities of LX >
1042,1043,1044 and 1045 erg s−1 (Gilli et al. 2007). Data points refer
to this work (circle) and those from a comparable study of luminous
Compton-thick quasars at z ∼ 0.3–0.8 derived from the SDSS (Vignali
et al. 2010; squares).
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population synthesis models to the SDSS 1-D spectra.10 Using theM–σ relation of Geb-
hardt et al. (2000) we convert the stellar velocity dispersions to MBH (see Column 7 of
Table 6.1) in order to calculate LEdd for these sources. The median SMBH mass for our
sample isMBH ≈ 3× 107M! (i.e., these AGNs host SMBHs similar to those identified in
H04; see Chapter 4).
In order to estimate η for our Compton-thick AGNs, we use L [OIV] to infer LX using
the relation of Goulding et al. (2010) and we assume the bolometric corrections of Mar-
coni et al. (2004) to calculate LAGN. On the basis of their [OIV] luminosities we find that
the Compton-thick AGNs are spread over a wide-range of Eddington ratio, η ≈ 0.006–4
(median ≈ 0.2).11 By comparison to the total population of Type-2 AGNs identified in
the SDSS, Heckman et al. (2004) find that < 0.5 percent of Type-2 AGNs hosting SMBHs
withMBH ≈ 3×107M! are accreting above η ≈ 0.1. Hence, these results suggest that the
Compton-thick AGNs identified here harbour some of the most rapidly growing black
holes in the nearby Universe. This would further suggest that not taking account of
Compton-thick AGNs in deep-field X-ray surveys may exclude the most rapid growth
phases of SMBHs as predicted by many models (e.g., Fabian 1999; Granato et al. 2006;
Hopkins et al. 2008).
6.5 Summary
We have presented a sample of 14 local (z ∼ 0.03–0.2) X-ray undetected optical AGNs
selected from the large overlap region between the SDSS-DR7 and 2XMMi catalogues.
These sources were selected as candidate Compton-thick AGNs on the basis of their
X-ray–[OIII] emission line ratios (i.e., fX/f[OIII] < 1.0; e.g., Bassani et al. 1999; see Sec-
tion 6.2). We have employed a suite of optical (e.g., [OIII] emission-line) and mid-IR
(e.g., [OIV] emission-line; 6 µm AGN continuum) diagnostics to infer the intrinsic AGN
luminosity in these sources. Assuming any deficit in X-ray flux compared to these es-
10The MPA-JHU SDSS catalogue is maintained by a large collaboration of SDSS researchers and is a com-
plementary dataset providing additional information for the SDSS-DR7 data-release including measure-
ments of velocity dispersions, stellar masses, star-formation rates etc. It is available at http://www.mpa-
garching.mpg.de/SDSS/
11It is important to note the large uncertainties involvedwith calculating bolometric luminosities and sub-
sequent Eddington ratios; the large scatter in the X-ray–[OIV] relation combined with a possible Eddington
ratio dependent bolometric correction (e.g., Vasudevan and Fabian 2007) could a yield an uncertainty factor
of the order! 10 for the highest Eddington ratio sources.
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timates is due to Compton-thick absorption, we assess the ubiquity of Compton-thick
AGN activity in the nearby Universe. Our main findings are the following:
(1). Using Spitzer-IRS low resolution spectroscopy, we find that six of our 14 candidate
Compton-thick AGNs have 3σ detections of [NeV] and all 14 have [OIV]. We per-
formed mid-IR spectral decompositions of our sample to establish 6 µmAGN con-
tinuum luminosities. Using established X-ray to mid-IR continuum and emission-
line relationships, we infer the intrinsic X-ray luminosity of these AGNs and con-
servatively find that 6/14 (≈ 50 percent) of the sources in our sample appear to
be heavily obscured with NH ! 1.5 × 1024 cm−2 (i.e., are Compton-thick AGNs).
We predict an overall Compton-thick AGN fraction of ! 43 ± 21 percent. See sec-
tions 6.3.3, 6.3.4 and 6.4.1.
(2). We used our results to infer the ubiquity of Compton-thick AGNs in our SDSS–
2XMMi parent sample. We predict that on the basis of the analyses presented here
that at least ! 20 percent of the 334 optical Type-2 AGNs in the SDSS-DR7 at z ∼
0.03–0.2 are obscured by Compton-thick material. This implies a space-density of
log(Φ) ! −5.2Mpc−3 for Compton-thick AGNs with LX ≈ (0.1–10) × 1043 erg s−1
at z ∼ 0.1 which we find is consistent with the number density of Compton-thick
AGNs predicted by XRB synthesis models. See sections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2.
(3). We establish that (allowing for uncertainties and associated optical selection ef-
fects) the Compton-thick AGNs identified in our sample appear to be rapidly ac-
creting. Using [OIV] luminosity to infer the LAGN and the stellar velocity dis-
persion to estimate MBH, we find for these sources a median Eddington ratio of
η ≈ 0.2. By comparison to studies of local Type-2 AGNswith similar SMBHmasses
(MBH ≈ 3× 107M! e.g., Heckman et al. 2004), we find that Compton-thick AGNs
may harbour some of the most rapidly growing black holes in the nearby Universe
(z ∼ 0.1). See section 6.4.3.
In summary, we have established that about half of these sources have optical and
mid-IR AGN indicators consistent with their observed X-ray emission being heavily ob-
scured by Compton-thick material. Indirect multi-wavelength analyses, such as those
employed here, are currently the best technique to identify Compton-thick AGNs which
are 2–3 orders of magnitude further down the LX − z plane than can be achieved us-
ing X-ray spectroscopy alone. Using the next generation of X-ray satellites (e.g., NuStar;
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IXO;WFXT), high-quality X-ray spectroscopy and E > 10 keV detections will allow us
to directly and unambiguously classify many of these sources as Compton-thick AGNs.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions & Future Work
In this thesis we have attempted to address questions that stem from a common thread:
how many SMBHs are actively accreting in the nearby Universe? In this section, we
summarise the main results of this in-depth investigation. We conclude this chapter by
outlining a new project which uses high spatial resolution, ground-based mid-IR analy-
ses to provide first order measurements of the absorption towards the central engine in
a sample of optically unidentified seemingly X-ray weak AGNs.
7.1 An overview of presented work
7.1.1 A census of AGN activity to D < 15Mpc
In Chapters 3 and 4 we presented the results of a sensitive volume-limited Spitzer-IRS
spectral survey of all (≈ 94 percent) bolometrically luminous (LIR ! 3× 109 L!) galaxies
to D < 15 Mpc. We placed direct constraints on the ubiquity of AGN activity in the
local Universe by conservatively assuming that the detection of the high-excitation [NeV]
λ14.32 µm emission line indicates AGN activity. We identified AGNs in 17 of the 64
galaxies in our sample, i.e., an AGN fraction of ≈ 27+8−6 percent; a factor ! 2 greater
than found using optical spectroscopy alone. We found that the optically unidentified
AGNs are typically characterised as star-formation dominated galaxies hosting modest-
luminosity AGNs (L[NeV] ≈ 1037–1039 erg s−1 ). However, we find that the lack of optical
AGN signatures are most likely due to dust extinction in the host galaxy. The majority of
the optically unidentified AGNs are hosted in highly inclined galaxies or galaxies with
dust lanes, indicating that obscuration of the AGN is not necessarily due to an obscuring
torus.
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For the 17 AGNs identified using Spitzer-IRS, we presented the mean growth times
and volume-weighted space density of active SMBHs in the local Universe. The most
accurate SMBH masses available for the objects are compiled from a variety of sources.
We combined mid-IR emission line and high-quality hard X-ray constraints to derive
accurate measurements of the intrinsic luminosities of the 17 AGNs. Due to our high
sensitivity and the ability to probe low SMBH masses, we find that significant mass ac-
cretion (η > 10−3) occurs onto SMBHswithMBH ≈ 106M!, the majority of which would
not be detected in even the most sensitive optical surveys. For AGNs hosting SMBHs
withMBH ≈ (0.5–50)×107 M!we find consistent growth times (t2M ≈ 47–198 Gyrs) with
those of the narrow-line AGNs identified in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey. However, we
find that SMBHs with MBH < 5 × 106M!, are amongst the mast rapidly accreting in
the nearby Universe with t2M ≈ 6+6−3 Gyrs. To assess the incidence of this population
of low mass, rapidly growing SMBHs, we constructed a local space density function of
active SMBHs. We calculated a non-negligible space density for low mass active SMBHs
(MBH ≈ 106M!) of Φ ≈ 6× 10−4Mpc−3 log M−1BH which is consistent with the space den-
sity of more massive active SMBHs (MBH ≈ 107M!; i.e., those previously determined
to be the most rapidly accreting population of SMBHs from optical surveys). Hence, we
find no direct evidence for a turnover at low masses as has been previously suggested.
Using a local total SMBH mass function, we estimated a mean volume-weighted local
AGN fraction of ≈ 25+29−14 percent, which remains relatively constant in the mass range
MBH ≈ (1–10) × 106M!.
7.1.2 The incidence of [NeV] λ3427A˚ detected AGNs in the SDSS-DR7
In Chapter 5 we used [NeV] λ3427A˚ emission as an unambiguous AGN indicator to as-
sess the incidence of AGN activity in the SDSS and to further understand the nature of
the population of optically unidentified AGNs investigated in chapters 3 and 4. We find
that only ≈ 27 ± 4 percent of optical AGNs (i.e., those identified using BPT diagnos-
tics) have significant detections of [NeV] λ3427A˚ emission, and that only ≈ 2 percent of
HII and transition region galaxies appear to host AGNs on the basis of [NeV] λ3427A˚
(i.e., are optically unidentified AGNs). Using spectral stacking analyses we investigated
the average optical spectroscopic properties of [NeV] λ3427A˚ detected and undetected
sources in the SDSS-DR7. We found that the optical spectra for [NeV] λ3427A˚ detected
sources are characterised by strong [OIII] λ5007A˚ emission lines, and that optical AGNs
which lack [NeV] λ3427A˚ emission are most likely dust extinguished. By contrast, [NeV]
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λ3427A˚ detectedHII and transition region galaxies are most likely to be NLS1s based on
their broad-based Balmer lines. We compared the populations of [NeV] λ3427A˚ detected
galaxies in the SDSS-DR7 to the sample of [NeV] λ14.32 µm detected optically uniden-
tified AGNs presented in Chapters 3 and 4. We found that in colour-magnitude space,
optically unidentified AGNs are hosted in significantly bluer and lower mass galaxies
than those which are readily identified in the SDSS. Hence, we conclude that large-scale
optical surveys such as the SDSS are likely to miss a significant fraction of present-day
accretion onto the lowest mass supermassive black holes.
7.1.3 Searching for Compton-thick AGNs at z ∼ 0.1
In Chapter 6 we combined the unprecedented wide-field coverages of the SDSS and the
2XMMi surveys to select 14 candidate Compton-thick AGNs to be observedwith Spitzer-
IRS spectroscopy. On the basis of their observed X-ray and optical emission-line fluxes,
these AGNswere selected to contain heavily absorbed central sources. We found that six
of our 14 candidate Compton-thick AGNs have 3σ detections of [NeV] and all 14 have
[OIV] in mid-IR spectroscopy. We performed mid-IR spectral decompositions of our
sample to establish 6 µm AGN continuum luminosities. Using established X-ray to mid-
IR continuum and emission-line relationships, we inferred the intrinsic X-ray luminosity
of these AGNs and conservatively found that 6/14 (≈ 43 percent) of the sources in our
sample appeared to be heavily obscured with NH ! 1.5× 1024 cm−2 (i.e., are Compton-
thick AGNs). We predict that at least ! 20 percent of the 334 optical Type-2 AGNs in
the SDSS-DR7 at z ∼ 0.03–0.2 are obscured by Compton-thick material. This implies
a space-density of log(Φ) ! −5.2 Mpc−3 for Compton-thick AGNs with LX ≈ (0.1–
10) × 1043 erg s−1 at z ∼ 0.1 which we find is consistent with the number density of
Compton-thick AGNs predicted by XRB synthesis models. Furthermore, we established
that the Compton-thick AGNs identified in our sample appear to be rapidly accreting
(median Eddington ratio ∼ 0.2) and that Compton-thick AGNs may harbour some of
the most rapidly growing black holes in the nearby Universe (z ∼ 0.1).
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7.2 Future work
Mid-IR emission line diagnostics, based on the identification of theAGN-produced high-
excitation mid-IR emission-lines (e.g., [OIV] 54.9eV; [NeV] 97.1eV) from recent Spitzer-
IRS spectroscopy suggest that ≈ 27 percent of bolometrically-luminous galaxies at D <
15Mpc host intrinsically luminous AGNs (Goulding & Alexander 2009; see Chapter 3),
despite the fact that many have weak optical and X-ray nuclei. Such AGNs are presum-
ably heavily obscured and may be surrounded by potentially Compton-thick central
regions. This result implies that sensitive optical surveys may be missing ≈ 50 per-
cent of the AGN population in the nearby Universe, possibly skewing our understand-
ing of various AGN-related phenomena. However, measurements of the intrinsic AGN
luminosity through mid-IR narrow-line emission are both in-direct (e.g., some portion
could be due to highmass star-formation) and subject to light time-travel inconsistencies
(e.g., the X-ray nucleus could have recently dimmed but there is a response delay to the
extended line emission). Hence, based on Spitzer-IRS spectroscopy alone, the intrinsic
AGN properties of this significant population of optically-unidentified AGN cannot be
reliably measured.
The most direct measurements of the intrinsic AGN properties are made at hard X-
ray energies (E > 10 keV), which are capable of penetrating high column densities in
the most heavily-obscured and mildly Compton-thick AGNs. Goulding et al (2010) find
that for the 8 AGNs in their D < 15 Mpc sample with excellent-quality X-ray data, the
absorption-corrected X-ray luminosities are consistent with the AGN-luminosities pre-
dicted using the mid-IR [OIV] (λ25.89µm) emission (see Chapter 4). The other 9 AGNs
in the D < 15 Mpc sample have poor quality X-ray spectral constraints, but the X-ray
emission is a factor " 100 below that predicted using LOIV, suggesting they are heavily
obscured (possibly by Compton-thick material). If confirmed, these results would indi-
cate that a much larger fraction (a factor ≈ 2) of SMBH growth was more obscured than
previously thought. Given the observed X-ray faintness of these targets, unreasonably
long individual X-ray exposures (of the order ≈ 100 ks) would be required to directly
test this scenario at X-ray energies.
An alternative method to infer the intrinsic AGN properties is from the mid-IR AGN
continuum emission (3–15 µm) which is radiated directly from hot-dust in the torus. This
emission will react on significantly shorter time-scales (" 1 year; i.e., the physical size
of the sublimation region) than the narrow-line emission, and has been shown to pro-
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vide an excellent unambiguous proxy for the absorption-corrected LX in even the most
heavily Compton-thick Seyferts (e.g., Krabbe et al. 2001; Horst et al. 2006, 2008; Gandhi
et al. 2009; see Chapter 6). Therefore, the mid-IR continuum luminosity can be used to
identify Compton-thick AGNs in seemingly X-ray weak objects, and thus presents the
best, currently available method, to definitively identify the intrinsic properties of X-ray
faint optically-unidentified AGNs. See Fig. 7.1.
The existing mid-IR observations of the D < 15 Mpc AGNs from high-resolution
Spitzer-IRS spectroscopy, however, are not sufficient for these analyses. The spectral
range of the hi-res Spitzer-IRS spectroscopy (10–37 µm) is insufficient to (1) accurately
measure the contamination from circumnuclear star-formation, which is present inmany
of the D < 15Mpc AGNs, and (2) measure the Silicate absorption feature (at ≈ 9.7 µm)
which is often indicative of heavily obscured AGNs. With the demise of Spitzer-IRS,
these analyses now require ground-based mid-IR instruments (e.g., Gemini-S T-ReCS;
Gemini-N Michelle; VLT-VISIR) capable of probing linear scales of ≈ 15 parsecs at the
diffraction-limit.
We have successfully proposed for 14 hours of observing time to use the superior
spatial resolution and spectral range of T-ReCS on Gemini-South. We are using these to
obtain diffraction-limited mid-IR imaging and spectroscopy of the central regions of the
five optically-unidentified AGNs in GA09 which are observable in the 2010B semester.
With the new observations, we will:
1. use the high-spatial resolution imaging data to measure the N-band (≈ 10.5 µm)
continuum emission from the unresolved nuclear core.
2. use the proposed N-band spectroscopy to identify potential contaminants to the
≈ 10.5 µm continuum emission from Si absorption and nuclear star-formation
emission.
3. compare the observed LX to the intrinsic ≈ 10.5 µm continuum emission to con-
strain the intrinsic LX and hence estimate the absorption towards the X-ray emis-
sion.
Overall, our proposed observations of a complete sample of candidate heavily-obscured
(and possibly Compton-thick) AGNs, are required to provide first order measurements
of the absorption towards the central engine and unambiguously determine the AGN
intrinsic luminosities. These data will provide the best constraints on the incidence of
Compton-thick AGNs out toD < 15Mpc.
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Figure 7.1: LX,2−10keV versus predicted λL10.5µm for the D < 15 Mpc
AGNs (filled stars). For the four AGNs in GA09 currently with good
measurements of λL10.5µm from high-resolution mid-IR imaging (open
circles), the absorption-corrected X-ray fluxes are consistent with the
local relation found by Gandhi et al. (2009). On the basis of L[OIV] we
predict that at least five of the AGNs lacking mid-IR imaging are likely
to be Compton-thick. High-resolution mid-IR imaging observations
will provide a good test of whether these AGNs are intrinsically X-ray
weak or heavily obscured before the next generation of E > 10 keV
telescopes (> 2012).
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7.3 Final remarks
Howwe choose to observe the AGN population will always place a bias on our interpre-
tation and understanding of their incidence, accretion rates and role in galaxy evolution.
Throughout this thesis we have used multi-wavelength analyses (from mid-IR, X-ray
and optical observations) to place the strongest available constraints on the ubiquity of
AGN activity in the nearby Universe. Whilst wide-scale optical surveys are now provid-
ing an excellent resource for the derivation of large active-galaxy population properties,
dust-obscuration may still be preventing the identification of a significant fraction of
AGNs. Obscuration-independent wavelengths (e.g., IR; X-ray) are beginning to provide
a window for us to identify these heavily obscured central sources but are currently lim-
ited by technologies which are, by comparison to optical instrumentation, still in a stage
of infancy.
Looking towards the coming decade, we can only be excited at the prospect of pro-
posed future observatories. The next generation of X-ray satellites e.g., NuStar (≈ 2012);
Astro-H (≈ 2015); International X-ray Observatory (subject to funding, ≈ 2021); Wide-field
X-ray Telescope (subject to funding, ≈ 2025) will provide the greatest constraints yet on
the environments and demographics of Compton-thick AGNs across cosmic time. Com-
plimentary to this, the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) will become a fantastic joint-
successor to Hubble and Spitzer. Coupled with the Space Infra-Red Telescope for Cosmology
and Astrophysics (SPICA; ≈ 2017), the new mid-IR imaging and spectroscopic instru-
ments onboard these observatorieswill allow us to peer through obscuring dust columns
to greater depths, over longer wavelength ranges and with higher resolutions than ever
before. With the advent of these new missions we may become one step closer to truly
providing a complete census of AGN activity throughout the Universe.
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